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ABSTRACT
Ontology-based Semantic Harmonization of HIV-associated Common Data Elements for
Integration of Diverse HIV Research Datasets

William Brown III

Analysis of integrated, diverse, Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)-associated
datasets can increase knowledge and guide the development of novel and effective
interventions for disease prevention and treatment by increasing breadth of variables and
statistical power, particularly for sub-group analyses. This topic has been identified as a
National Institutes of Health research priority, but few efforts have been made to integrate
data across HIV studies. Our aims were to: 1) Characterize the semantic heterogeneity (SH)
in the HIV research domain; 2) Identify HIV-associated common data elements (CDEs) in
empirically generated and knowledge-based resources; 3) Create a formal representation
of HIV-associated CDEs in the form of an HIV-associated Entities in Research Ontology
(HERO); 4) Assess the feasibility of using HERO to semantically harmonize HIV research
data. Our approach was guided by information/knowledge theory and the DIKW (Data
Information Knowledge Wisdom) hierarchical model.
Our systematized review of the literature revealed that synergistic use of both
ontologies and CDEs included integration, interoperability, data exchange, and data
standardization. Moreover, methods and tools included use of experts for CDE
identification, the Unified Medical Language System, natural language processing,
Extensible Markup Language, Health Level 7, and ontology development tools (e.g.,

Protégé). Additionally, evaluation methods included expert assessment, quantification of
mapping tasks between raters, assessment of interrater reliability, and comparison to
established standards. We used these findings to inform our process for achieving the study
aims.
For Aim 1, we analyzed eight disparate HIV-associated data dictionaries and
developed a String Metric-assisted Assessment of Semantic Heterogeneity (SMASH)
method, which aided identification of 127 (13%) homogeneous data element (DE) pairs
and 1,048 (87%) semantically heterogeneous DE pairs. Most heterogeneous pairs (97%)
were semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different, allowing us to determine that SH in
the HIV research domain was high.
To achieve Aim 2, we used Clinicaltrials.gov, Google Search, and text mining in R
to identify HIV-associated CDEs in HIV journal articles, HIV-associated datasets,
AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS Glossary, AIDSinfo Drug Database, Logical Observation Identifiers
Names and Codes (LOINC), Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED), and
RxNORM (understood as prescription normalization). Two HIV experts then manually
reviewed DEs from the journal articles and data dictionaries to confirm DE commonality
and resolved semantic discrepancies through discussion. Ultimately, we identified 2,179
unique CDEs. Of all CDEs, data-driven approaches identified 2,055 (94%) (999 from the
HIV/AIDS Glossary, 398 from the Drug Database, 91 from journal articles, and a total of
567 from LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNorm cumulatively). Expert-based approaches
identified 124 (6%) unique CDEs from data dictionaries and confirmed the 91 CDEs from
journal articles.
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In Aim 3, we used the Protégé suite of ontology development tools and the 2,179
CDEs to develop the HERO. We modeled the ontology using the semantic structure of the
Medical Entities Dictionary, available hierarchical information from the CDE knowledge
resources, and expert knowledge. The ontology fulfilled most relevant criteria from
Cimino’s desiderata and OntoClean ontology engineering principles, and it successfully
answered eight competency questions.
Finally, for Aim 4, we assessed the feasibility of using HERO to semantically
harmonize and integrate the data dictionaries from two diverse HIV-associated datasets.
Two HIV experts involved in the development of HERO independently assessed each data
dictionary. Of the 367 DEs in data dictionary 1 (D1), 181 (49.32%) were identified as
CDEs and 186 (50.68%) were not CDEs, and of the 72 DEs in data dictionary 2 (D2), 37
(51.39%) were CDEs and 35 (48.61%) were not CDEs. The HIV experts then traversed
HERO’s hierarchy to map CDEs from D1 and D2 to CDEs in HERO. Of the 181 CDEs in
D1, 156 (86.19%) were found in HERO, and 25 (13.81%) were not. Similarly, of the 37
CDEs in D2 32 (86.48%) were found in HERO, and 5 (13.51%) were not. Interrater
reliability for CDE identification as measured by Cohen’s Kappa was 0.900 for D1 and
0.892 for D2. Cohen’s Kappas for CDEs in D1 and D2 that were also identified in HERO
were 0.885 and 0.688, respectively.
Subsequently, to demonstrate the integration of the two HIV-associated datasets, a
sample of semantically harmonized CDEs in both datasets was categorically selected (e.g.
administrative, demographic, and behavioral), and D2 sample size increases were
calculated for race (e.g., White, African American/Black, Asian/Pacific Islander, Native
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American/Indian, and Hispanic/Latino) and for “intravenous drug use” from the integrated
datasets. The average increase of D2 CDEs for six selected CDEs was 1,928%.
Despite the limitation of HERO developers also serving as evaluators, the
contributions of the study to the fields of informatics and HIV research were substantial.
Confirmatory contributions include: identification of effective CDE/ontology tools, and
use of data-driven and expert-based methods. Novel contributions include: development of
SMASH and HERO; and new contributions include documenting that SH is high in HIVassociated datasets, identifying 2,179 HIV-associated CDEs, creating two additional
classifications of SH, and showing that using HERO for semantic harmonization of HIVassociated data dictionaries is feasible. Our future work will build upon this research by
expanding the numbers and types of datasets, refining our methods and tools, and
conducting an external evaluation.
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Glossary
Cimino’s Desiderata – Twelve necessities for the design of a controlled medical
vocabulary1–3
Common Data Element (CDE) – A data element that appears in multiple data sets from
different studies. Commonality may be intentional or unintentional; this Portal
places emphasis on the intentional use of CDEs to improve data quality and
promote data sharing. Certain types of CDEs are sometimes described: Universal;
Domain-specific; Required; and Core4,5.
Comparative Effectiveness Research (CER) – The direct comparison of existing health
care interventions to determine which work best for different patients and which
pose the greatest benefits and harms6,7.
Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) – A CUI is a term that describes an independent meaning.
Ideally, the meaning of a CUI does not change8,9 over time.
Content explication – accurate interpretation of the content through formalization of terms
and relationships10
Data Element (DE) – Information that describes a piece of data to be collected in a study.
The DE does not include the data itself. Attributes of DEs often include: Name;
Definition; Query/Instructions; Provenance; Value Set4,5.
Data formalization – The creation and implementation of rules, naming conventions, or
procedures to be followed as a standard practice8,11,12
Empirically Generated – Synthesized or derived from sources of research (i.e. research
tools used in research, materials created from research knowledge from sources
such as literature, reports, presentations, knowledge sources)13,14
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Expressiveness – Showing or communicating meaning or feeling effectively15
Hybrid Ontology – The hybrid approach involves the use of multiple ontologies that
subscribe to a common, top-level vocabulary16–18.
Interoperability – The ability of different information technology systems and software
applications to communicate, exchange data, and use the information that has been
exchanged19–21.
Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) – A database and universal
standard for identifying medical laboratory observations developed and maintained
by the Regenstrief Institute, a US non-profit medical research organization, in 1994.
LOINC was created in response to the demand for an electronic database for clinical
care and management and is publicly available at no cost22–24.
Medical Entities Dictionary (MED) – A large repository of medical concepts drawn from
a variety of sources either developed or used at the New York Presbyterian
Hospital, including the UMLS, ICD9-CM and LOINC. Currently numbering over
100,000 items, these concepts correspond to coded terms used in systems and
applications throughout Columbia-Presbyterian and New York-Cornell medical
centers23,25,26.
Multiple Ontology – Two or more data sources used in combination for integration16–18
Prophylaxis – Measures designed to preserve health (as of an individual or of society) and
prevent the spread of disease27,28
RxNORM – A listing of standard names for clinical drugs with links to many of the drug
vocabularies commonly used in pharmacy management and drug interaction
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software, including those of First Databank, Micromedex, MediSpan, Gold
Standard Drug Database, and Multum29–32.
Semantic Harmonization – The unification of similar knowledge models21,33–36
Semantic Heterogeneity (SH) – Differences in meaning and interpretation of data values,
usually arising from database schema or datasets for the same domain that were
developed by independent parties33,34,36–38.
Single Ontology – A global reference model. This is the simplest approach as it can be
simulated by other approaches16–18
Systematized Review – A type of literature review that attempts to include elements of
the systematic review process and is typically conducted as part of a postgraduate
student assignment39.
Technoecosystem – The technological community, ecology, and continuum of interacting
machines and their relationship to the physical environment40,41
The Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) – A systematic, computercomputable collection of human and veterinary medical terms comprised of codes,
terms, synonyms and definitions that cover anatomy, diseases, findings,
procedures, microorganisms, substances, etc. It allows for consistency in indexing,
storage, retrieval, and aggregation of medical data among diverse specialties and
sites of care42,43.
Top-Level Ontology – An ontology that describes very general concepts that are the same
across all knowledge domains16–18.
Tractability – Easily managed or controlled; governable15
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Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) – A resource that integrates and distributes
key terminology, classification and coding standards, and associated resources to
promote creation of more effective and interoperable biomedical information
systems and services, including electronic health records8,12
Washington Heights/Inwood Informatics Infrastructure for Comparative Effectiveness
Research (WICER) – A study to gain a comprehensive understanding of the
Washington Heights/Inwood (WHI) population, to facilitate research with this
population, and to demonstrate infrastructure capabilities for comparative
effectiveness research/patient-centered outcomes research (CER/PCOR) for the
significant clinical problem of hypertension6
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1! Introduction
Integration of diverse domain-associated datasets, among and between disparate research
data, has been a long standing endeavor in the field of biomedical informatics44,45.
Integration, and the new analyses made possible by integration, have the potential to
increase knowledge and guide the development of novel, high quality, and effective
interventions for disease prevention and treatment. Integration increases both the sample
size and the breadth of variables that can be analyzed, which in turn boosts statistical
power, particularly in the case of inadequate sample sizes or subgroup analyses of hard-toreach populations.
In order for us to further discuss integration, we must first discuss three precursors:
data, information, and knowledge. These three concepts and their hierarchical relationship
to one another are commonly framed using the DIKW (Data Information Knowledge
Wisdom) hierarchical model (see Figure 1.1)46,47. At the base of the pyramidal model is
data, the primary concept. Data’s context is “parts to be gathered”, typically in the form of
symbols, signs, stimuli, or signals (e.g., data points, data elements). Data can be structured
or start off unstructured and gain structure as we gather it through research. Information is
created when we endow data with structure, meaning, and purpose (e.g., metadata, data
dictionaries). Information is elicited from data through interrogation, the answering
of questions (e.g., who, what, where, when, why, how), thereby making the data useful for
"decisions and/or action". At the information level we draw connections between the parts
of data that we have collected, organizing them and categorizing them. Finally, knowledge
is formed when we frame the information using values, context, experience, insight, and
expertise. This provides environmental context, relationships between parts of information,
!
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and a framework by which we may reason with and evaluate the information. It is at the
knowledge level where we transform the connected parts to the whole (e.g.,
ontologies)46,48–51.

Figure 1.1 Data Information Knowledge Wisdom (DIKW) hierarchical
model
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The latest literature on the DIKW model often de-emphasizes wisdom: However,
in the context of this dissertation, “data integration” provides opportunities for new
analyses, which are most exemplified by the concept of “wisdom”. As a result, wisdom
represents the guidance and future development of novel and effective interventions. It is
to be achieved and how we plan for our goal, “data integration”, to translate to the real
world. For this dissertation, we focus on the first three concepts: data, information, and
knowledge. As we move toward our solution to achieving data integration, at each stage of
the research process we will use the DIKW hierarchical model to situate our decisions and
actions within the greater context of information and/or knowledge theory46,48–50.
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1.1! Why Data Integration?
When studies fail to achieve their recruitment goals and meet the minimum sample size
necessary to appropriately power their study, integrating data from a comparable domainassociated study may allow the researcher to meet sample size requirements and achieve
the statistical power to confirm or disprove a hypothesis. Similarly, it is often difficult to
obtain a statistically adequate sample of a subgroup, particularly those of hard-to-reach
populations (e.g., homeless youth, transgender women)52,53.
The use of integration to increase the sample size of a subgroup from a hard-toreach population is of particular importance when the research being conducted is trying
to identify or address health disparities54–56. It is likely that a study will be able to recruit
some members from hard-to-reach populations and similarly likely that other studies will
be able to do the same. Thus, opportunities for researchers to integrate their data from their
common subgroups are invaluable, especially when not only a statistically adequate sample
of the subgroup is needed, but also comparison to a similar control group.
Unfortunately, acquisition and maintenance of control groups is also challenging.
Control groups are a critical aspect of clinical and biomedical research. They are
instrumental in inferring causality and strengthening the evidence in support of a given
finding. Regardless of whether the main population or a subgroup of that population is the
focus of analysis, having a control group for comparison is key. Unfortunately, poor
planning, lack of funding, challenges in recruitment, and other external factors make it
difficult to obtain and maintain a sufficient number of controls54. In such cases where
controls are needed and not available or inadequate in size, integration of domain-
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associated data from two or more sources can provide opportunities to identify controls for
comparison.
For these reasons, integration has been identified as an NIH research priority.
However, integrating data across multiple studies is complex57. Also, the federated and
disparate manner in which data are collected can be a slow and expensive process 57,58. One
way to facilitate integration, increase the analytic power of accumulated data, incorporate
findings, and reduce expense is for researchers to collect and report common data elements
(CDEs)4,59. However, to do so requires a concrete definition or set of characteristics to
identify and distinguish CDEs from other data elements.
A data element is considered common, as defined by the National Library of
Medicine (NLM), when it has one or more of four distinguishing characteristics, whether
intentional or unintentional: Universal, Domain-specific, Required, and Core5. These
characteristics will be further defined and explicated in Chapter 4. In addition to these four
characteristics we will also explore a fifth characteristic, “frequent/reoccurring”, where a
data element is considered common if it exists in or belongs to multiple datasets from
different sources.
Though collecting and reporting data that are CDEs can facilitate integration, in
most cases data elements are created independently. Thus, existing data elements would
have to be identified as CDE using a knowledge tool (e.g., ontology)4. Such a process
would require a semantic understanding of each CDE so that a well-defined data element
can be semantically linked to its CDE counterpart.
Consequently, semantic harmonization of datasets is one of the great challenges in
biomedical informatics34. As an example, to address the HIV epidemic NIH institutes and
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centers have supported numerous clinical trials and cohort studies that collect
demographics and HIV-associated measures. However, the diversity of HIV-associated
DEs contributes to the severity of semantic heterogeneity among HIV research datasets
and makestrue data integration extremely difficult. Semantic harmonization and integration
of diverse HIV-associated datasets thus are critical research tasks; yet, few efforts have
been made to combine these data across studies. The goal of this research is to facilitate
integration and analysis of diverse HIV-associated datasets by developing and evaluating
a tool to combat the HIV research domain’s semantic heterogeneity in the HIV research
domain.

1.2! Background
1.2.1! The HIV Pandemic and HIV Research
HIV continues to be a challenging pandemic. Worldwide, there are over 35 million people
living with HIV and approximately 2.1 million new cases of HIV annually60. In the United
States, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that over 1.2
million persons aged 13 and older are living with HIV, and approximately 50,000 people
are newly infected each year61. African Americans are the population most affected by
HIV, comprising only 12% of the US population in 2010 but accounting for 44% of all
new HIV infections that year. Additionally, Hispanic/Latinos are also strongly affected62.
Hispanic/Latinos make up 17% of the US population, but had 21% of all new HIV
infections63. If we look at HIV infections by transmission category, we see that men who
have sex with men (MSM) are most at risk. In 2010, MSM had 63% of all new HIV
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infections, even though they made up only around 2% of the population62. Lastly, in 2010,
individuals infected through heterosexual sex made up 25% of all new HIV infections64.
NIH institutes and centers, as well as other funding organizations, are addressing
this epidemic by supporting clinical trials and cohort studies that collect longitudinal data
on HIV-disease specific measures. Clinicaltrials.gov lists more than 6,000 HIV-related
clinical studies conducted by major research groups. For example, the AIDS Clinical Trials
Group (ACTG), HIV Prevention Trials Network (HPTN), Microbicide Trial Network
(MTN), International Network for Strategic Initiatives in Global HIV Trials (INSIGHT),
International Maternal Pediatric Adolescent AIDS Clinical Trials (IMPAACT),
Adolescent Trials Network (ATN), as well as cohort studies (co)funded by Multicenter
AIDS Cohort Study (MACS), Pediatric HIV/AIDS Cohort Study (PHACS), CNS HIV
Antiretroviral Therapy Effects Research (CHARTER) to name a few65.
These research networks may use standardized or unstandardized but similar
measures to track HIV infection information. Common variables measured include: age,
race and/or ethnicity (e.g. American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian, Black/African
American, Hispanic/Latino, Native Hawaiian/other Pacific Islander, White/Caucasian, and
Multi-ethnic), and common transmission categories (e.g. male-to-male sexual contact,
injection drug use, male-to-male sexual contact and injection drug use, heterosexual
contact, mother-to-child [perinatal] transmission, and other [includes blood transfusions
and unknown cause])66,67,67. These sources and types of information, if integrated, could
provide opportunities for new analyses, which could lead to new discoveries, better
interventions, and improved health outcomes. Unfortunately, several barriers to data
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integration exist, in particular the diversity of HIV-associated data elements (DEs) across
HIV research networks and cohorts, and the rapid evolution of research objectives.

1.2.2! Diverse HIV-associated Research
Clinical trial and cohort study data are often longitudinal and commonly include behavioral
data, disease measures, biomarkers, and treatment information. Not only are the
participants of these clinical trials or cohort studies those living with disease or at risk for
acquiring disease, but they are also defined by other subgroup metrics such as race,
ethnicity, age, sex, gender, sexuality, nationality, and socioeconomic status. These
subgroup metrics are critical in understanding the prevalence, incidence, and impact of
diseases, as well as the design, appropriateness, and effectiveness of an intervention,
particularly if there is a behavioral component (e.g., adherence). As a result, there are
multiple clinical trials networks and cohort studies to fit the need of not only the target
subgroup but also the intervention modality (i.e. biomedical, behavioral)3,68,69. Though
these networks and studies are designed to fulfill unique purposes and/or goals within the
HIV field, they often have many variables in common and may employ similar assessment
schedules, data collection methods, and instruments. Also, participants of subgroups,
particularly those belonging to multiple subgroups, (e.g. African American, male,
homosexual, youth) produce unique opportunities for overlapping data to be integrated
from one study to another, which would increase sample sizes and improve various
analyses.
Overlap between DEs among disparate HIV-associated trials and cohort studies
provides an opportunity for integration and new analyses across these disparate studies.
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Integration of diverse datasets would allow researchers to address common data analytic
challenges, such as small sample sizes, subgroup analyses, low statistical power or lack of
a control group. Thus, integration would significantly increase the value of the collected
data to address disease-related questions. For this reason, there is a need to identify
methods for the integration and analysis of data across disease research networks and
cohorts. This will help HIV researchers and health care providers to achieve a better
understanding of the factors that characterize the health and disease of people living with
or at risk for HIV65. However, both the diversity of HIV-associated DEs and the rapidly
evolving nature of research objectives are fundamental barriers to the integration of data
across HIV research networks and cohorts.
First, the diversity of HIV-associated DEs is a fundamental barrier to data
integration across networks. Factors contributing to the diversity of HIV DEs include:
concurrent global and local scale (e.g., multiple international sites per study having to work
together and follow data protocols at an international level and individually at a local or
institutional level)70–72; different languages, and multiple cultural contexts73,74;
interrelation of individual and community level data (e.g., the connection between
individual viral load and community viral load as a proxy for prevention)70,75,76; and
longitudinal and multifactorial data, which can facilitate the exponential growth of unique
and repeated iterations of data instances and values over long periods of time67,77,78.
Other factors contributing to HIV DE diversity include the existence of multiple
simultaneously intersecting domains and multiple concurrently collected data types, both
per study and across studies66,67. There is also a propensity to use mixed methods or to
include multiple directly and indirectly related diseases, co-infections, and opportunistic
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infections in both data collection and analysis. Lastly, there may be multiple concurrent
interventions being implemented (e.g., Diffusion of Effective Behavioral Interventions
[DEBI], Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis [PrEP])79,80.
Secondly, HIV research objectives rapidly evolving over time is a fundamental
barrier to HIV data integration. For example, in the 1980s pathogenesis discovery was the
scientific priority, followed by vaccine research and antiretroviral therapy in the 1990s,
then prevention science in the 2000s, and most recently, increases in testing and
prophylaxis of high-risk individuals81. As a result, the rapidly and constantly changing
nature of HIV research objectives challenges both the validity and stability of knowledge
tools over time82,83. Lastly, data variables may change, and context may drift from the
original design of the research or fail to be considered entirely79,80.
Both diversity of HIV-associated DEs and the rapidly evolving nature of research
objectives contribute to the increase of semantic heterogeneity among HIV research DEs,
making true data integration of diverse HIV-associated datasets impossible. Unfortunately,
there are no HIV-specific, ontology-based semantic harmonization tools to address
semantic heterogeneity in the HIV research domain.

1.2.3! Addressing Semantic Heterogeneity
Within the last four years, various entities have promoted a resolution of diversity of HIVassociated DEs, given the rapidly evolving nature of research objectives, within the context
of intelligent and dynamic data integration. These include the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality’s (AHRQ’s) PROSPECT (PRospective Outcome Systems using
Patient-specific Electronic data to Compare Tests and Therapies) portfolio, the BD2K (Big
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Data To Knowledge) initiative, and of particular relevance, RFA-MH-14-200 “Integration
and Analysis of Diverse HIV-Associated Data”, which aims to promote the integration of
data across HIV research networks and cohorts, as well as the development, adaptation and
application of state-of-the-art analytic methods to better understand the various factors that
characterize neurobehavioral and psychosocial functioning of people living with or at risk
for HIV.
Data harmonization and integration methods in the clinical setting can provide
insights to facilitating semantic harmonization among HIV-associated research data. Data
sharing among clinical facilities and complete semantic interoperability between
semantically heterogeneous healthcare systems has not yet been achieved; however,
significant progress has been made. The ICD (International Classification of Disease)
series of controlled clinical vocabulary standards are in wide use84. Moreover, ontological
resources, such as SNOMED ((Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine), LOINC (Logical
Observation Identifiers, Names, and Codes), and RxNorm (drug name normalization tool),
can be used for common data elements (CDE) and translate to much of the clinical research
domain8. One such use of this was in the Washington Heights/Inwood Informatics
Infrastructure for Community-Centered Comparative Effectiveness Research (WICER)
project.
WICER researchers were able to implement approaches for integrating
heterogeneous data sources. These included data stored in clinical data warehouses and
those stored in separate research databases by using a concept-oriented data dictionary with
a set of semantic terminology models. WICER researchers were able to illustrate the use
of the semantic structure of LOINC in integrating community-based survey items into the
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Medical Entities Dictionary (MED) to support the integration of survey data with clinical
data for Comparative Effectiveness Research (CER) studies. By doing so, they found that
WICER survey items were representative of community-based survey data currently
collected for a variety of studies, and that survey items were well-supported by the LOINC
semantic model24.
Additionally, WICER researchers were able to apply approaches, such as the formal
representation of Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System
(PROMIS) measures using the LOINC semantic structure, which allowed comparison
across three different surveys at the item and conceptual levels. They were able to identify
areas of overlap between the WICER research data warehouse (RDW) (which consisted of
electronic clinical data [ECD] and WICER community health surveys [CHS]), the
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) Survey, and the New York City
Community Health Survey (NYC CHS) to the County Health Ranking framework 85.

1.2.4! Ontology-based vs. Statistical Semantic Harmonization Methods
Though ontological methods and standardized healthcare terminologies exist for the
purposes of data integration, they are not typically applied to research datasets. Data
integration of research datasets traditionally has been the job of statistical approaches, such
as using imputation and similarity models for matching and mapping. However,
weaknesses of this approach include a greater susceptibility to various biases and forms of
data missing-ness, and underlying assumptions86. Though methods are being developed to
address some of these issues (i.e. Tatonetti’s Statistical CorRection of Uncharacterized
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Bias [SCRUB])87, ontology-based methods have marked advantages over statistical
methods for integration of research data.
For instance, ontology-based data integration methods formalize domain concepts,
establish relationships among them, and provide semantics (providing meaning for logicbased implication) to represent knowledge in a specific domain. As a result, semantic
representation allows human users and computer programs to answer questions and infer
additional information on a given domain based on related data. In terms of data
harmonization, ontology-based data integration methods can mitigate semantic
heterogeneity with more certainty than statistical methods because equivalence, data
relationships, and other inferences are pre-established rather than statistically estimated
44,88

. As a result, ontology-based data harmonization methods do not have to rely on many

of the same statistical assumptions that limit statistical harmonization methods.

1.3! Problem Statement
Integration of diverse HIV-associated datasets across research networks could significantly
increase the value of the data for addressing challenging research questions that are
hindered by common research problems. Examples of common data analytic problems
include having a small sample size, small subgroup population size, or lack of a control
group. Comparable populations, overlapping demographic characteristics, and similar
assessment approaches, instruments, and assessment schedules provide an opportunity to
integrate data across studies. Unfortunately, semantic heterogeneity of diverse HIVassociated data elements is a fundamental barrier to the integration of data across HIV
research networks and cohorts.
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All domain-associated datasets are challenged by varying levels of heterogeneity;
however, HIV-associated datasets have their own special data harmonization challenges.
Specific challenges include: 1) the extent to which sources containing HIV-associated DEs
are semantically heterogeneous is not well understood; 2) the HIV research domain is
rapidly and constantly evolving; and 3) though semantic harmonization methods (i.e.
ontology-based knowledge representation) are ideal for the task, no HIV-specific tools
exist.

1.4! Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research is to facilitate integration and analysis of diverse HIVassociated datasets by developing and evaluating a tool to address semantic heterogeneity
in the HIV research domain. We will address the three challenges above, by: 1)
characterizing the extent of semantic heterogeneity among a sample of HIV-associated
datasets; 2) identifying HIV-associated CDEs in empirically generated and knowledgebased resources; 3) creating a ontology-based data integration tool that can semantically
harmonize HIV-associated research CDEs; and 4) assessing the feasibility of using the tool
for semantically harmonizing CDEs from HIV research data dictionaries and integrating
their associated datasets (see Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2 Diagram of methods to address semantic heterogeneity
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The goal of this dissertation is to develop and evaluate a semantic harmonization tool for
HIV-associated research. In aim one, we will use data-driven and expert-based methods to
characterize the extent of the DE semantic heterogeneity problem in HIV-associated
research. In aim two, we will have experts identify CDEs from both empirically generated
and knowledge-based resources. In aim three, experts will use the CDEs found in aim two
to develop the HIV-associated Entities in Research Ontology (HERO) and will evaluate
HERO’s intrinsic qualities. Finally, in aim four, we will assess the feasibility of using
HERO to semantically harmonize HIV-associated research data harmonization
performance and potential to integrate disparate sets of HIV-associated DEs (see Figure
1.3). Thus, the research questions, and related hypotheses, for this dissertation are:
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Figure 1.3 Summary of aims
Aim I
Semantic)
Heterogeneity?

Aim II
Common)Data)
Elements?

Aim III

Aim IV

Create)
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Assess)Quality?

Semantic)
Harmonization)
Feasible?

Aim I: Characterize the semantic heterogeneity in the HIV research domain
RQ1: How much DE semantic heterogeneity exists between empirically generated
HIV-associated research DEs in HIV research data dictionaries?

Aim II: Identify HIV-associated CDEs in empirically generated and knowledge-based
resources
RQ2: What are the HIV-associated CDEs that exist within the HIV research
domain?

Aim III: Create a formal representation of HIV-associated CDEs in the form of an HIVassociated Entities in Research Ontology (HERO)
RQ3: To what extent does HERO meet established criteria for ontology intrinsic
quality?
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Aim IV: Assess the feasibility of using HERO to semantically harmonize HIV-associated
research data
RQ4: Can HERO harmonize most CDEs from two HIV-associated research
datasets?
H1: HERO can semantically harmonize >50% of CDEs.

Figure 1.4 below shows how our research activities fit into our guiding
information/knowledge theory and DIKW hierarchical model. At the base of the pyramidal
hierarchy we have our data, which will include CDEs from HIV-associated knowledgebases and ontologies, DEs from data dictionaries, and HIV research journal articles. We
then will use this data to advance to the next level of the pyramid by obtaining information
about the characteristics of semantic heterogeneity within the HIV research domain and by
identifying which DEs of those we have gathered are common. Utilizing this new
information, we will then be able to advance to the next level of the pyramid and develop
new forms of knowledge: 1) an HIV-associated Entities in Research Ontology and 2) new
knowledge from integrated analyses of two diverse HIV-associated research datasets.
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Figure 1.4 Research activities and outcomes by DIKW hierarchical concept
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Tables 1.1 and 1.2 below summarize the methods (Study, Design, Subjects, Resources,
Instruments, Procedures, and Analysis) for each aim. Further descriptions of methods,
sources of data, analyses, tools, and all outcomes are detailed in chapters three through six.
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Table 1.1 Summary of methods
Aim II

Aim III

Aim IV

•!Characterize the semantic
heterogeneity in the HIV
research domain
•!Descriptive analysis of
HIV-associated data
dictionaries using expertbased and data-driven
methods
N/A

•!Identify HIV-associated CDEs in
empirically generated and
knowledge-based resources
•!Literature review
•!Descriptive analysis of existing
data dictionaries and knowledgebased resources using expertbased and data driven methods
N/A

•!Create HIV-associated
Entities in Research
Ontology (HERO)
•!Collaborative ontology
development

•!Assess feasibility of using HERO to
semantically harmonize HIV-associated
research data
•!DE semantic harmonization of two
datasets
•!Power calculation and descriptive
statistical analysis

N/A

Resources

•!Data dictionaries from
HIV-associated research
studies

•!CDE from those found
in Aim II

Instruments

•!Clinicaltrials.gov search
•!R statistical computing
tool [stringdist package]
•!Excel

•!HIV research literature
•!Data dictionaries from HIVassociated research studies
•!Aids.gov HIV Glossary and Drug
database
•!LOINC, SNOMED, RxNORM
•!Excel
•!BioPortal Ontology
Recommender
•!BioPortal Ontology Annotator

•! Participant data from two HIV-associated
datasets!
•!Data dictionaries from HIV-associated
research studies

Study

Design

Subjects

18!

Aim I

•!Protégé Web
•!Cimino's desiderata
•!Onto-clean

“Procedures” and “Analysis” sections are available in the table on the next page.
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•!HIV-associated Entities in Research
Ontology (HERO)
•!Protégé Web
•!R statistical computing tool

!

Aim I

Aim II

Aim III

Aim IV

Procedures

•!Used Clinicaltrials.gov to
identify HIV-associated data
dictionaries
•!Procured data dictionaries
•!Identified and extracted DEs
(variables and metadata)
•!Used string metrics to find
DE similarity
•!HIV experts assessed pairs
for semantic equivalence

•!Used BioPortal Ontology
Recommender to identify HIVassociated CDE from relevant
standards
•!Reviewed HIV research
literature for CDE
•!Identified CDE in eight data
dictionaries
•!Identified CDE that exist in
LOINC, SNOMED, and
RxNORM

•!Map CDE from expertly
developed and empirically
generated sources of HIV
knowledge into HERO
•!Leveraged the Medical Entities
Dictionary (MED) as a
structural model for HERO
•!Identified and incorporated
concept unique identifiers from
the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS)

Analysis

•!Identified HIV research
datasets using NIH criteria
in RFA-MH-14-200
“Integration and Analysis of
Diverse HIV-Associated
Data (R03)”
•!Used string distance metric,
Levenshtein distance (LD)
and string similarity metric
Jaro-Winker distance (JWD)
•!HIV expert manually
assessed DE for
heterogeneity
•!Calculated the total sum of
semantically heterogeneous
DE that exist in both study
An and study Bn

•!Used R statistical computing
tool to identify CDE in research
literature
•!Three HIV experts manually
identified CDE from HIV data
dictionaries, Aids.gov HIV
Glossary and Drug database,
LOINC, SNOMED, and
RxNORM
•!Two experts reconciled
interrater discrepencies using
conversation
•!The third expert resolved DE
that the first two raters couldn’t
agree on

•!Calculated descriptive
characteristics of HERO
•!Evaluated HERO against
Cimino’s Desiderata for
controlled medical
vocabulary1.
•!Used OntoClean for domainindependent structural
evaluation89.

•!Used HERO to identify the
CDE in two sets of HIVassociated DE
•!Randomly sampled CDE within
similar research categories (e.g.
demographics, adherence,
behavior, treatment,
intervention).
•!Merged the data associated with
those CDE across the two
studies
•!Characterized the outcome of
the integration
•!Used descriptive statistics to
characterize, contrast, and
compare the changes of the
original datasets versus the
integrated dataset (e.g., Power
statistic)

19!
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Table 1.2 Summary of methods (continued)

1.6! Significance and Contributions
This research aims to address fundamental barriers to the integration of data across HIV
research networks and cohorts. The results of this research will help to facilitate integration
and analysis of diverse HIV-associated datasets. This will help researchers to significantly
increase the value of their data for addressing challenging research questions. This will
also help them to overcome common data analytic problems. Theoretically, researchers
should be able to increase their small sample size, including their small subgroup
population size, and/or identify controls for statistical comparison to their intervention
group.
Contributions of this work include 1) characterization of the extent of semantic
heterogeneity among HIV-associated datasets; 2) the creation of an ontology-based data
integration tool that can semantically harmonize HIV-associated research CDE; and 3) an
assessment of the feasibility of the tool for semantically harmonizing HIV research data
dictionaries’ CDEs and integrating their associated datasets. Moreover, publications from
this research will help us to better understand the extent to which sources containing HIVassociated DEs are semantically heterogeneous and to elucidate semantic harmonization
methods (i.e. ontology-based knowledge representation) that are ideal for assisting in data
integration.

1.7! Limitations
There were several potential limitations to this study. First, the DEs collected from the
research literature were limited by the search parameters use to identify relevant articles.
For instance, though the literature review was exhaustive, including comprehensive
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databases and advanced search parameters, this still only included English language works;
thus, other possible high-quality and widely used HIV-associated DEs that only exist in
other languages may have been inadvertently omitted.
Also, biases of the experts that identified and verified the DEs as CDEs were also
a limitation (for example: influences from their subdomain specialization(s)). As with all
ontologies, the HERO has inherent biases that derive from its domain-specific knowledge.
Domain specificity can limit the applicability and universality of all tools that are
developed from this research. Moreover, the HIV research data dictionaries that we
procured may not be representative and may have a limited breadth of CDEs to harmonize,
thus limiting the generalizability of our findings. Lastly, regardless of architecture,
ontology-based data integration methods fail to successfully address data missing-ness and
are subject to expressiveness/tractability tradeoffs.
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2! Literature Review
2.1! Introduction
Ontology-based methods have been implemented in data harmonization (the use of
common definitions and measures across studies or research fields)66 and integration
(combining data residing in different sources and providing users with a unified view of
these data)90 for several decades. Ontologies are instrumental to data harmonization
because they provide both a human-readable and machine-readable semantic knowledge
source, which can help researchers harmonize data elements on a given topic or in a specific
domain. As a result, ontology-based methods can be used for data integration. Although
they are still less common than statistical methods for data integration91,92, ontology-based
data integration methods are growing in popularity and use as semantic interoperability
and data heterogeneity continue to be major informatics challenges34,93.
Common data elements (CDEs) are complementary to ontologies. For instance,
standard and expertly developed classes, and other entities, in ontologies are often
considered CDEs by definition5. Moreover, CDEs aid data harmonization by providing
critical annotations (e.g., definitions, descriptors, data element characteristics, etc.) that
also can be incorporated into ontologies. In these ways, CDE can facilitate data integration
by providing a standard form for data elements across studies.
However, ontologies and CDEs are distinct tools and are often implemented
separately (exemplified in Table 2.1). Moreover, both have unique strengths and
challenges. Ontologies are strong at representing knowledge and semantic relationships,
which is ideal for learning tools and logic tools that can perform tasks or help researchers
make decisions. On the other hand, CDEs are not meant to represent semantic knowledge
!
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but rather to provide annotations, definitions, and fundamental characteristics that may be
similar across multiple data sources. Though ontologies are meant to represent the
knowledge in a domain, the challenges of ontologies in harmonization and subsequently
integration is that they are not restricted to elements that are common across datasets.
Since both ontologies and CDEs play important, unique, and complementary roles
in data harmonization and integration, it is important to identify and examine their uses and
related methods. Toward this aim, we ask two questions: 1) What are the synergistic uses
and methods of CDEs and ontologies in clinical informatics? and 2) What are the
synergistic uses and methods of CDEs and ontologies in research? Thus, the objective of
this systematized review is to explore synergistic uses of ontology-based methods and
CDEs, paying particular attention to data harmonization or integration.

2.2! Methods
2.2.1! Systematized Review
This systematized review employs some of the methods and strategies outlined in Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) model94,95. We
searched PubMed, ScienceDirect, and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. Our
search was restricted to the English language and looked for studies that discussed joint
use of CDEs and ontologies for data harmonization or integration. The cumulative results
from our search terms and Boolean operators are listed in Table 2.1. MeSH terms were not
used in the search criteria because they were inconsistent or unrelated to the topics of data
integration or harmonization. Though “gray literature” was not searched, we still included
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conference proceedings and papers found in PubMed, ScienceDirect, and the Cochrane
database.
For our search strategy we determined appropriate keywords and developed
optimal Boolean operators to maintain search consistency across journal databases. After
searching PubMed, ScienceDirect, and the Cochrane database, we aggregated the results
(see Table 2.1). Inclusion of each article for full review was determined by screening all
articles’ titles and abstracts. Full review consisted of in-depth analysis and summarization
of each article’s objectives, methods, and findings. Additional articles were identified by
reviewing references of the articles included in full review. Articles were categorized by
content (clinical objectives, research objectives, and methods and tools) and grouped for
discussion.
Our Boolean operators consisted of the following terms: common data elements,
ontology, ontologies, ontology-based, integration, and harmonization. Although finding
articles with these specific terms and using Boolean operators to maintain search
consistency was critical to identifying synergistic use of common data elements and
ontology-based methods in research and clinical informatics, the use of the term(s)
“common data element(s)”, “CDE”, or its derivatives is not always consistent. The concept
of CDEs long precedes the more standardized and growing use of the term itself. Thus, we
informally queried some experts on the topic and reviewed some critical ontologically and
CDE-based tools and their related literature that may have been excluded in our
systematized search strategy due to semantics and inadequate MeSH terms. Results from
analysis of these tools and review of related literature in section 2.3.4 after the results of
our systematized review.
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2.3! Results
2.3.1! Search Result
Our initial search generated 19,589 ontology-associated articles and 223 articles that
specifically use the term “common data element(s)” for a combined total of 19,812 articles:
13,841 from PubMed, 5,916 from ScienceDirect, and 55 from the Cochrane database. Of
the 19,812 articles found, 17,872 were non-duplicates, and of the 17,872, only 18 qualified
for full review due to specific mentions of both some derivation of the term “ontology” and
the term(s) “common data element(s)”. Of these 18 articles, 11 were included in the final
results (Table 2.2); 7 articles were excluded because they did not discuss either integration
or harmonization (Table 2.1, Figure 2.1). Additionally, 2 articles were identified from
citations within the fully reviewed articles, but were later evaluated and excluded because
they did not discuss either integration or harmonization. Of the 11 included (Table 2.1), 10
highlighted data integration, and 1 highlighted harmonization; However, all 11 articles
were related to or used methods that aided both integration and harmonization (Table 2.2).
Objectives for all 11 articles were diverse (see Table 2.3). However, 6 of the 11 articles
were clinically oriented (Table 2.4), and 5 were research oriented (see Table 2.5).
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Table 2.1 Search terms, Boolean operators, and results
Search Terms

Boolean operators

PubMed

ScienceDirect

Cochrane

ontology, ontologies,
ontology-based
"common data
element", "common
data elements"
"common data
element", "common
data elements",
ontology, ontologies,
ontology-based
"common data
element", "common
data elements",
ontology, ontologies,
ontology-based,
integration
"common data
element", "common
data elements",
ontology, ontologies,
ontology-based,
harmonization

Search ((ontology) OR ontologies)
OR ontology-based

13,670

5,866

53

Search ("common data element")
OR "common data elements"

171

50

2

Search ((("common data
element") OR "common data
elements")) AND (((ontology) OR
ontologies) OR ontology-based)

18

3

0

Search ((((("common data
element") OR "common data
elements")) AND (((ontology) OR
ontologies) OR ontology-based)))
AND integration

10

3

0

Search ((((("common data
element") OR "common data
elements")) AND (((ontology) OR
ontologies) OR ontology-based)))
AND harmonization

1

2

0
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19,812 records identified
through database
searching

2 additional records
identified through other
sources

17,872 records screened

17,854 records excluded

Eligibility

17,872 records after
duplicates removed

18 full-text articles
assessed for eligibility

7 full-text articles
excluded

Included

Screening

Identification

Figure 2.1 PRISMA flow diagram of search strategy to identify articles in
qualitative synthesis

11 studies included in
qualitative synthesis
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Table 2.2 List of fully review publications included in the final analysis
Author(s), Pub. Year

Title

Publication Title

Tobias, J., et al., 2006

The CAP cancer protocols--a case study of caCOREbased data standards implementation to integrate with
the Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid96
Clinical decision support systems for improving
diagnostic accuracy and achieving precision medicine97
Cross-tool communication: from protocol authoring to
eligibility determination98
The development and deployment of CDEs for tissue
banks for translational research in cancer - an emerging
standard-based approach for the Mesothelioma Virtual
Tissue Bank99
Epilepsy and seizure ontology: towards an epilepsy
informatics infrastructure for clinical research and
patient care100
A methodology for a minimum data set for rare diseases
to support national centers of excellence for healthcare
and research101
A multi-technique approach to bridge electronic case
report form design and data standard adoption102
Populating the i2b2 database with heterogeneous EMR
data: a semantic network approach103

BMC medical
informatics and
decision making
Journal of Clinical
Bioinformatics
Proceedings / AMIA

*Castaneda, C. et al.,
2015
Gennari, J. H. et al.,
2001
Mohanty, S. et al.,
2008
Sahoo, S. et al., 2014
Choquet, R. et al.,
2015
Lin, C. et al., 2015
Mate, S. et al., 2011
Vergara-N. et al.,
2013

Semantically Interoperable XML Data104

Shironoshita, E. et al.,
2008
Lee, H. et al., 2006

semCDI: a query formulation for semantic data
integration in caBIG105
The tissue microarray object model: a data model for
storage, analysis, and exchange of tissue microarray
experimental data106

BMC cancer

JAMIA
JAMIA
JBI
Studies in Health
Technology and
Informatics
International Journal
of Semantic
Computing
JAMIA
Archives of
Pathology &
Laboratory Medicine

*Literature review

Unfortunately, the lack of literature where both the terms “ontology(ies)” and “CDE(s)”
are co-discussed either 1) indicates rare use of both tools together, 2) suggests rare use of
both terms at the same time, or 3) suggests that the majority of the literature uses alternative
semantically similar terms to describe these types of tools. We hypothesize it is both 2 and
3, and will use a systematized review method (e.g., incorporating elements of both a
scoping review and PRISMA) to characterize findings and limitations of various CDE and
ontology methodologies39.
!
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2.3.2! Synergistic use of CDEs and Ontology-based Methods in Clinical Informatics
We found several synergistic uses of both CDEs and ontologies for clinical informatics
objectives. The following examples highlight several methods utilizing or involving both
the use of CDEs and ontological methods in clinical informatics. For instance, clinical
researchers Castaneda, et al., reviewed the literature on uses of these ontologies and CDEs
to advance the interoperability of clinical and bioinformatics systems and to reduce
healthcare costs97. They highlighted the use of CDEs to create structured annotation forms
to enable laboratories and clinics to capture sharable data in real-time. They then discussed
synergistic methods for sharing the data via integrated knowledge environments defined
by flexible data models that make use of standards, ontologies, vocabularies, and thesauri97.
Castaneda, et al. found that through these methods clinical researchers were able to
improve how their electronic medical record (EHR) worked together with other systems
and how they enhanced clinical decision support systems (CDSS): Thus, they were able to
conclude that ontologies and CDEs together are fundamental to developing better CDSS
and a key component to precision medicine.
In another example, Sahoo, et al. used CDEs and ontological methods for the
integration of structured, unstructured, and signal data into a coherent structure for patient
care100. Sahoo et al. developed an epilepsy and seizure ontology (EpSO) using an epilepsy
classification system that integrates the latest International League Against Epilepsy
terminology recommendations and National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
(NINDS) CDEs100. Their tool imports concepts from existing ontologies and uses OWL2
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existentially restricted formal concept analysis to create a taxonomy of epilepsy syndromes
based on anatomical location and seizure semiology100.
Moreover, Sahoo et al. implemented multiple steps to develop their system,
including: (a) a survey of existing outcome data, (b) identification of common data
elements, and (c) an integrated database using an epilepsy domain ontology to reconcile
data heterogeneity. Their epilepsy and seizure ontology (EpSO) uses a four-dimensional
epilepsy classification system and integrates recommendations from the International
League Against Epilepsy terminology recommendations and National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) CDEs. They then developed the Managing
Epilepsy Well informatics platform, which leverages EpSO, and the Multi-Modality
Epilepsy Data Capture and Integration System (MEDICS) query builder so users could
easily pull the data100.
The resulting platform enables assessment of epilepsy self-management samples
by site and in aggregate to support data interpretations for clinical care and ongoing
epilepsy self-management research. The Managing Epilepsy Well informatics platform is
expected to help advance epilepsy self-management, improve health outcomes, and has
potential application in other thematic research networks100.
Since XML is ubiquitously used for web-based information exchange platforms in
healthcare and many other domains, CDEs and ontological methods have been used to
conform XML schemas for syntactic interoperability104. To achieve semantic
interoperability Vergara et al. used CDEs, semantic representations, and XML annotation
schema for semantic validation and semantic authoring of XML data. The CDE annotation
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and ontological semantic representation were then used in a biomedical database of
medical image annotations and markups104.
Ultimately, Vergara et al. were able to develop a framework and software system
to support the development of semantic interoperable XML-based data sources that can be
shared through grid-based infrastructure (a collection of computer resources from multiple
locations to reach a common goal). They were also able to semantically validate XML data
through semantic annotations for XML schema. Their research demonstrates the usefulness
of their CDEs and ontology incorporated framework for interoperability between
biomedical databases of medical image annotations and markups104.
Mate et al., researchers at the University Hospitals Münster and Erlangen, aimed to
share heterogeneous electronic medical record (EMR) data in an i2b2 instance between
hospitals and joint cancer research projects. They used an ontology-based system for
mapping EMR data to a set of related CDEs103. Extraction, transforming and loading (ETL)
of data was done through SQL scripts and leveraged Semantic Web standards. The system
translated mappings into local SQL scripts, which were then used for the ETL of the data
from each EMR into the i2b2 database. By using these techniques, Mate et al. were able to
reuse laboriously compiled “mapping knowledge” in future projects, such as a
comprehensive cancer ontology or even a hospital-wide clinical ontology103.
Similarly, Lee et al. aimed to create a data model that supports data sharing with
greater expressivity and extensibility and that enables description of new clinical and
histopathologic data elements106. Lee et al. designed a tissue microarray object model
(TMA-OM) by using College of American Pathologists cancer protocols and National
Cancer Institute CDEs and combining them with the Microarray Gene Expression Data
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Ontology, the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), and terms extracted from
College of American Pathologists cancer protocols and NCI CDEs106.
Lee et. al. were successful at developing TMA-OM using NCI CDEs, TMA CDEs
and several semantic models so that it accurately represented clinical, histopathologic, and
experimental data for any cancer. In addition, TMA-OM provides a comprehensive model
for storage, analysis, integration, and exchange and is accessible through an integrated Web
interface developed in the extensible and ubiquitous XML language and data exchange
specifications.
Another clinical informatics-oriented synergistic use of both CDEs and ontologybased methods includes addressing data challenges with rare diseases. For rare disease
patients (e.q., 6-8% of all patients in Europe), finding the necessary expertise for diagnosis
and care is difficult. However, Choquet et al. found that a clinical data standard for
normalization and an ontological structure for exchange of rare disease patient data could
improve care coordination and epidemiology for rare diseases101. To achieve this Choquet
et al. reviewed the scientific literature for rare disease CDEs, had disease expert centers
validate the DEs, created the first French national minimum data set (F-MDS-RD), and
aligned their F-MDS-RD with other CDE initiatives and ontologies for greater extensibility
and expressiveness.
The resulting CDE tool was then represented in an HL7 format to maximize
interoperability with electronic health records (EHRs) and was mapped for integration with
various ontologies (e.g., LOINC) for diagnosis and other CDE initiatives for rare diseases,
which facilitated interconnections among rare disease registries101. The finished version of
F-MDS-RD was comprised of 58 DEs in seven categories: patient, family history,
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encounter, condition, medication, and questionnaire. After a use case evaluation, the
researchers were able to conclude that F-MDS-RD can foster better care coordination and
facilitate determining rare disease patients' eligibility for research studies, trials, or
cohorts101.

2.3.3! Synergistic use of CDEs and Ontology-based Methods in Research
We found several research objectives where both CDEs and ontologies were used
synergistically. Castaneda et al. (described above in Synergistic use of CDEs and Ontologybased Methods in Clinical Informatics) discussed how, in addition to the clinical
applications previously stated (e.g., the use of CDEs to create structured annotation;
capture sharable data in real-time; share data via integrated knowledge environments using
standards, ontologies, vocabularies, and thesauri), CDEs and ontologies can be used in the
integration of biomedical research data97. Additionally, Castaneda et al.’s previously stated
clinical outcomes and objectives would have the added effect of accelerating biomedical
research.
As an example, recent advances in genomics and proteomics have spurred
increased demand for biomarker validation studies, which in turn fueled the development
of tissue banks for translational research. As a result, there is a growing need for sufficient
quantities of clinically annotated and well-characterized biospecimens, particularly in
cancer research99. Thus, some researchers not only used CDEs, but also identified and
created CDEs for this task.
For instance, Mohanty et al. used data standards (e.g., CAP, ADASP and the
NAACCR elements) to create International Standards Organization (ISO)-compliant CDEs
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and associated those elements with both syntactic and semantic modeling architecture. The
researchers used a Java-based, multi-tiered architecture based on Unified Modeling
Language (UML), and CDEs were developed using semantic modeling methodologies
(e.g., controlled vocabularies and ontologies)99. The CDEs were from various sources and
included demographic and epidemiologic data, clinical history, and pathology data. The
combination of CDEs and ontology modeling made the system interoperable among
institutions99.
Not only do the data elements from CAP, ADASP and the NAACCR represent data
elements common to many cancer centers, but Mohanty et al. were able to show, in a
specific disease example, that their representations can be combined and formalized to
create a core set of annotations for banked mesothelioma specimens. Furthermore, these
data elements are a part of the normal medical center workflow; thus, datasets developed
on the basis of their research can be easily implemented and maintained99.
Another example, Tobias, et al. from The cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid
(caBIG), aimed to facilitate semantic interoperability of cancer research96. Their methods
included using multiple semantic information models, CDEs, and controlled terminologies
and ontologies to develop UML models and semantic metadata for three College of
American Pathologists (CAP) cancer checklists of common neoplasms (e.g., invasive
breast carcinoma, invasive prostate carcinoma, and cutaneous melanoma)96. Using a case
study, the Cancer Common Ontologic Representation Environment (caCORE), Tobias et
al. described the process, technologies, data standards, and the results of the modeling
effort and implementation in the CAP cancer protocols and checklists model, an existing
and complex paper-based standard.
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Tobias et al.’s process for obtaining interoperability involved a four-layer approach.
First, they developed and required the use of an XML-based interface integration, an
object-oriented application programming interface that is the primary mechanism by which
caBIG users interacted with the data or analytical service. Second, they developed their
information models based on a representation of a data system modeled in the Unified
Modeling Language (UML). These models consisted of the exactly mimicked structure of
the object-oriented application programming interface that the system deploys and the
domain information model that represents an understanding of the scientific domain,
including both the entities that are involved as well as the relationships between those
entities. The third step was the inclusion of semantic metadata (e.g., UML classes, the
characteristic of the entity being recorded or attribute, and what constitutes a valid value
for that attribute). This information is stored in the cancer Data Standards Repository
(caDSR), an ISO 11179 meta-model and international standard for describing semantic
metadata and consisting of CDEs. Fourth, in the last layer, Tobias et al. leveraged
controlled vocabularies and ontologies (e.g., National Cancer Institute Thesaurus, National
Cancer Institute Metathesaurus, UML models).
Tobias et al.’s process for obtaining interoperability was successfully implemented
in four applications currently working on incorporating the CAP metadata – two caBIG™
products (e.g., caTIES, Cerner CoPathPlus caBIG™ Data Extractor), one vendor
application (e.g., Clinical Annotation Engine), and one research educational application
(e.g., ReportTutor). Advantages of their approach include having a common information
model, binding to a controlled vocabulary, reuse across multiple systems, and potential for
inference using the NCI thesaurus. Laslty, the CAP cancer checklists can be used as the
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basis for an electronic data standard in pathology using the caBIG™ semantic modeling
methodology96.
Gennari et al.’s goals were to create informatics tools that would enable clinical
trial protocols to inter-operate, share knowledge using CDEs, and determine clinical trial
eligibility98. Gennari et al. developed an XML-based communication modality of eligibility
criteria, the "iKnowChart" system by iKnowMed, developed as a Protégé ontology. As part
of the tool’s knowledge sharing, the researchers used CDEs from an oncology
terminology98.
Their model included two major components, a model of the clinical eligibility
criteria and a shared medical terminology. In this case a common model was derived from
real-world objects (e.g., eligibility criteria from oncology clinical trial protocols) because
both systems are in the same domain. XML was used as the common syntactic language
between information systems for the shared eligibility criteria. XML was chosen for its
extensibility and ubiquity across many major systems. Medical terminology for oncology
protocols were gathered from NCI’s CDE repository. Lastly, the Protégé EligWriter system
was used to publish eligibility criteria as an XML document, and it is this document that is
read by iKnowChart and integrated into its knowledge base so that eligibility criteria can
be applied to specific patients98.
Gennari et al.’s model of eligibility criteria allows independently-developed
applications to communicate. The researchers were able to show that the use of a
standardized vocabulary and a semantic model of eligibility criteria facilitates
communication and transfer of data across systems. Beyond iKnowChart’s research
implications, they hope that their work encourages further development of decision-
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support tools for protocol-based care and that future work from this tool produces both
standardized text and sharable specifications that can be easily interpreted by commercial
point-of-care systems98.
Further, in research-applied synergistic CDEs and ontological methods,
Shironoshita et al. developed mechanisms to formulate queries over the semantic
representation of cancer-related data services available through caBIG105. To do this
Shironoshita et al. used caBIG semantic concepts, metadata, and data as an ontology and
defined a methodology to specify queries using the SPARQL query language. Ontological
resources were leveraged (e.g., as knowledge models with CDEs (e.g., NCI thesaurus)
resources that then allowed for the semantic and annotated linking of query formulations
to caBIGs rich data source. This method allowed the joining of data that represent different
concepts through associations modeled as object properties and CDEs105.
SemCDI was able to facilitate the merging of data that represent the same concept
in different sources. The final system uses CDEs modeled as datatype properties and is
able to specify additional semantics indicating conditions for merging data105. Ultimately,
semCDI provided a system by which queries on the semantic representation of caBIG could
be created. Shironoshita et al.’s research provides a foundation for building semantic
clinical research data integration systems and for providing a more efficient and effective
querying mechanism of cancer-related data105.
Lin et al. used natural language processing and an ontology-based knowledge
source to implement their multi-technique approach, which involved: 1) the creation of an
ontology-based knowledge base of the CDEs, 2) the development of an NLP-based
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information retrieval strategy for suggesting the CDEs, and 3) the linking of the CDEs to
the clinical questions102.
Lin et al. were successful in developing a CDE-based form builder to help clinical
researchers to design electronic case report forms (eCRFs) that complied with data
standards102. Using these tools their system was able to take in research questions as query
texts and associate them with relevant CDEs. However, two issues were unresolved, the
need to develop unambiguous CDEs and the need for a more precise and user-friendly tool
for reusing CDEs102.

Table 2.3 List of objectives by category
Clinical Objectives
Advance the interoperability of clinical and
bioinformatics systems to reduce healthcare costs97
Integrate structured, unstructured, and signal data
into a coherent structure for patient care100
Conform XML schemas and integrate for syntactic
interoperability104
Share heterogeneous electronic medical record
(EMR) data, in an i2b2 instance, between hospitals
and joint cancer research projects103
Improve expressivity and extensibility to enable
adequate and comprehensive description of new
clinical and histopathologic data elements106
Exchange rare disease patient data to improve care
coordination and epidemiology for rare diseases101
Help clinical researchers to design electronic case
report forms (eCRFs) that comply with data
standards102
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Research Objectives
Accelerate biomedical research97
Improve biomarker validation99
Develop tissue banks for translational research99
Obtain sufficient quantities of clinically
annotated and well-characterized biospecimens in
cancer research99
Facilitate semantic interoperability of cancer
research96
Develop informatics tools that enable clinical
trial protocols to inter-operate, share knowledge98
Develop mechanisms to formulate queries over
the semantic representation of cancer-related data
services available through caBIG105
Standardize behavioral measures and their data
representation107

Table 2.4 Clinical focused studies with objectives, methods, tools used or developed, and results

Mate, S. et
al., 2011
Vergara-N.
et al., 2013

Sahoo, S. et
al., 2014

Lee, H. et
al., 2006
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Methods/Tools

Precision medicine; Understand
EHR/EMR initiatives; Optimize
digital data capture; Improve
patient care efficiency; Minimize
costs; Create knowledge; Clinical
discoveries97
Better care
coordination/epidemiology for
rare diseases; Clinical data
standard for normalization and
exchange of rare disease patient
data101
Share heterogeneous EMR data
in i2b2 instance103

Used CDEs to create structured annotation;
Created flexible data models and extensive
use of standards, ontologies, vocabularies,
and thesauri97

EHRs provide foundation for clinical decision
support systems (CDSS); CDSS critical to
precision medicine; Ontologies and CDEs
fundamental to developing better CDSS97

Identified literature for rare disease CDEs;
validated the DEs; aligned F-MDS-RD with
other CDE initiatives and ontologies101

F-MDS-RD is HL7 compliant; can foster better
care coordination and facilitate determining
rare disease patients' eligibility for research101

Ontology based system; Mapping of EMR
data to a set of CDEs; SQL scripts; extract,
transform and load; i2b2 database; Semantic
Web standards103
Semantic annotations of data models using
CDEs linked to ontologies; Framework and
software system to support semantic
interoperable XML based data sources;
Infrastructure for sharing information104

Mappings in SQL scripts to data from each
EMR into the i2b2 database; Reusable mapping
knowledge for cancer ontology or hospitalwide clinical ontology103
Developed semantic interoperable XML-based
data sources; Achieved semantic validated
XML data, semantic annotations, semantic
validation; Demonstrate use for medical image
annotations and markups database104

Surveyed existing outcome data; Identified
and used related NINDS CDEs; Integrated
databases using epilepsy ontology;
Reconciled heterogeneity100

Developed EpSO; Import concepts from
existing ontologies. Enabled assessment of
epilepsy self-management samples to support
data interpretations for clinical care and
ongoing epilepsy self-management research100
TMA-OM represents clinical, histopathologic,
and experimental data for any cancer; Provides
comprehensive model for storage, analysis,
integration, and exchange106 Web-TMA-OM in
XML and data exchange specifications106

XML data sources to common
schemas; Integration and
syntactic interoperability;
Demonstrate use for biomedical
database of medical image
annotations and markups104
Integration of structured,
unstructured, and signal data for
patient care and clinical
research100
Exchange and disseminate TMA
data; Standardize clinical and
histopathologic data related to
TMA analysis; Create a
comprehensive data model106

Designed TMA-OM; Used College of
American Pathologists cancer protocols and
National Cancer Institute CDEs; Tissue
microarray CDEs used to create controlled
vocabulary for unambiguous annotation106
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Choquet, R.
et al., 2015

Objective
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Author(s),
Pub. Year
Castaneda,
C. et al.,
2015

Mohanty, S. et
al., 2008

Lin, C. et al.,
2015

Shironoshita,
E. et al., 2008

Tobias, J., et
al., 2006
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Objective

Methods/Tools

Results

Help clinical trial protocols
interoperate and share
knowledge; Automatic eligibility
determination98
Advance genomics, proteomics,
and biomarker validation studies;
Fuel the development of tissue
banks for translational research;
Produce clinically annotated
biospecimens; Enhance syntactic
and semantic interoperability99
Integrating clinical research data;
Data harmonization and sharing
among clinical researchers;
Support data standards adoption
and mapping; Allowed clinical
researchers to design electronic
case report forms (eCRFs) that
complied with data standards102
Develop queries over the
semantic representation of
cancer-related data services
through the caBIG105

XML-based communication of
eligibility criteria information; Criteria
model developed as Protégé ontology;
Knowledge sharing using CDEs98
Used of data standards and ISO
compliant CDEs; Associated elements
Java-based multi-tiered architecture
based on Unified Modeling Language
(UML); CDEs developed using
ontological and semantic modeling
methodology99
Information retrieval; Natural
language processing; Ontology-based
knowledge base to facilitate data
standard adoption using the eCRF
design; CDE-based eCRF builder102

Model allows independently-developed
applications to communicate; shown use of
standardized vocabulary and a semantic model
of eligibility criteria exchange and transfer98
Provided interoperable between institutions;
The CAP, ADASP and the NAACCR
elements represent widely established cancer
data elements. Demonstrated formalization to
core set of annotations for banked
mesothelioma specimens; data sets can be
easily implemented and maintained99
Implemented approach using a CDE-based
eCRF builder, which had a precision of 0.84, a
recall of 0.80, a F-measure of 0.82 and an
error of 0.31. Provided suggested CDEs for
88.8% (269/303) test CDEs, with a 90.3%
accuracy (243/269). Provides an alternative
regarding data standard compliant eCRF
design102
semCDI provides formulation for creation of
queries caBIG semantics. Provides foundation
for semantic data integration and exploratory
searching of cancer-related data105

Data standards development;
Facilitate semantic
interoperability of health
information systems96

Developed semCDI query formula to
view caBIG semantic concepts,
metadata, and ontology; Used
SPARQL query language; Merging of
data through CDE modeled
properties105
Used information models to leverage
CDEs, controlled terminologies and
ontologies that facilitate integration;
Case study of Cancer Common
Ontologic Representation
Environment (caCORE)96
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Author(s),
Pub. Year
Gennari, J. H.
et al., 2001

The CAP cancer checklists can be used as the
basis for an electronic data standard in
pathology using the caBIG™ semantic
modeling methodology96
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Table 2.5 Research focused studies with objectives, methods, tools used or developed, and results

2.3.4! Useful ontology/CDE Tools, and Related Literature
The search criteria of our systematized review included literature that contained the word ontology
and related derivations, and the words “common data element” and similar syntactic derivations.
There are informatics tools that are either ontologies or contain ontological structure and also
contain or leverage CDEs and thus by definition are synergistic uses of ontologies and CDEs.
However, inconsistent use of the word “ontology” or the term “common data element” limits the
discoverability of these tools under strict search parameters. Moreover, inconsistent or limited
MeSH terms exacerbate the issue. Nevertheless, it is important to discuss some of these tools
within the context of this review. Some tools are locally developed for specific institutions, and
some are widely used international standards. Here, we offer five prominent tools as examples:
The Medical Entities Dictionary (MED), Research Entities Dictionary (RED), Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine -- Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT or simply SNOMED), Logical
Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC), and RxNorm “Prescription Normalization”.
The research on each of these tools, let alone all five, is extensive enough for several reviews (See
Table 2.6); thus, in the following section we only offer a few articles from these search results as
examples. A summary of synergistic ontology and CDE tools with objectives, methods, and results
is provided in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.6 Search terms, Boolean operators, and results by ontology/CDE tool
Tool

Search Terms and Boolean Operators

MED

"medical entities dictionary"[All Fields]
("research"[MeSH Terms] OR "research"[All Fields]) AND entities[All Fields] AND
("dictionary"[Publication Type] OR "dictionaries as topic"[MeSH Terms] OR
"dictionary"[All Fields])

28

"rxnorm"[MeSH Terms] OR "rxnorm"[All Fields]
"systematized nomenclature of medicine"[MeSH Terms] OR ("systematized"[All Fields]
AND "nomenclature"[All Fields] AND "medicine"[All Fields]) OR "systematized
nomenclature of medicine"[All Fields] OR "snomed"[All Fields]
"logical observation identifiers names and codes"[MeSH Terms] OR ("logical"[All
Fields] AND "observation"[All Fields] AND "identifiers"[All Fields] AND "names"[All
Fields] AND "codes"[All Fields]) OR "logical observation identifiers names and
codes"[All Fields] OR "loinc"[All Fields]

88

RED
RxNorm

SNOMED

LOINC

PubMed

64

955

200

2.3.5! The MED and RED
The MED, though developed by and primarily used at Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center and
Columbia University, serves as a polyhierarchical semantic network of medical entities and
extensible set of standard clinically oriented terms that both represent and help to capture clinical
data in the EHR23,25,108. It leverages knowledge information from various knowledge sources
developed or used at the New York Presbyterian Hospital, and the UMLS, ICD-10-CM, and
LOINC108–111. Choi et. al. demonstrated the integration of the Outcome and Assessment
Information Set B1 (OASIS-B1) concepts into the MED and examined potential hierarchical
structures within LOINC among OASIS-B1 terms. The researchers attempted to dissect 209
OASIS-B1 items into the six elements of the LOINC semantic structure and then integrate them
into the MED hierarchy. Of 209 terms 204 were successfully dissected into LOINC’s semantic
structure and integrated into the MED. Some revisions of MED semantics were necessary, but they
were minor. Using these methods the researchers were able to demonstrate how LOINC’s semantic
structure offers a standard way to add home health care data to a comprehensive patient record. It
also demonstrated how the synergistic use of both the MED and LOINC could be used to facilitate
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data sharing for monitoring outcomes across sites as well as for furthering evidence-based practice
with accurate decision support, terminology management, and information retrieval109.
The RED captures underlying meanings or concepts with codes that allow researchers to
extract a comprehensive set of like data from disparate sources112,113. The RED is often used in
conjunction with the Biomedical Translational Research Information System (BTRIS), which
standardizes data by translating each item into a code specified in RED114. Pan and Cimino
demonstrated how both RED and BTRIS could be used to facilitate the identification,
standardization, reconciliation, and transformation of laboratory tests that are performed at outside
laboratories are often simply labeled "outside test". They successfully used BTRIS to identify
laboratory tests, map comment values to LOINC codes, incorporated the disparate laboratory test
into RED, and develop a reference table that can be used in the EHR data extract-transform-load
(ETL) process. Their use of the RED and LOINC, two ontologically structured CDE resources,
and additional informatics tools and methods improved coding of outside nonspecific laboratory
data that may have otherwise been unusable115.

2.3.6! NIH National Library of Medicine (NLM) Designated CDE Relevant Ontologies:
LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNorm
The NIH’s National Library of Medicine (NLM) has designated LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNorm
as CDE relevant ontologies116. LOINC provides a common catalog of identifiers, names, and codes
for clinical and laboratory observations. It contains measurements such as laboratory tests, vital
signs, anthropomorphic measures, and standardized survey instruments. Its main purpose is to
facilitate the exchange and integration of results for clinical care, outcomes management, and
research116–118. Co et. al. were able to integrate heterogeneous and disparate clinical data sources
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from community-based survey items into the MED by using LOINC as concept-oriented data
dictionaries with semantic terminology models24. Similarly, Matney et. al. used both LOINC and
SNOMED to align physiological nursing assessment DEs from six institutions that each shared
their 100 most common electronic health record nursing assessment DEs119. Both studies were
able to illustrate the use of the semantic structure of LOINC in integrating data and supporting the
exchange of information, facilitate multi-site research, and provide a framework for nursing data
analysis24,119.
SNOMED is a multilingual standardized knowledge resource of common clinical
terminology and semantic information that is used for the electronic exchange of clinical health
information42,116,120,121. Dhombres and Bodenreider used SNOMED to assess interoperability
[among?] between phenotypes in research and healthcare terminologies. They set out to
characterize lexical and logical approaches to developing partial mappings between the Human
Phenome Ontology (HPO) and SNOMED CT by identifying modifiers in HPO terms and
attempting to map demodified terms to SNOMED CT through UMLS. They also used subsumed
relationships in the HPO and SNOMED CT and analyzed the specific contribution of using lexical
de-modification vs. logical subsumed relationships. Manual review revealed that 33% of partial
mappings could be derived lexically and 82% logically. However, both lexical and logical mapping
techniques produce some mappings unique from the other technique. Thus, Dhombres and
Bodenreider suggested that lexical and logical approaches are complementary122.
RxNorm is a normalized naming system for generic and branded drugs and a tool for
supporting semantic interoperation between drug terminologies and pharmacy knowledge base
systems111,116,123. Parrish et. al. implemented RxNorm for exchanging computable pharmacy data
between the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). They
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mapped each agency’s native drug terminology concepts—National Library of Medicine (NLM)
for the VA, while the DoD’s mapping was developed in-house—to RxNorm Semantic Clinical
Drug (SCD) concepts. Mappings across VA, DoD, and RxNorm descriptions were evaluated for
accuracy by independent subject matter experts from the VA and DoD. Review of common
concepts in agency mapping files revealed mapping errors (<3%), later discussed and corrected by
VA and DoD terminologists. The interoperability success rate for medication exchange was high
at both institutions: 97% at the DoD’s and 96% at the VA124.

2.3.7! Description of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Evaluation Methods
In the review of several CDE/ontology tools, some of the journal articles described their methods
of evaluation. The most common two were evaluation by an expert and application for a conceptoriented semantic harmonization task. The intrinsic expert evaluation method often involved a
domain expert manually assessing a sub-set or sample of DEs or DE mappings and designating
correctness of the DE’s annotations, semantic structure, or mapping to another dataset. Other
intrinsic tasks involved a quantification of concepts and assessment of syntactic structure or
comparison to an established standard.
The second most common evaluation task was the mapping itself, or extrinsic evaluation
task. Two or more raters would be assigned a set of DEs to map to either the tool or to use the tool
to map two or more disparate DE resources together. Interrater reliability of DE coding would then
be assessed. Other extrinsic methods included quantification of correct and partial mapping
between DE systems (see Table 2.7).
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Table 2.7 Summary of synergistic ontology and CDE tools with objectives, methods, and results

Pan and
Cimino,
2015

Co, et. al.,
2012
Matney et.
al., 2016

Dhombres
and
Bodenreider,
2016
Parrish, et.
al., 2006

!

Evaluation
Methods
Interrater
reliability of
DE coding
task between
two raters

Tools/Methods

Objective

Results

MED, LOINC, OASIS-B1 /
Dissected 209 OASIS-B1 items
into the six elements of the
LOINC semantic structure and
then integrate them into the
MED hierarchy109
RED, LOINC, and BTRIS /
Used BTRIS to identify
laboratory tests, map comment
values to LOINC codes,
incorporated the disparate
laboratory test into RED115
LOINC, MED / Used LOINC as
concept-oriented data
dictionaries and leveraged
semantic terminology models24
LOINC, SNOMED / Used
LOINC and SNOMED to
harmonize 100 most common
electronic health record nursing
assessment DEs119
SNOMED, HPO, UMLS / Used
subsumed relationships in the
HPO and SNOMED CT, and
leveraged UMLS codes122

To demonstrate the integration of
the OASIS-B1 concepts into the
MED, and examine potential
hierarchical structures within
LOINC among OASIS-B1 terms109

Of 209 terms, 204 were successfully
dissected into LOINC’s semantic
structure and integrated into the MED.
MED and LOINC could be used to
facilitate data sharing across sites109

To facilitate the identification,
standardization, reconciliation, and
transformation of laboratory tests
that are performed at outside
laboratories115

Use of the RED and LOINC improved
coding of outside nonspecific
laboratory data that may have
otherwise been unusable115

None
described

To integrate heterogeneous and
disparate clinical data sources from
community-based survey items
into MED24
To align physiological nursing
assessment DEs from six
institutions119

Illustrated the use of LOINC in
integrating data and supporting the
exchange of information24

None
described

Illustrated how LOINC can help to
integrate data, support the exchange of
information, facilitate multi-site
research, and provide a framework for
nursing data analysis119
Both lexical and logical mapping
techniques produced mappings unique
from the other technique (33% lexically
and 82% logically). Concluded that
both lexical and logical approaches are
complementary to each other122
The interoperability success rate for
medication exchange was high at both
institutions: 97% at the DoD’s and 96%
at the VA124

Expert
evaluation and
application to
DE mapping
task
Expert
evaluation and
application to
DE mapping
task

RxNorm / Mapped each
agency’s native drug
terminology concepts -National
Library of Medicine (NLM) for
the VA, while the DoD’s
mapping was developed inhouse- to RxNorm Semantic
Clinical Drug (SCD) concepts124

To facilitate interoperability
between phenotypes in research
and healthcare terminologies and
analyzed the specific contribution
of using lexical de-modification vs.
logical subsumed relationships122
To implemente RxNorm for
exchanging computable pharmacy
data between the Department of
Defense (DoD) and the
Department of Veterans Affairs
(VA)124
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Comparison to
a set standard
of existing
mappings
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Author(s),
Pub. Year
Choi, et. al.,
2005

2.4! Discussion
Both ontologies and CDEs play critical roles in data harmonization and integration.
Ontologies semantically harmonize data elements while CDEs harmonize data by
providing common or standardized annotation. The use of CDEs is not explicitly regarded
as desideratum for ontologies1,2; However, where ontologies can be weak (e.g., common,
standard, or universal annotation), CDEs are strong; and where CDEs are weak (e.g.,
semantics), ontologies are strong. Thus, using CDEs in concert with and in the construction
of ontologies is critical in data harmonization and integration.
Additionally, in this review we outline the types of objectives or tasks for which
the co-use of ontologies and CDEs are ideal. In the clinical domain these include
integration, interoperability, data exchange, harmonization, cost effectiveness, syntactic
conformity, data sharing, greater expressivity and extensibility, care coordination, and
electronic case report form generation. In the research domain, objectives that benefit from
the co-use of ontologies and CDEs include harmonization, integration, accelerating
biomedical research, improving data infrastructure, data validation, clinical annotations,
interoperability, standardization, query tools, and development of data banks for
translational research.
We also identified several useful methods and tools to facilitate the development
and uses of both CDEs and ontologies: use of experts and/or NLP for CDE identification;
the use of experts for validation; integration of CDEs into ontological resources; use of
ontologies and vocabularies for translation from one system to another; use of CDEs for
annotative and syntactic harmonization; and use of ontologies for semantic harmonization.
Tools included: use of the UML, UMLS, MED, RED, LOINC, SNOMED, RxNorm, and
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other existing knowledge sources; use of programming or markup language standards like
XML and interoperability standards like HL7; and ontology development tools (e.g.,
Protégé). Through the examination of ontology and CDE-based tools (e.g., MED, RED,
LOINC, SNOMED, RxNorm), we also learned that there is a need for domain expertise as
well as lexical, logical, semantic, terminological informatics skills for implementation.
Systems should not replace the clinician’s standard practice of obtaining an oral history or
confirmation of the patient’s medication and allergy profile. Additionally, use of
ontological CDE relevant tools to mediate semantic and conceptually oriented tasks
increases the quality of mappings from one data source to another.
The examples in this literature give us a better understanding of how we can use
these methods and tools towards the various objectives highlighted in this review, and more
specifically, for data harmonization and integration. For instance, the emphasis on using
the XML markup spoke to the importance of its usefulness of standardized syntax in
several research and clinical systems. Also, ontologies and CDEs have unique strengths
(e.g., CDEs’ data annotation standardization, ontologies’ data semantic representation) and
weaknesses (e.g., CDEs’ semantic limitations, ontologies’ expressiveness/tractability
tradeoffs). Thus, methods for evaluating their performance as a unit become even more
critical. Both intrinsic evaluation using experts and syntactic assessment tools and
comparison to established standards, as well as extrinsic evaluation using mapping and
semantic harmonization tasks, are effective strategies for assessing CDE/ontology tools.
Although our strict search parameters for derivations of “ontology” and specific
use of “common data element(s)” excluded resources such as the MED, RED, LOINC,
SNOMED, and RxNorm, further exploration into these ontologies and CDE relevant tools
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showed that ontologies and CDEs play important, unique, and complementary roles in data
harmonization and integration. Thus, paying close attention to the methods discussed in
these articles could give other clinical informaticians and biomedical informatics
researchers additional strategies by which to address harmonization, integration, and many
other related objectives. This review contributes a list of objectives, methods and tools that
may help clinical informaticians and researchers to synergistically use ontology-based
methods and CDEs in data harmonization or integration.

2.4.1! Future Work
Future work should explore NLP and other syntactically computational methods (e.g.,
string distance metrics) in the analysis of data elements and the discovery of new and
relevant CDEs. This is particularly important in clinical data harmonization of free-form
notes in patient care and unstructured research data. Though some literature on the CDE
identification and discovery process exists, there is little research on assessing data element
heterogeneity or uncommon data elements, which is an important counterpoint to
identifying CDEs. Also, literature and research is lacking on learning tools that can
automatically identify CDEs and semantics from raw data and autonomously add CDEs to
ontologies. Such high-throughput methods would be invaluable for big data science. Future
work should also aim to improve MeSH terminology in this topic area so that the use of
terms such as “common data element(s)” semantically links related articles and tools,
reducing the chance that important tools like the MED, RED, LOINC, SNOMED, and
RxNorm are not overlooked or filtered out. Lastly, methods for the collaborative
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development of both CDEs and ontologies by experts should be further explored, possibly
in the area of cloud computing.

2.4.2! Limitations
Potentially relevant articles published in languages other than English may have been
excluded due to the use of English-only search terms and databases. Though on a
conceptual level the co-use of CDEs and ontologies is well researched, the syntactic couse of “common data element(s)” and derivations of ontologies is not as commonly used
in the searchable literature; thus, much of the literature around the topic may be excluded
in this analysis. Inconsistent MeSH terms exacerbated this issue and hindered the use of
helpful semantically driven literature search tools. Moreover, as with all literature reviews,
the availability of certain articles or findings may be influenced by publication bias. Lastly,
not all results in this review demonstrated rigorous evaluation; However, all articles
presented some final analysis and highlighted limitations.

2.4.3! Conclusion
In the literature we found that clinical and research objectives either directly or indirectly
related to harmonization, integration, or both. Methods were diverse but commonly
involved the reuse of existing informatics tools (e.g., UMLS, i2b2, HL7, MED, RED,
SNOMED, LOINC, RxNorm, and various CDE sources), or the co-use of multiple tools to
accomplish one or more tasks. The use of CDEs in clinical and research data is an important
approach that may accelerate advances in healthcare and priority research areas (e.g.,
cancer). Common data elements are fundamental to data standardization, uniformity, and
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harmonization. Similarly, ontologies aid in semantically harmonizing data elements among
heterogeneous data, which is critical to data integration. Thus, both CDEs and ontologybased methods and tools, used in concert, provide certain advantages over using either
method alone.
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3! Characterization of Semantic Heterogeneity
3.1! Introduction
Interoperability of health information systems is critical to the effective provision of health
care. Interoperability involves the exchange and interchange of diagnostic, treatment,
prescription, and billing-related data. For these information types to be exchanged
accurately and effectively, healthcare providers working with these data must understand
the true meaning, or semantics, of the data and their relationship to each other125–127.
Moreover, integration of diverse domain-associated datasets provides new opportunity for
analysis, the development of new knowledge, improved disease discovery, diagnoses,
treatment, and intervention128. It also provides an opportunity to resolve common data
analytic problems, such as small sample size, need for subgroup analysis, need for
comparative analyses between populations, and low statistical power126,128. For these
reasons, integration of health-related data becomes critical to health care. Semantics play
an instrumental role in the integration process, assuring that researchers who use the
integrated datasets are analyzing what they truly mean to analyze93,128.
The difference in meaning and interpretation of data elements (DEs) is known as
semantic heterogeneity (SH)33,129. It can occur when database schemas or datasets for the
same domain are developed independently33,37. Because of the critical relationship of
semantics to health-related data, SH is a major source of challenges for data integration,
lack of interoperability among health information systems, and barriers to the provision of
accurate and effective health care, and knowledge generation34,38,130. For this reason,
resolving SH, also known as semantic harmonization, is key to achieving both
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interoperability among healthcare systems and integration of diverse domain-associated
datasets34.
SH results from independent development of database schema or datasets for the
same domain, forming differences in meaning and interpretation of DEs and data
values33,38. Decomposing the various sources of SH provides a basis for understanding how
to map and transform data to overcome these differences. Unfortunately, the nature or
extent of SH in a given domain is rarely known or quantified. Most researchers try to get
around the issue of SH quickly by immediately identifying semantically homogeneous
DEs66,131. Consequently, the optimal solution may be missed, the issue of SH remains, and
to what extent and why is left unknown. If SH is to be addressed in a meaningful and longlasting way, we must characterize the SH. Thus, assessing how much SH exists among
domain-associated DEs is an important, yet challenging informatics task.
Data-driven methods such as approximate string matching are medium-throughput
methods, but only work at the syntactic level and are weak at dealing with semantics.
Expert-based methods support consensus semantic reasoning between expert raters and
across multidisciplinary domain-similar groups; however, these methods are often timeconsuming and expensive33,66,132. In this research, we used both expert-based and datadriven informatics methods to assess SH among empirically generated DEs in HIVassociated data dictionaries. Specifically, we present a new method, String Metric-assisted
Assessment of Semantic Heterogeneity (SMASH), to find similar DEs and assist experts
in assessing DE pairs for semantic equivalence.
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3.1.1! Background
SH is one of the more important and challenging sources of differences in heterogeneous
datasets34. Moreover, SH is compounded by the flexibility of semi-structured data and
various coding methods applied to unstructured data, such as narrative documents66,67.
Such is the case within the HIV research domain.
Since the early years of the epidemic, National Institutes of Health (NIH) Institutes
and Centers, as well as other funding agencies, have supported numerous studies that have
collected longitudinal data on HIV-associated variables and HIV-disease specific measures
(e.g., viral load and CD4 counts)65. Most of these studies research comparable populations
and include patients with similar demographic characteristics. However, assessment
approaches, instruments, and protocols are often created independently65,66. Given the
complexity and multitude of possibly interrelated factors that influence HIV outcomes,
larger, integrated datasets could contribute significantly to advanced analysis.
Because HIV research is often conducted independently by a variety of clinical trials
networks and investigators, schematic and syntactic differences are generated that
contribute to SH. What’s more, few efforts have been made to combine data across
studies58,65,66. However, such harmonization would significantly increase the value of the
collected data to address HIV-related questions for those living with, or at risk of acquiring,
HIV. For these reasons, we focused our efforts on characterizing the SH of the datasets in
the HIV research domain.
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3.2! Methods
3.2.1! Empirically Generated Data Sources
We set out to characterize SH among empirically generated HIV-associated research DE.
In this study, empirically generated data sources were defined as those DE that derived
from the practice of HIV clinical or behavioral research. To this end, HIV-associated
research data dictionaries were collected. This study was reviewed by the institutional
review board and declared to be exempt.

3.2.2! Data-driven Methods
We systematically searched Clinicaltrials.gov for relevant HIV-associated studies. We
used fifteen NIH criteria outlined in RFA-MH-14-200 “Integration and Analysis of Diverse
HIV-Associated Data (R03)”. Criteria for DEs included: HIV+, HIV-, Male, Female,
Transgender, men who have sex with men (MSM), Adult, Youth, Children, Neuropsychological, Psychosocial, Behavioral, Biological/Biomarkers, Longitudinal, accessible
data. After identifying eligible research studies with datasets that included several criteria,
we approached principal investigators (PIs) of the research studies via email using a
participation recruitment letter. The letter summarized the nature of the study, outlined the
use of the data, and described the approvals needed for the use of the data dictionaries.
Once we obtained data dictionaries, we extracted DEs (both variables and
metadata) from the data dictionaries. We used Excel to create an inventory of DEs,
organized by study. Data elements for each study were vectorized using R which requires
that vectors must be of the same data type (e.g. character, logical, numeric, integer). Thus,
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all non-character string DEs were converted (“coerced”) to character strings so that they
could be compared (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 The DE vectorization process

Data from data dictionaries
1

2

3

….8

vec8

….

Next, to begin the DE comparative analysis, we used R approximate (Fuzzy) string
matching to compare the DE vectors133,134. We did this by computing distance metrics (in
this case, the syntactic difference) between DE pairs. We compared DE vectors in the
following ways (Figure 3.2) and asked the following questions of the data:
•! What!are!the!similar!DEs!in!study!An=8!and!study!Bn=8?!
•! What!are!the!unique!DEs!in!study!An=8,!but!not!in!study!Bn=8?!
•! What!are!the!unique!DEs!in!study!Bn=8,!but!not!in!study!An=8?!
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Figure 3.2 DEs similar in An and Bn, unique to An, and unique to Bn

To find similar DEs and assist experts in assessing DE pairs for semantic equivalence we
devised SMASH, a string metric-assisted assessment of semantic heterogeneity. SMASH
assumes a possible relationship between syntactic and semantic similarity, and uses one or
more string metrics to compare syntactic similarity of DEs to find DEs that may also be
semantically similar. String comparison, similarity and distance, metrics used for SMASH
were provided by the stringdist package (R library(stringdist)) in the R statistical
programming environment133,134. We used the stringsim command to compute pairwise
string similarities between elements of character string vectors in vector An and Bn, where
the vector with fewer elements is recycled. This involved first calculating the distance
using stringdist, set to Levenshtein distance (LD) (method='lv'). The stringsim command
then divides the distance by the maximum achievable distance and subtracts the value from
1. For stringsim we set the method to Jaro-Winker distance (JWD) (method-‘jw’). This
produces a score between 0 – 1 (1 = complete similarity [distance 0] or 0 = complete
dissimilarity)133. The function then returns a vector with similarity scores (see Figure 3.3).
Recursion was used to iterate through all of the possible pairs between vectors. These
methods are case sensitive; thus, all character strings were changed to lowercase before the
analysis.
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Figure 3.3 The distance metrics and string similarity process
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3.2.3! Expert-based Methods
To continue the DE comparative analysis, an HIV expert assessed all vector pairs according
to DE distance and similarity scores. DEs were first organized in their comparison
category: (A, B), (A, not B), and (B, not A). Pairs that were similar in An and Bn were
assessed first, followed by data elements that were unique to An, and unique to Bn. Among
(A, B) pairs, the expert first assessed those pairs with a distance of less than 13, since these
commonly included simpler strings that could be assessed quickly; however, all (A, B)
pairs were eventually assessed. All groups of pairs were organized from highest similarity
score to lowest similarity score. Context of usage was also factored into judgment of SH.
The expert also confirmed that unique DEs were truly unique (i.e., having no semantic or
syntactic equivalence to a DE in the vector to which it was compared).
To identify semantically heterogeneous DEs, two types of DE pairs were assessed,
either

semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different

DEs

(e.g.,

HIV-

positive/HIV+/Seropositive), or syntactically-equivalent/semantically-different DEs (e.g.,
“Partner”[sexual] vs “Partner”[relationship]). Although unique DEs contribute to
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heterogeneity in general, they may not directly contribute to the SH heterogeneity between
two domain-associated datasets. To find the percent of data elements that specifically
contributed to SH, we subtracted the number of unique DE-- ((A, not B) and (B, not A)-from the total number of DE. This left only those DEs with semantic similarity, syntactic
similarity, or both. To complete our analysis, we divided the number of semantically
heterogeneous DEs over all non-unique DEs. This can be represented by (A||B, SH)/(A, B)
– ((A, not B) + (B, not A).

3.3! Results
3.3.1! Clinicaltrials.gov Search
Our search from Clinicaltrials.gov returned 453 studies. Principal Investigators (PIs) with
an existing relationship with either this study's PI, institution, or internal review board
(IRB) were contacted. This was done to help facilitate not only the procurement of data
dictionaries, but also the acquisition of related datasets for use in subsequent aims of this
research, which will include use of actual participant data. We sent invitations to the PIs of
20 studies and received responses from ten PIs, and of the ten PIs we were able to confirm
that 18 datasets were available for use in our study. The total number of participants
represented by the 18 datasets was >4,300. Currently, of the 18 that were indicated as
possible to use in our study, we have procured and analyzed eight (see Tables 3.1-3.3), six
are still being procured, and four could no longer be offered for analysis. The total number
of DE among the eight studies we have analyzed was 1,142. Examples of DE from those
eight studies are provided in Table 3.4 and the number of DE per study is indicated in Table
3.5.
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Table 3.1 Descriptions of included research studies
Name of Study

Funder

Study Period

Abbreviation

Project Gel: Microbicide Safety and
Acceptability in Young Men

NICHD/NIMH:
5R01HD059533 /
NIH: R01 HD059533

2010 - 2013

GEL

Combination HIV Antiretroviral Rectal
Microbicide (CHARM) project

NIAID:
5U19AI082637

2009 - 2014

CHARM

2012 Ongoing

ON

2009 - 2013
2003 - 2007

HT2
Top Mic

2006 - 2011

SI

2009 -2014

Pathways

June 2013 Oct 2013

Design
Science

The Options Now study
Rapid HIV Home Test and Decision-making
among HIV-negative Men
Topical Microbicide Acceptability
Structural Intervention to Integrate Sexual and
Reproductive Health Information into HIV Care
Pathways to Engagement in HIV Care for
Newly-Diagnosed South Africans
Use of Design Science for Informing the
Development of a Mobile App for Persons
Living with HIV

Bill and Melinda
Gate Foundation
NIH: R01
MH079692
NIH: R01 HD046060
NIMH, R01; 20062011
NIMH: NIMH R01MH08356
CDC:
1U01PS00371501

We desired data dictionaries that included at least 50% of several inclusion criteria by the
NIH (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3). The eight data dictionaries procured met from 63% to 100%
of the population inclusion criteria discussed in NIH RFA-MH-14-200 “Integration and
Analysis of Diverse HIV-Associated Data (R03)”, and all included data involving youth
(18-25) and adults (ages 26-55). None included children (ages 12-17), which was one of
the originally desired criteria in RFA-MH-14-200, but ultimately dropped in our study for
IRB associated reasons. Six included HIV-positive participants, six included HIV-negative
participants, and four included a combination of both. All eight also included male
participants, most of which were MSM except for one study. Six studies included female
participants, and three studies included transgender participants (see Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2 Data populations by study
Eight Population Inclusion Criteria
Adult
Youth
HIV+ HIV- Male Female (26-55) (18-25) MSM Trans
IC%*
GEL
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
88%
CHARM
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
100%
ON
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
88%
HT2
x
x
x
x
x
63%
Top Mic
x
x
x
x
x
x
75%
SI
x
x
x
x
x
63%
Pathways
x
x
x
x
x
x
75%
Design Science
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
100%
Study abbreviations are listed in Table 3.1. *Percentage of population inclusion criteria met by the data
dictionary.
Study

Similarly, the data dictionaries procured met from 60% to 100% of the data type inclusion
criteria. The number of studies that contain specific data types was as follows: Behavioral
(8),

Longitudinal

data

(8),

Psychosocial

(7),

Neuro-psychological

(5),

and

Biological/Biomarkers (5) (see Table 3.3).

Table 3.3 Data types by study
Five Data Type Inclusion Criteria
Study

Neuropsychological

Biological/
Behavioral
Biomarkers Longitudinal
GEL
x
x
x
CHARM
x
x
x
ON
x
x
x
x
HT2
x
x
x
x
Top Mic
x
x
x
x
SI
x
x
x
Pathways
x
x
x
x
Design Science
x
x
x
Study abbreviations are listed in Table 3.1. *Percentage of data type inclusion criteria met by
dictionary.
Psychosocial
x
x
x
x
x

IC%*
80%
80%
100%
100%
100%
60%
80%
60%
the data

3.3.2! SMASH and Comparative Similarity Analysis
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 below show the results from the data-driven, expert-based similarity
analysis. Table 3.4 shows the results from SMASH, the data-driven string metrics
!
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described in the “Data-driven Methods” section, and Table 3.5 shows the results from the
expert-based assessment of the pairs found by using SMASH (described in the “Expertbased Methods” section). There were a total of 1,175 pairs of semantic similarity DEs. We
found a total of 1,048 (87%) cases of SH similarity between study vectors An and Bn. Most
heterogeneous pairs (97%) were semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different. Of the
1,048 >50% were repeated matches with two or more studies. Conversely, 127 (13%) pairs
were semantically homogeneous. Semantically homogeneous pairs most often consisted of
demographic DEs (e.g. race, age, gender, sex) and administrative DEs (data, time, consent,
testing). Studies with a smaller number of DEs that were being compared to studies with a
larger number of DEs had the most similarity overlap of their DEs. That is, smaller studies’
DEs most often matched to at least one of the DEs of a larger study.

Table 3.4 Sample of data elements, comparative analysis, and identification of
semantically heterogeneous DEs using SMASH
Data Elements (Study A)
hiv+
sexual partner
hiv positive
hiv test
sero-discordant
crystal meth
african american/black

Data Elements (Study B)
hiv status
hiv knowledge
hiv test
status of partner
seropositive
methamphetamine
black (non-hispanic)

LD
(hiv status, hiv test)
5
(hiv status, hiv positive)
7
(hiv status, hiv knowledge)
9
(hiv status, crystal meth)
10
(hiv status, sexual partner)
12
(hiv status, sero-discordant)
14
(hiv status, african american/
(hiv+, black (non-hispanic)
18
0
19
black)
The strongest syntactic relationships are those DE pairs with a low LD score and high JW score.
(hiv+, hiv test)
(hiv+, hiv status)
(hiv+, seropositive)
(hiv+, hiv knowledge)
(hiv+, methamphetamine)
(hiv+, status of partner)

!

LD
5
7
10
10
13
17

JWD
0.8
0.78
0
0.76
0
0
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JWD
0.89
0.82
0.74
0.51
0.49
0
0.37

Table 3.5 Number of similar DE pairs between An and Bn
Bn

An
CHARM
(439)

ON
(78)

Pathways
(24)

GEL
(68)

HT2
(45)

Top Mic
(76)

SI
(237)

CHARM (439)
42
24
28
32
45
141
ON (78)
42
23
22
32
22
37
Pathways (24)
24
23
18
22
18
23
GEL (68)
28
22
18
24
37
38
HT2 (45)
32
32
22
24
24
29
Top Mic (76)
45
22
18
37
24
40
SI (237)
141
37
23
38
29
40
Design Science (175)
108
40
24
39
25
36
63
Study abbreviations are listed in Table 3.1. Number of DE per study are in parenthesis.

Design
Science
(175)
108
40
24
39
25
36
63

We identified a total of 498 SH DEs without overlap between studies. Heterogeneous DEs
were either semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different (ex. HIV positive = HIV+ =
Seropositive), or syntactically-equivalent/semantically-different (e.g., “Partner” [sexual]
vs. “Partner” [relationship]). Context of usage was considered. Semanticallyequivalent/syntactically-different were the most common pairs identified (Additional
examples can be found in Table 3.5). Finally, we calculated the percent of heterogeneous
pairs over all pairs from each vector comparison. Word distance varied (min=0, max=23,
avg=7). We were able to calculate that the average amount of SH between vector pairs was
87% from the results in Table 3.6. The fact that most heterogeneous pairs (97%) were
semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different did not change in this part of the analysis.
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Table 3.6 Semantic heterogeneity among DE vector pairs by study
Bn

CHARM (439)
ON (78)
Pathways (24)
GEL (68)
HT2 (45)

An
CHARM
(439)

ON
(78)

Pathways
(24)

95%
92%
89%

87%
91%

94%

GEL
(68)

HT2
(45)

Top Mic
(76)

97%
91%
86%
71%
Top Mic (76)
98%
86%
83%
51%
63%
SI (237)
87%
95%
91%
83%
79%
85%
Design Science (175)
91%
88%
92%
87%
88%
92%
Study abbreviations are listed in Table 3.1. Number of DE per study are in parenthesis.

SI
(237)

Design
Science
(175)

92%

3.4! Discussion
In this study we used a combination of data-driven (e.g., SMASH) and expert-based
informatics methods to characterize SH. By using SMASH to analyze DE from data
dictionaries from empirically generated sources, we gained a better understanding of the
nature and extent of SH in the HIV research domain. Our use of empirically developed data
is unique in that we are not responding to an internal need to address SH in our own system,
but rather to understand the problem within a domain of research. Most often, attempts to
address SH have been in reaction to a need for an institution to integrate its data with
various internal systems or with the data of other institutions. As a result, they attempt to
harmonize the data without characterizing the extent of the problem. We started with first
assessing the problem and used diverse empirically generated sources of data. This gave
us the advantage of understanding different relationships between the nature (e.g.,
semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different) of the data and the extent of SH.
For instance, we found that although all of the data dictionaries collected had more
than 60% of overlapping populations and data types, they still had a very high level of SH
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among their DEs. However, we also found that the crossover between research teams also
had an impact on the amount of SH between different studies. For instance, though HT2,
GEL, SI, and Top Mic had different PIs, they all had overlapping research staff. As a result,
their percent of SH was notably lower than the other studies. Also, though GEL and Top
Mic were conducted at different institutions, they had at least one PI (or Co-PI) in common.
In contrast, Pathways was conducted at the same institution as GEL and HT2, and had no
staff in common. In this case, there was still a high amount of SH between Pathways and
the other two studies (GEL and HT2).
The use of Clinicaltrials.gov was instrumental to the dataset identification process.
Furthermore, using both our data-driven SMASH method and expert-based methods in our
similarity analysis had distinct benefits over using one method alone. The SMASH method
for the discovery of syntactically similar DEs helped to identify DEs that potentially were
semantically similar. This sped up the process of discovery. Also critical was leveraging
both the distance score and the similarity score in the organizational process. We found
that by leveraging both, those DEs that had a low distance score and a high similarity score
often had a notably close relationship. This method is not only helpful for identification of
SH but also may facilitate the identification of common DEs. However, we also found that
data-driven methods alone were insufficient.
The expert-based methods we used (see Figures 3.1-3.3) were instrumental in
identifying those DE that were semantically similar, but completely syntactically different
(i.e. had a high distance score and a similarity score of 0). For example, HIV+ and
seropositive, have a direct 1:1 semantic relationship; however, they have a distance of 10
and a similarity score of 0 based on SMASH (see Table 3.4). The HIV expert was able to
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find this relationship, but the data-driven methods alone may have missed it. Though
semantic learning may have done a better job, computational methods require additional
data to learn how syntactically different relationships are semantically similar. This level
of data is not often present in most data dictionaries. Similarly, HIV status and serodiscordant have a close semantic relationship, but these also had a high distance (14) and
a similarity score of 0. Lastly, one of the fundamental characteristics about the
heterogeneity that we found was the type of SH. We found that most heterogeneous pairs
were semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different. This has strong implications for how,
or on what, to focus attempts to resolve SH.

3.4.1! Future Work
Future development of methods to resolve SH, particularly those in the HIV
research domain, should focus on variables that are semantically-equivalent/syntacticallydifferent, which we found most likely to reflect SH. Variable types that we found to be
commonly homogeneous, such as demographics, should have lower priority. Also,
Clinicaltrials.gov should be leveraged for identifying empirically generated data sources
for future SH discovery in other research domains. Future work should also include data
dictionaries on children and transgender individuals. It should also focus on data
dictionaries from international research. Moreover, looking at data dictionaries alone may
limit the data-driven approach. Future work should also look at actual values for each DE
to see if any additional information about the DE can be gained from the data it elicits. This
could make for a stronger data driven approach. Methods to identify SH and achieve
semantic harmonization should be developed in a way that more seamlessly integrates both
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data-driven and expert-based informatics methods for identifying SH. SMASH should also
be systematically evaluated against other computational methods and assessed for
sensitivity and specificity. Lastly, future work should also aim to analyze a larger number
DEs from basic science research (e.g., genomics).

3.4.2! Limitations
The relatively small number of empirically derived DE sources is a limitation.
Moreover, the search parameters used in Clinicaltrials.gov did not account for the full
breadth of topics in the HIV research domain (e.g., genomics, proteomics, virological
research). Also, DEs that address specific variables related to some sub-populations were
lacking in the data dictionaries (i.e., children, transgender individuals).

3.4.3! Conclusion
SH is detrimental to interoperability between healthcare systems and data
integration among domain-associated DEs in health research. For multiple data sources to
interoperate with one another, it is essential to reconcile these semantic differences.
Moreover, SH has the potential to negatively impact the interpretation of NIH funded study
results, and health policy implications that are drawn from the analyses of data from various
studies. As a result, SH may also have an effect on FDA medical product approvals and
the comparability of results across trials. Thus, it is imperative that health policy makers
encourage methods to minimize semantic heterogeneity, starting with characterizing its
extent in a given data source. We identified the various sources of SH and found that
characterizing SH provides a basis for understanding how to map and transform data to
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overcome these differences. Most of the DE in the HIV research domain were semantically
heterogeneous, and most of the SH derived from semantically-equivalent/syntacticallydifferent DEs. Expert-based solutions alone may be impractical, and data-driven methods
may miss critical semantic relationships. We found that our data-driven method, SMASH,
and expert-based methods are mutually beneficial for assessing SH among healthassociated data, especially among semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different DEs. We
recommend that health policy makers encourage the characterization of semantic
heterogeneity in health related data, and we encourage the continued development of highthroughput expert-based and data-driven solutions, working in concert, that can address
semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different DEs.
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4! Identification of HIV-associated Common Data Elements
Researchers working within the same research domain typically design their data elements
(DEs) independently, but often develop similar key concepts to that of other
researchers4,135,136. DEs developed independently by different researchers may not be
equivalent nor have comparable measures, even when the key concepts involved in the
research are similar. Common data elements (CDEs) provide researchers with a consistent
set of concepts that often have standardized associated measures, guaranteeing equivalence
across data sources4,5. In this way CDEs can facilitate interoperability and integration of
heterogeneous data sources, particularly among diverse research datasets, between two or
more healthcare systems, or between research data and clinical data.
Because CDEs are useful in improving data quality and semantic interoperability,
facilitating integration, and enabling “big data” analytics, the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) and other organizations urge -and often require- researchers and healthcare providers
to use CDEs to facilitate comparing and combining data. NIH is also encouraging
researchers and healthcare organizations to actively identify and contribute critical CDEs
as research and clinical practice evolve5,137. As an example, HIV-associated CDEs are
available in various common data element (CDE) relevant knowledge sources (e.g.,
SNOMED, LOINC, RxNorm)5,8. However, these resources focus on clinical data elements
rather than HIV research, which limits their usefulness for rapidly evolving HIV research
outside of the clinical setting.
Common topic areas of overlap in HIV-associated research (e.g., sexual activity,
prophylactic therapy, African Americans, youth, vaccines) provide an opportunity for data
integration and interoperability. However, the breadth, diversity, and heterogeneity of HIV
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research DEs create unique challenges for the identification of HIV-associated CDEs66,138–
140

. Challenges to identifying CDEs include: identification of relevant data element (DE)

resources, facilitation of high-throughput CDE discovery, and agreement on DE
commonality among semantically heterogeneous sources.
Data-driven approaches, such as utilizing databases and advanced search tools, are
useful in CDE discovery. Expert-based approaches, such as co-rating of DEs as CDEs by
multiple experts, may help to identify HIV-associated CDEs. Lastly, leveraging
empirically generated and knowledge-based resources for CDEs could improve the breadth
of CDEs specifically for use in the HIV-research domain. Thus, we used both data-driven
and expert-based informatics approaches to mitigate challenges to CDE discovery while
identifying HIV-associated CDEs in empirically generated and knowledge-based
resources.

4.1! Methods Overview
We used progressive and iterative methods for the identification of HIV-associated
knowledge-based resources. The key terms used to search for resources were generated by
HIV clinical and behavioral research experts. Starting from the broadest source (e.g., HIV
research literature), we progressively identified relevant resources, and used concepts and
key words from newly discovered resources to identify additional resources (See Figure
4.1). In this way we were able to iterate through terms and databases to achieve a more
refined search and potentially better search results. We started by identifying HIVassociated CDEs from the HIV research literature. This approach enabled us to use the
identified CDEs to detect additional HIV-associated knowledge assets (see Figure 4.2),
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that in turn would provide more CDEs. We repeated this process iteratively to identify new
knowledge resources and obtain new CDEs.

Figure 4.1 Progressive and iterative knowledge resource identification process

Expert
Generated
Search
Terms

New
Knowledge
Resource

*Databases/
Search
Engines

HIVassociated
CDEs

**NIH
Criteria

*Databases/search engines in order of use: Literature databases (i.e., PsycINFO, PubMed, and Web of
Science), ClinicalTrials.gov, Google Advanced Search, BioPortal Ontology Recommender. **Criteria
detailed below.

We use CDE defining criteria (e.g., universal, domain-specific, required, core) from the
NLM’s

CDE

Resource

Portal

<https://www.nlm.nih.gov/cde/glossary.html#cdedefinition> to classify DEs as CDEs5.
Experts also used a 25% criteria, meaning a DE was a CDE when that DE appeared in
>25% of the research they have conducted or observed. Data-driven approaches to identify
resources included: performing an advanced Google search to identify HIV-associated
knowledge-based resources; using Clinicaltrials.gov to identify HIV-associated research
studies so that study principal investigators could be recruited to provide study DEs from
their data dictionaries; and using BioPortal’s ontology recommender to identify HIV
relevant ontologies. For our various searches, we used criteria derived from NIH research
funding announcements65 (see Figure 4.1). Criteria included: HIV+, HIV-, Male, Female,
Transgender, men who have sex with men (MSM), Adult, Youth, Children, Neuro!
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psychological, Psychosocial, Behavioral, Biological/Biomarkers, Longitudinal. We also
stipulated that the data had to be accessible. We also used search terms developed by
experts. The data-driven approaches used to identify HIV CDEs from the resources
included text mining in R, BioPortal’s ontology annotator, IHTSDO SNOMED CT
Browser, the LOINC browser, and the RxNav Browser. In the expert-based approach, two
HIV experts manually reviewed DEs from the journal articles and from data dictionaries
to confirm DE commonality, and resolved semantic discrepancies through discussion.

4.2! Results Overview
We collected DE from two empirically generated sources and five knowledge-based
sources (see Figure 4.2). Empirically generated sources included research journal articles
in the HIV literature and research data dictionaries from active or completed research in
the HIV research domain. Knowledge-based sources included HIV-associated CDE from
the AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS Glossary, AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS Drug Database, LOINC,
SNOMED, and RxNORM. After evaluating all of the resources we identified 3,258 CDEs.
After filtering for CDE overlap between sources we refined the 3,258 CDEs to a total of
2,179 unique CDEs among sources (see Table 4.1). Detailed accounts of each stage, CDEs
identified, knowledge source used, CDE identification methods, analyses, and results are
detailed in the sections to follow.
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Figure 4.2 Diagram of CDE sources contributing to CDE inventory
Empirically
Generated

Knowledgebased

Table 4.1 CDE sources and results from all CDE identification processes

Source
Review of HIV research literature

CDEs Found
91

Data Dictionaries from HIV research
AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS Glossary and
AIDSinfo Drug Database

Breakdown unique
CDEs after filtering
overlap among sources*
91
124

671
999 glossary terms and 398
999 glossary and 398
drugs
from the Drug Database
LOINC (362), SNOMED
567 from LOINC,
(339), RxNorm (398 matched
SNOMED, and
LOINCE, SNOMED, RxNORM
to AIDSinfo Drug Database)
RxNorm cumulatively
Total
3,258
2,179
*Refinement of CDEs involved a filter process using text mining in R to eliminate duplicates and reduce
overlap. Methods were identical to those used in the literature review.

4.3! Searching the HIV Research Literature
4.3.1! Methods for Searching the HIV Research Literature
We manually gathered HIV-associated entities used in the HIV research literature,
compiled a list of these entities and determined the relationships among entities. We
searched the following databases for relevant literature: PsycINFO, PubMed, and Web of
Science. The search also included scholarly, expertly reviewed, institutionally endorsed,
and statistically supported “gray literature” on HIV biomedical protocols. We identified
gray literature elements by using Google Advance Search, which led to conference
proceedings and abstracts that might not have been included in scholarly databases. To
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improve relevance to current HIV research, we restricted our original search period to
2004-2014, and later included 2015 as the research continued.
These searches were restricted to English-language, peer-reviewed journals and
gray literature. Key words were generated by HIV experts. The following keywords
(including plurals), phrases, and combinations are examples of roots/constants, modifiers,
and specifiers used in our searches:
•! Roots/Constants: HIV, AIDS, adherence, Computer Assisted Survey Instrument
(CASI) (in several word order combinations), data collection.
•! Modifiers:

biomedical,

medical,

medication,

information

dissemination,

recruitment, distribution, sharing, data mining, intervention, health program, sexual
health.
•! Specifiers: Antiretroviral therapy (ART), Truvada, Tenofovir, Condom, Pill, Rectal
Microbicide, OraQuick HIV 1/2 test, New Media, technology, computer-mediated
communication, Internet, internet-based, networking, cell phone, mobile phone.
After HIV-associated research literature was obtained, we identified and extracted CDEs.
To extract the CDEs and generate a list of common and actively used entities in the HIV
research literature, we performed a comparative analysis using text mining tools in R. We
then used Excel to create an inventory of CDE from the HIV literature.

4.3.2! Results from Searching the HIV Research Literature
Our original search period of 2004-2014 generated 144,329 articles, and our subsequent
inclusion of 2015 generated an additional 16,604 articles for a total of 160,934. Because of
the volume of HIV-associated studies in the research literature, we used a distributed sub!
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sample of articles (5% from each year). This sub-sample produced 8,046 articles, of which
we reviewed titles and abstracts.
We further refined our results by focusing on research that fit additional criteria:
included at least one HIV topic as a primary outcome; research tools and/or instruments
were identified; article was specifically for the HIV research and disease domain; the study
did more than tangentially mention HIV; specifics regarding instruments were provided.
Text mining methods similar to those used to discover CDE were used to aid this
refinement process. Of the 8,046 original results, 521 survived these criteria. Of the 521,
83 sources provided specific examples of the tools they used and were the primary sources
for domain entities, general themes, and indicators of entity relationships; however, all 521
were used in our corpus. Reference material was managed using Zotero, an open-source
reference database tool141.

4.4! Identifying CDEs from the HIV Research Literature
4.4.1! Methods for Identifying CDEs from the HIV Research Literature
An expert in HIV and biomedical informatics used text mining tools in R to identify HIVassociated DEs that were used in most (more than 50%) of the identified studies from the
HIV research literature. Comparison and string analytics were provided by the text mining
package (R library(tm)) in the R statistical programming environment142–144. We used the
readPDF() reader function to convert PDFs into text and load them as a corpus. In this case
a corpus is a collection of HIV journal articles, stored electronically in PDF format and
converted to text, from which we performed our analysis. Before our term frequency
analysis, we performed? some pre-processing of the corpus. Corpus transformations
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included converting the text to lower case (i.e. tolower()), and using the tm_map() to apply
each additional transformation (e.g., removing stop words, removing numbers and
punctuation, stemming and identifying synonyms) across all documents within the
corpus142,143. We then used a document term matrix (DocumentTermMatrix()) with journal
articles as the rows, HIV DEs as the columns, and counts of the frequency of words as the
cells of the matrix142,144. We then removed sparse terms (removeSparseTerms()) and
converted the document term matrix to a simple matrix for writing to a CSV file and
uploading into Excel144. We were able to obtain the HIV DE frequencies as a vector and
then sum the number of journal articles the DE appeared in. HIV-associated DEs that were
used in >50% of the identified studies from the HIV research literature were classified as
CDEs.

4.4.2! Results from Identifying CDEs from the HIV Research Literature
An expert in HIV research systematically reviewed the HIV-associated literature and
identified those DEs that were used in most (more than 50%) of the identified studies. We
found a total of 91 unique HIV-associated CDEs that existed in equal to or greater than
50% of the research articles in our corpus (see Table 4.2). An expert evaluated terms for
synonymy or colloquial equivalence and merged these terms under the most commonly
used heading (e.g., African American or Black = African American/Black).
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Table 4.2 Sample of CDEs from HIV research literature and their frequencies in corpus
CDE
HIV
Race
Male
Man
Caucasian
*African American/Black
Woman

%
100%
98%
97%
97%
95%
95%
92%

CDE
HIV Positive
*Sexual Behavior
*Partnered
Sexuality
Relationship Status
Sexual Partner
*Receptive Oral

%
89%
89%
88%
88%
87%
86%
84%

CDE
Drug Use
*Insertive Vaginal
Bisexual
Asian
*HIV Status
Gender
*Transgender

%
79%
78%
77%
77%
74%
72%
71%

Female
92%
Number of Partners
83% Seropositive
64%
*Latino/Hispanic
92%
*Receptive Vaginal
82% Seronegative
63%
*Insertive Anal
92%
Homosexual
80% Sex Frequency
63%
Single
90%
Heterosexual
80% Methamphetamine
61%
Married
90%
*Receptive Anal
80% Truvada
56%
HIV Negative
89%
*Insertive Oral
80% Asexual
50%
A mixed sample of frequently occurring terms are displayed. Not all frequently occurring terms are displayed.
*Terms merged with colloquialisms and uncommon synonymous.

4.5! Identifying HIV-associated Data Dictionaries
4.5.1! Methods for Identifying HIV-associated Data Dictionaries
We set out to identify HIV-associated sources of DEs among empirically generated HIVassociated research. Empirically generated data sources were those DE sources that were
developed during, in the context of, or derived from, the practice of HIV clinical or
behavioral research. We used Clinicaltrials.gov to identify those HIV-associated studies
that met inclusion criteria derived from NIH research funding announcements65. These
criteria included population criteria such as: has HIV positive participants, has HIV
negative participants, has male participants, has female, has adults (ages 26-55), has youth
(ages 18-25), has children (ages 12-17), has MSM, and has Transgender populations, and
data type inclusion criteria: contains neuro-psychological data, contains psychosocial data,
contains behavioral data, contains biological/biomarkers, and has longitudinal data.
Additionally, we required that the data is accessible (investigators willing and able to
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share). Investigators of selected studies were contacted via email requesting their DE from
their data dictionaries.

4.5.2! Results from identifying HIV-associated data dictionaries
Our search from Clinicaltrials.gov returned 453 studies. We sent invitations to the Principal
Investigators (PIs) of 20 studies and received responses from ten PIs, from whom we
confirmed that 18 datasets were available for use in our study. The total number of
participants represented by the 18 datasets was >4,300. Currently, of the 18 that were
available for use in our study, we have procured and analyzed eight. Similarly, all data
dictionaries procured met >50% of the data type inclusion criteria. The number of studies
that contain specific data types was as follows: Behavioral (9), Longitudinal data (8),
Psychosocial, (8), Neuro-psychological (6), Biological/Biomarkers (6).

4.6! Identifying CDEs from HIV-associated Research Data Dictionaries
4.6.1! Methods for Identifying CDEs in HIV-associated Research Data Dictionaries
To extract CDEs in HIV-associated data dictionaries, two HIV researchers manually
reviewed and identified all DEs in each data dictionary. To identify CDEs each researcher
used the National Institutes of Health’s (NIH) National Library of Medicine (NLM) CDE
criteria outlined in the NIH CDE resource portal (https://www.nlm.nih.gov/cde/)5. To
leverage the HIV researchers’ expert knowledge in the CDE identification process, the HIV
researchers used a 25% criteria to decide which DEs should be designated as CDEs, i.e.,
an HIV researcher designated an item as a CDE when that DE appeared in 25% or more of
the research they have been involved in or observed. Disagreement between raters was
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reconciled by discussion (see Table 4.3). DEs that could not be reconciled between the two
primary raters were given to a third rater, also an expert in the field of HIV, for final
judgment.

Table 4.3 Example of the CDE identification and reconciliation process
DE from Data Dictionary 1

CDE from Rater 1

CDE from Rater 2

HIV+
CD4 level
CD8 level
Chlamydia
Hormone Therapy
Rectal-Gonorrhea
African-American
…
DE from Data Dictionary 2

HIV+
CD4 level
CD8 level
Chlamydia
Hormone Therapy
Rectal-Gonorrhea
African-American

HIV+
CD4 level
Chlamydia
Rectal-Gonorrhea
African-American

CDE from Rater 1

CDE from Rater 2

Black
White
CD4 count
CD8 count
Chlamydia
Gonorrhea of the anus
Seropositive
…

Black
White
Chlamydia
Gonorrhea of the
anus
Seropositive

Black
White
CD4 count
CD8 count
Chlamydia
Gonorrhea of the
anus

Agreed upon CDE after
reconciliation discussion
HIV+
CD4 level
CD8 level
Chlamydia
Rectal-Gonorrhea
African-American
Agreed upon CDE after
reconciliation discussion
Black
White
CD4 count
CD8 count
Chlamydia
Gonorrhea of the anus
Seropositive

We used a nine step rating process. In the initial assessment, both raters would code DEs
that they did not classify as CDE with a “0”. Those DEs that were classified as CDEs by
the first rater (R1) were coded as CDEs using “1”, and CDEs of the second rater (R2) were
coded as “2”, and CDEs that had agreement between both raters (e.g., was given a 1 and a
2) were coded as “3”. All 3s were accepted as CDEs. The remaining 1s and 2s were
evaluated in a convergence or reconciliation discussion between the two raters. DEs that
were accepted as CDEs after the reconciliation discussion had their code changed to a “4”.
DEs that were rejected as CDEs after the reconciliation discussion had their code changed
to a “5”. Those 1s and 2s for which agreement could not be reached, even after having a
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reconciliation discussion, were given a code of “6” and then rated by a third expert (R3).
R3 evaluated all DEs with a code of 6 and either identified them as a CDE and changed
their code to “7”, or identified them as not being a CDE and changed their code to “8”. A
simplified key of the codes used for the CDE designation, identification, and reconciliation
process is given in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4 Codes used to designate CDEs during identification and reconciliation
Code

Description

Key tag

0

R1 and R2 agree not CDE

1

R1 said CDE, R2 said not CDE

2

6

R2 said CDE, R1 said not CDE
R1 & R2 agree CDE before reconciliation
discussion
R1 & R2 agree CDE after reconciliation
discussion
R1 & R2 agree not CDE after
reconciliation discussion
R1 & R2 still don't agree after
reconciliation discussion CDE

7

R3 says it is CDE

8

R3 says it is not CDE

3
4
5

Both raters independently said the
DE were not CDE
Rater 1 independently said the DE
were CDE, rater 2 did not
Rater 2 independently said the DE
were CDE, rater 1 did not
Both raters independently said the
DE were CDE
Both raters said the DE were CDE
after discussion
Both raters said the DE were not
CDE after discussion
Both raters still disagreed on DE
after discussion
Rater 3 independently said the DE
were CDE
Rater 3 independently said the DE
were not CDE

4.6.2! Results from identifying CDEs in HIV-associated Research Data Dictionaries
Out of the 1,142 DEs, the raters initially agreed on 382 DEs as CDEs and agreed on 200
DE as not being CDEs. After discussion, 283 of 567 were reconciled as actually being
CDEs after further discussion. Interrater reliability was not assessed because discrepancies
between ratings were reconciled and modified via a reconciliation discussion. Of the
remaining 16 DEs to which the raters still disagreed after discussion, six were designated
as CDEs by the third rater (see Table 4.5). Reasons that affected raters’ original decisions
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included: discussions about various contexts, clarifications between a data element being
common (e.g., Chlamydia) vs. useful for a specific type of HIV-associated study (e.g.,
Gastrointestinal bleeding), concession of CDE decision from one rater’s ratings to another
rater’s specialization in a specific subdomain and extended expertise regarding related
DEs.

Table 4.5 Codes used to designate CDEs during identification and reconciliation
Code

Key tag

Description

Results
193 / 1,142 (16.90%)

6

R1 and R2 agree not CDE
R1 said CDE, R2 said not
CDE
R2 said CDE, R1 said not
CDE
R1 & R2 agree CDE before
reconciliation discussion
R1 & R2 agree CDE after
reconciliation discussion
R1 & R2 agree not CDE after
reconciliation discussion
R1 & R2 still don't agree after
reconciliation discussion CDE

7

R3 says it is CDE

8

R3 says it is not CDE

Both raters independently said the DE
were not CDE
Rater 1 independently said the DE
were CDE, rater 2 did not
Rater 2 independently said the DE
were CDE, rater 1 did not
Both raters independently said the DE
were CDE
Both raters said the DE were CDE
after discussion
Both raters said the DE were not CDE
after discussion
Both raters still disagreed on DE after
discussion
Rater 3 independently said the DE
were CDE
Rater 3 independently said the DE
were not CDE

N/A

CDEs

Number of DE that were CDE

671 (58.76%)

N/A

Not CDEs

Number of DE that were not CDE

471 (41.24%)

N/A

Total number of DEs

Total number of DE

1,142 (100.00%)

0
1
2
3
4
5

154 / 1,142 (13.49%)
413 / 1,142 (36.16%)
382 / 1,142 (33.45%)
283 / 567 (49.91%)
268 / 567 (47.27%)
16 / 567 (2.82%)
6 / 16 (37.50%)
10 / 16 (62.50%)

4.7! Identifying HIV-associated Knowledge-based Resources
4.7.1! Methods for Identifying HIV-associated Knowledge-based Resources
We used Google Advanced Search (https://www.google.com/advanced_search) to identify
HIV-associated knowledge-based resources. We added the CDEs identified in the research
literature to our expert generated search terms and used those as our inputs for our search.
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We narrowed our search by English language for websites and resources that were updated
in the last five years. HIV experts assessed the best and most reliable resources based on
optimization for clinical and behavioral research, source, and completeness.

4.7.2! Results from HIV-associated Knowledge-based Resources
During our advanced Google search we identified ten HIV-associated knowledge-based
resources (see Table 4.6). To narrow our scope and focus the first iteration of our HIVassociated CDE inventory on clinical and behavioral HIV research, we decided to use only
those sources that contained optimal CDEs for clinical and behavioral research, and that fit
four criteria: Contained CDEs as defined by the NLM CDE resource portal145, contained
research DEs that are clinically or behaviorally oriented (e.g., commonly used in clinical
settings or that capture health related behavior), comes from a reputable source (e.g.,
government entity, academic institution, research supported source), and are complete
(e.g., ability to appropriately accommodate all necessary concepts within a basic HIVassociated clinical context or basic HIV-associated behavioral context)1,2. We also focused
on knowledge-bases that fulfilled criteria outlined in RFA-MH-14-200 “Integration and
Analysis of Diverse HIV Associated Datasets”65. We excluded HIV knowledge-bases that
focused on genomic, proteomic, and other forms of molecular data because these topics are
beyond the current scope of the project.
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Table 4.6 Knowledge-based resource results from Google Advanced Search

Name

Location

The HIV databases
website
AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS
Glossary
AIDSinfo HIV Drug
Database
The Stanford University
HIV Drug Resistance
Database

http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/c
ontent/index
https://aidsinfo.nih.gov/ed
ucation-materials/glossary
https://aidsinfo.nih.gov/dr
ugs

HIV/AIDS Surveillance
Data Base

CDE

Clinical/
behavioral
research
oriented

Completeness

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

http://hivdb.stanford.edu/i
ndex.html
http://www.census.gov/po
pulation/international/data
/hiv/interactive/hiv.html

Source

X

UNAIDS/WHO Global
http://www.who.int/hiv/st
HIV/AIDS Online
X
X
X
rategic/db/en/
Database
HIV Structural
http://xpdb.nist.gov/hivsd
Reference Database
X
X
b/hivsdb.html
(102) and Chem-BLAST
Database of
http://hivinsite.ucsf.edu/In
Antiretroviral Drug
X
X
Site?page=ar-about-int
Interactions
HIV Prevention
https://aidsfree.usaid.gov/
X
X
Knowledge Base
resources/pkb
HIV mutation browser
http://hivmut.org/
X
X
HIV experts assessed the best and most reliable resources based on optimization for clinical and behavioral
research, source, and completeness.

These exclusion criteria eliminated “The HIV databases” (HIV genetic sequences and
immunological epitopes), Stanford HIV Drug Resistance Database, The Stanford
University HIV Drug Resistance Database, HIV Structural Reference Database (102) and
Chem-BLAST, Database of Antiretroviral Drug Interactions, and the HIV mutation
browser (mutagenesis and mutation information in a “protein-centered” view). We also
excluded UNAIDS/WHO Global HIV/AIDS Online Database (collates country-specific
data on viral spread and impact), HIV Prevention Knowledge Base, and the HIV-AIDS
Surveillance Data Base because they did not include DE and associated metadata that met
criteria for being classified as CDE, per the NIH CDE resource portal5.
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Ultimately, we included two knowledge-bases that met all criteria: The AIDSinfo
HIV-AIDS Glossary and the AIDSinfo HIV Drug Database (see Table 4.6). All DEs within
these sources met the criteria for classification as CDEs as set by the NIH CDE resource
portal guidelines. The AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS Glossary had a total of 999 CDEs, and the
AIDSinfo Drug Database provided a total of 398 drugs as CDEs. Both knowledge-bases
provided definitions, measures and infographics (where appropriate), provenances, and
other metadata. The AIDSinfo Drug Database also included a semantic hierarchical
structure that designated relationships of one CDE to another.

4.8! Identifying HIV-associated Ontology-based Knowledge Resources
4.8.1! Methods for Identifying HIV-associated Ontology-based Knowledge
Resources
We used the BioPortal Ontology Recommender to identify the best and most relevant HIVassociated

ontology-based

knowledge

resources

<https://bioportal.bioontology.org/recommender> (see Figure 4.3). The ontology
recommender produces recommendations for the most relevant ontologies based on an
excerpt from a biomedical text or a list of keywords. We used key words based on the
CDEs identified in the research literature and our expert-generated search terms as inputs.
The recommender has a term input limit of 50 words. An expert used a combination of the
terms that were commonly occurring (e.g., HIV, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia) and words that
were topical to a specific study goal (e.g., CD4, Truvada).
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Figure 4.3 BioPortal Ontology Recommender and example of inputs

4.8.2! Results from Ontology-based Knowledge Resources search
The BioPortal Ontology Recommender provides five primary scores (e.g., Coverage,
Acceptance, Detail of Knowledge, Specialization, Final Score). The “Coverage” score
ascertains the extent to which the ontology represents the input. The “Acceptance” score
determines how well-known and trusted the ontology is by the biomedical community. The
“Detail of Knowledge” provides an indication of the level of detail provided by the
ontology for the input data (e.g., number of definitions, synonyms and properties of the
ontology classes that cover the input data). Lastly, the “Specialization” score indicates how
specialized the ontology is to the input data’s domain. The “Final Score” is a weighted
aggregate of the four primary scores.
Since we already are leveraging CDEs from the AIDSinfo HIV Glossary and
AIDSinfo HIV Drug Database, which are already highly detailed and specialized to the
HIV domain, we focused on the Coverage, Acceptance, and Final scores in determining
the appropriate ontological resources. Our performance score cutoff was 40. After
averaging the scores from each session of HIV CDE inputs there were seven ontologies
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with a final score of >40: LOINC, RH-MESH, SNOMEDCT, RxNORM, CRISP, NDFRT,
and AURA (see Table 4.7). Five (LOINC, RH-MESH, SNOMEDCT, RxNORM, and
AURA) had a Coverage score of >40. Thus, CRISP and NDFRT were eliminated. Of those
five, three (LOINC, SNOMEDCT, and RxNORM) had an Acceptance score of >40. Thus,
RH-MESH and AURA were eliminated. Further research into the final three ontologies
(LOINC, SNOMED, RxNORM) determined that they were also predesignated by NIH as
CDE standard resources. Thus, LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNORM were best suited for
HIV-associated CDE identification.

Table 4.7 Ontology recommender results
ONTOLOGY
LOINC
RH-MESH
SNOMEDCT
RXNORM
CRISP
NDFRT
AURA
CADSRVS

FINAL SCORE
71.3
68.6
66.1
44.7
44.5
44.1
57.1
38.0

COVERAGE
85.7
85.7
64.3
42.9
28.6
35.7
21.3
42.9

ACCEPTANCE
91.1
30.3
97.9
98.4
80.2
92.4
14.2
19.4

4.9! Identifying CDEs from Ontology-based Knowledge Resources
4.9.1! Methods for Identifying CDEs from Ontology-based Knowledge Resources
CDEs from the ontologies were manually identified using ontology browsers specifically
designed for each of the three ontologies. LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNORM contain over
500,000 CDE combined (see Figure 4.4). To manage the breadth of these the CDE from
these ontologies, as well as to manage the scope of our CDE inventory, we focused on
identifying HIV specific (e.g., HIV virus) CDE from these ontological resources rather
than all HIV-associated CDE they may contain (e.g., Chlamydia). We manually searched
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each ontological resource for CDE that specifically discussed HIV and/or AIDS, using
their respective search browsers. We used the IHTSDO SNOMED CT Browser <
http://browser.ihtsdotools.org/>, the LOINC browser < https://search.loinc.org/>, and the
RxNav Browser which searches RxNORM < https://rxnav.nlm.nih.gov/RxNavDoc.html>.

Figure 4.4 Knowledge domains and number of CDE in ontology-based resources

>311,000!diseases,!
measures,!and!
medications

RxNORM
Medication!
terminology!built!on!
and!derived!from!
other!terminology!
sources

4.9.2! Results from Identifying CDEs from Ontology-based Knowledge Resources
We found 362 HIV specific CDEs in LOINC and 339 HIV specific CDEs in SNOMED.
The browser for RxNORM only allowed for exact CDE names. To identify CDEs in
RxNORM we had to directly use the drug names identified as CDEs in the AIDSinfo HIV
Drug Database. We manually input and found all 398 drugs from the AIDSinfo HIV Drug
Database in RxNORM. The cumulative total of CDEs from all resources was 3,258. After
identifying our breadth of CDEs, we used text mining to identify duplicates. Without
duplicates the number of unique CDEs were 2,179. Methodologically, data-driven
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approaches identified 2,055 (94%) (999 from the HIV/AIDS Glossary, 398 from the HIV
Drug Database, 91 from journal articles, and a total of 567 from LOINC, SNOMED, and
RxNorm cumulatively). Expert-based approaches identified 124 (6%) unique CDEs from
data dictionaries and confirmed the 91 CDEs from journal articles. As a reminder, the total
number of all CDEs that were found and all the sources that the CDEs were found in are
listed in Table 4.1.

4.10! Discussion
The use of CDEs is becoming essential to data harmonization and integration. As various
research domains evolve over time, identification of new CDEs will be needed. Thus,
identification of relevant DE resources, use of high-throughput CDE discovery methods,
and agreement on DE commonality among semantically heterogeneous sources are critical
tasks in informatics. The HIV-associated CDEs that were identified in this study are
important contributions to the field of HIV research. We used several complementary and
effective methods for: 1) identifying relevant data element resources, 2) facilitating
medium-throughput CDE discovery, and 3) facilitating agreement on DE commonality
among semantically heterogeneous sources. Additionally, we clearly demonstrate datadriven and expert-based informatics approaches to identifying HIV-associated CDEs in
empirically generated and knowledge-based resources. Lastly, the resources and
techniques discussed not only were critical in helping to identify 2,179 unique CDEs in the
HIV research domain, but also contribute to the field of clinical research informatics and
thus can be translated to other disease domains.
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4.10.1! Identification of Relevant DE Resources
Identification of relevant DE sources is a critical first step in CDE discovery. The literature
was a rich source of CDEs. Because CDEs in the HIV research literature are empirically
generated, their relevance to the HIV research domain is more assured. The research
literature also provided a sense of what CDEs were currently important and what CDEs
were emerging in relevance. Similarly, our data-driven approach with HIV-associated data
dictionaries was fundamental in identifying active and relevant HIV-associated CDEs.
Furthermore, we used the identified CDEs to find additional HIV-associated knowledge
resources that in turn provided more CDEs. We repeated this process iteratively to identify
new knowledge resources and obtain new CDEs. The progressive and iterative process by
which we generated and reused CDEs as search terms led to a more thorough and inclusive
search.
Moreover, our data-driven approaches enabled us to identify optimal HIVassociated CDE resources. Google advanced search tools helped us to identify multiple
web-catalogued and currently existing DE resources and databases, and narrow our search
parameters to exclude superfluous information (e.g., out dated, non-reputable).
Specifically, use of the Google Advanced Search tool led us to the AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS
Glossary and the AIDSinfo HIV Drug database, which fulfilled the NIH CDE definition of
primary sources of HIV-associated CDEs. These sources are automatically CDEs because
they are expertly developed, identified as common, and designated as an information
standard for the domain. They also fulfill CDE criteria outlined by the NIH CDE resource
portal. Our use of data-driven database tools such as ClinicalTrials.gov’s database and
search engine was a critical component in identifying relevant HIV-associated research
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studies that fit our various inclusion criteria.

4.10.2! Facilitation of Medium-throughput Data-driven CDE Discovery
We used data-driven approaches to identify HIV-associated CDEs in both empirically
generated and knowledge-based resources. Our expert-based approaches involved corating of DEs by multiple experts to identify and classify DEs as CDEs. This method
identified HIV-associated CDEs that were missed by data-driven alone, especially for
uncommon synonyms and colloquial terminology used in HIV research. Additionally,
leveraging empirically generated and knowledge-based resources for CDEs expanded the
breadth of CDEs specific to the HIV-research domain. We found that both data-driven and
expert-based informatics approaches help to mitigate challenges to CDE discovery (e.g.,
identification of relevant DE resources, facilitation of high-throughput CDE discovery, and
agreement on DE commonality among semantically heterogeneous sources) while
identifying HIV-associated CDEs in empirically generated and knowledge-based
resources.
Building on our data-driven methods, we successfully used text mining tools in the
R statistical analysis suit to mine the HIV literature. This medium-throughput method
allowed us to cross reference hundreds of recently published articles and identify key terms
that were common among them. Additionally, data-driven methods such as the use of the
BioPortal Ontology Recommender identified HIV-associated CDE resources that exist in
NLM CDE relevant standards: LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNORM. These resources may
not be familiar to those who design research studies, and highlighting them here will aid
HIV researchers in understanding the importance of their use. Moreover, these CDE
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relevant standards are general and cover a wide range of clinical domains; thus, while the
BioPortal Ontology Recommender was critical to assessing the relevance of these
standards for HIV research, it is not specific to that domain and should be applicable to any
research area.

4.10.3! Agreement on DE Commonality among Semantically Heterogeneous Sources
In the data dictionary part of this study, we used a collaborative process for CDE
identification in which two researchers independently reviewed DEs to identify those DEs
that they considered CDEs. Use of tools to facilitate agreement on DEs as CDEs were
simple. An inventory of DEs in Excel was all that was necessary to organize the DEs for
the CDE identification process. Though unique to our work, our co-rater agreement
methods are similar to methods used for interrater reliability. We found both the tools and
the methods employed to be easy for non-informaticians to use, suggesting that they can
work ubiquitously across research domains.
Similar to other interrater methods, we used a three-rater process in which the third
rater resolved discrepancies between the two primary raters. Though all raters were experts
in the HIV research domain, the diversity of their backgrounds (e.g., biomedical
informatics, nursing, HIV clinical and behavioral research, sexual health, and public
health) allowed a more thorough analysis of the DEs. Our process adds to this specific
methodology a universally applicable nine-step rating system among three raters. A
detailed account of the rating sequence for the pragmatic identification of CDEs among
expert raters has not been reported previously in the CDE development literature.
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4.10.4! Future Work
The methods that we used to identify CDEs were medium-throughput approaches. Further
research should aim to develop high-throughput methods for the identification of CDEs.
Particular attention should be placed on CDE discovery from available sources (e.g.,
research literature, data dictionaries). Tools to assist HIV researchers without a background
in informatics should also be further developed. In the HIV research domain, a universal
electronic case report form that leverages CDEs or CDE resources should be implemented
within and between clinical trial groups (e.g., Microbicide Trials Network (MTN), HIV
Prevention Trials Network (HPTN), etc.). Expert-based methods will always play a critical
role in the identification of CDEs. Thus, new computer-based tools and techniques that
could simplify, organize, and expedite collaborative identification and classification of
CDEs are needed. The HIV-associated databases included in this research were chosen for
their breadth, depth, and reputation as reliable sources of information. However, there are
many other HIV-associated databases. Future work should incorporate HIV-associated
databases and knowledge-based resources that include immunology information, protein
data, bio-specimens, and other markers not included in this research. After our research
was completed, an additional search identified the HIV/AIDS Survey Indicators Database
(http://www.measuredhs.com/hivdata/). This database met all of our criteria for inclusion.
Future work will include adding this database to the CDE resources that we develop from
this research (e.g., an ontology).

4.10.5! Limitations
Limitations from our literature search include the exclusion of potentially relevant HIV
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research articles published in languages other than English. As a result, this may have also
inadvertently excluded potential CDEs common to research conducted outside of the US
and predominantly English-speaking countries. Such an exclusion could significantly
hinder our ability to identify a complete list of CDEs. Furthermore, as with all literature
reviews, the availability of certain articles or findings may be influenced by publication
bias.
The use of a limited number of data dictionaries for CDE identification and
discovery may have also been a limitation. Not having more data dictionaries may have
prevented us from reaching a level of CDE saturation where we could be more certain that
we obtained complete coverage of the domain. This means that in future examinations of
additional HIV-associated data dictionaries it is highly probably that new CDEs could be
found.
Additional issues that could impact the completeness of our CDE list and our
subsequent ontology is the fact that many of the data dictionaries were developed by
researchers who had collaborated with other researchers that provided data dictionaries.
This may be a limitation because their influence over the development of key concepts and
DEs may have transferred from their own data dictionary. This could increase the number
and types of CDEs identified. It is important to note that some resources were identified
after the research was completed and show that even though we performed a progressive
and iterative search to optimize our results, there may still be important resources excluded.
New qualifying resources will be added as they are discovered.
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4.10.6! Conclusion
CDEs are a critical component to semantic interoperability and integration of
heterogeneous data sources, and thus have value for healthcare delivery and health
research. Though identifying CDEs presents various challenges, we employed several
methods and leveraged various tools that can mitigate these challenges. Data-driven
approaches can facilitate medium-throughput identification of relevant CDE sources and
CDEs. However, data-driven methods are often challenged by semantic heterogeneity,
especially with empirically generated DE. Expert-based approaches can complement datadriven approaches and help resolve semantic discrepancies than data-driven methods alone.
We were able to use databases and search engines (i.e., Google Advanced Search,
ClinicalTrials.gov, BioPortal Ontology Recommender) to facilitate data-driven
identification of relevant HIV associated resources that contained CDEs. Identification of
CDEs has often been a slow manual process. However, our use of text mining paired with
verification by raters helps us to achieve CDE discovery in a manner that was quick and
reliable. We also demonstrated methods to facilitate rating of DEs and agreement between
raters. Ultimately, 2,179 CDE were gathered from a wide range of standardized,
scientifically evaluated, field tested, expertly developed (AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS Glossary,
AIDSinfo Drug Database, LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNORM), and empirically generated
resources (e.g., HIV research literature, HIV research data dictionaries). After we identified
and collected all CDEs from our DE sources, we combined those CDEs to create an
inventory of all HIV-associated CDEs. As a result, this research contributes new methods
and resources which provide a foundation for informatics tools to facilitate semantic
interoperability and data integration in the HIV research domain.
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5! Development of the HIV-associated Entities in Research Ontology
(HERO)
5.1! Introduction
One of the major goals of informatics is integration and analysis of diverse domainassociated datasets. Integrating domain-associated clinical, biomedical, and behavioral
data can increase the breadth of variables available to researchers for analysis. The increase
in breadth of variables also increases the number of possible data points, which increases
statistical power for analysis; and improved statistical power may improve knowledge and
in turn determine the effectiveness of interventions17,18,128. This relationship, and how we
transition, between breadth of variables, data points, statistical power and analysis and
knowledge to get to more effective interventions, can be exemplified using the Data
Information Knowledge Wisdom (DIKW) model, which is the grounding theoretical model
that guides this research (see Figure 5.1)46,47.

Figure 5.1 DIKW modeled theoretical representation

Improved effectiveness of interventions
New analyses/New knowledge
Integrated data/Increased statistical power
Semantic harmonization
Identification of CDEs
Domain-associated datasets
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Furthermore, semantic harmonization of DEs is fundamental to integration, and ontologies
play a critical role in the semantic harmonization of diverse and disparate datasets45,88,146.
One of the biggest challenges is designing ontological tools that effectively assist
researchers to express complex information in an ideal manner for statistical analysis and
inference33. Capturing participant data in research is difficult due to differences in culture,
input systems, semantics, syntactics, and use of colloquialisms within language147.
Common barriers during the process of creating a data dictionary or research instrument
with DEs include dissimilar content, varied contexts, differences in question type, multiple
answer options, and differences in survey structure, which all may skew the data’s
meaning, computability, reliability, and validity74,135,148.
Moreover, in the growing implementation of the computer assisted self-interview
(CASI), undefined standards for instrumentation hinder the proper use and activation of
keyword triggers and system functions149,150. However, structured and clear representation
of ontological knowledge can mitigate these issues by creating a shared, common
understanding of the structure of information among people or software agents, as well as
enabling the reuse of domain knowledge and make domain assumptions explicit.151. Efforts
such as the Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) project address some aspects of
this issue, but not all knowledge or domains can be represented152–154. Thus, ontologies still
have a role in assisting this process.
Though many ontologies exist for many domains of knowledge, most ontologies—
specifically for the semantic harmonization of research data—are hindered by their
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predominate orientation towards clinical information and knowledge. Bodenreider et. al.
surveyed and investigated nine ontologies: SNOMED CT, LOINC, the Foundational
Model of Anatomy, the Gene Ontology, RxNorm, the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus,
the International Classification of Diseases (ICD), the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH),
and the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). Though they found it practical to use
ontologies in clinical, biomedical, and behavioral research as a source of vocabulary for
standardization and integration, they also found that the ontologies’ clinical orientation led
to several barriers to their use with research data, particularly “discoverability bias”
towards healthcare and clinical settings17. Bodenreider et. al. modeled an example of how
the UMLS represents hundreds of knowledge resources that are biased to healthcare and
clinical application (see Figure 5.2) and concluded that there is a need for research-specific
ontological tools and that this need constitutes a legitimate area of knowledge
representation that is currently unmet17.

Figure 5.2 Graphic representation of the Unified Medical Language System
SNOMED

MeSH

ICD-10
LOINC
DSM-IV

RxNORM
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GO
Gene Ontology

5.1.1! Background: The HIV Research Domain’s Semantic Challenges
Recently, the NIH has highlighted integration of diverse domain-associated HIV research
datasets as a research and funding priority65. However, developing knowledge tools that
can later be leveraged to integrate disparate HIV-associated datasets presents several
unique informatics challenges. For instance, the quickly evolving nature of the HIV
research domain poses a challenge for data harmonization and integration of diverse HIVassociated datasets. In the 1980s pathogenesis discovery was the scientific priority. Then
in the 1990s the research focus was on creating a vaccine and later shifted again to
antiretroviral therapy. By the 2000s risk behavior modification and prevention science
were the critical research areas, and most recently in the 2010s it has shifted to increases
in testing and prophylaxis for high-risk individuals82,83.
Consequently, the rapidly and constantly changing nature of HIV research objectives
challenges both validity and stability of HIV-associated knowledge tools82,83. Fortunately,
domain-specific semantic harmonization tools such as ontologies and CDEs are ideal for
managing both the diversity of HIV DEs and the quickly evolving nature of the HIV
research domain. Thus, our aim is to leverage empirically generated CDEs and existing
knowledge resources to develop and evaluate an HIV-associated Entities in Research
Ontology (HERO) that can formally represent CDEs in HIV research and potentially aid
integration of diverse HIV-associated research datasets.
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5.2! Building HERO
5.2.1! Building HERO: The HIV-associated CDEs Used in HERO
Our first task in developing an HERO from CDEs was to identify ideal CDEs within the
HIV research domain. Domain specific knowledge and entities were gathered from HIV
research. Our search was limited to HIV clinical, behavioral, and biomedical research to
better manage the scope of the ontology. Using standardized and universal entities should
allow the ontology to translate to other health domains.
In a previous study, “Data-driven and Expert-based Informatics Approaches to
Identifying HIV-associated Common Data Elements (CDEs) in Empirically Generated and
Knowledge-based Resources”, 2,179 HIV-associated CDEs were identified and
inventoried from two empirically generated and five knowledge-based resources (see Table
5.1). The sources from which these CDEs are derived and the methods by which they were
identified make them ideal for developing HERO.
Empirically generated resources included data dictionaries from existing research
and research journal articles within the HIV research domain. Text mining was used to
identify CDEs used across 83 journal articles that described their DEs in detail, and HIV
experts evaluated CDEs from a diverse source of eight HIV-associated data dictionaries.
There were a total of 91 unique data elements identified across the 83 journal articles and
671 DEs that were found to be common across eight vetted HIV-associated data
dictionaries.
Knowledge-based sources of CDEs included AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS Glossary and
Drug Database, LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNORM (see Table 5.1). The AIDSinfo
Glossary and Drug Database contain terms from various federal resources, including
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federally approved medical practice guidelines and published results from HIV-related
research studies. Definitions were based on information from: National Institutes of Health
(NIH), the National Library of Medicine (NLM), the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)155,156. AIDSinfo also
consulted with HIV experts to ensure the accuracy of definitions and images presented in
the Glossary. In addition, the AIDSinfo Drug Database provides up-to-date information on
investigational and FDA-approved HIV-associated drugs156. LOINC, SNOMED, and
RxNORM also contain HIV-associated CDEs and are CDE relevant standards as
designated and curated by the NLM.

Table 5.1 CDE sources and results from all CDE identification processes in previous
study
Source
Review of HIV research literature
Data Dictionaries from HIV research
AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS Glossary and AIDSinfo
Drug Database

Breakdown of unique CDEs after filtering overlap
among sources*
91
124
999 glossary and 398 from the Drug Database

567 from LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNorm
LOINCE, SNOMED, RxNORM
cumulatively
Total
2,179
*Total number of unique CDEs after filtering overlap among sources using text mining to remove duplicates
(CDE list refinement). Sourced from “Data-driven and Expert-based Informatics Approaches to Identifying
HIV-associated Common Data Elements (CDE) in Empirically Generated and Knowledge-based Resources”.

5.2.2! Building HERO: Using Protégé Ontology Development Software
The ontology was built using the Protégé suite of ontology development tools. Specifically,
we used WebProtégé, which is a web-based environment for collaboratively developing
ontologies among multiple users and institutions as well as uploading, modifying, and
sharing ontologies157. Because development of HERO was done collaboratively with two
HIV experts, we chose WebProtégé for its feature rich user interface that is optimized for
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collaboration and includes: a customizable graphical user interface, tracked changes by
user, revision history, and forms for domain-specific editing. It is also compliant with
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and supports RDF/XML, Turtle, OWL/XML,
Manchester OWL syntax, and functional OWL syntax, all of which are common data
standards157,158.

5.2.3! Building HERO: Modeling HIV CDEs Using Existing Ontology Structures
We systematically developed HERO from the previously identified 2,179 CDEs, as well
as formalisms, relationships, and inherited hierarchies. We modeled HERO using the
semantic structure of existing ontological resources (e.g., the Medical Entities Dictionary),
any available hierarchical information from the CDE knowledge resources themselves
(e.g., AIDSinfo HIV Drug Database, SNOMED), mapped various concepts to Unified
Medical Language Systems (UMLS) concept unique identifiers (CUI), and used expert
knowledge when no reputable external source was available (see Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.3 HERO's knowledge resource architecture

% %%

HERO
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5.2.4! Building HERO: Refining Ontology Structure Using HIV Experts
Two HIV experts with over ten years of experience each in HIV clinical, behavioral, and
biomedical research acted as the primary modelers of the ontology. Their expertise was
used for both representation and verification. In instances where ontological relationship
and semantic knowledge already existed, it was the experts’ tasks to evaluate that
relationship, discuss any discrepancies, and verify that relationship as true. If the
relationship was verified as true, then its ontological structure was maintained in HERO.
In instances where ontological relationship and semantic knowledge did not exist, the raters
would independently evaluate the DE in regards to its relationship in the ontology to other
entities and its properties, compare decisions, and discuss discrepancies to resolve them
(see Table 5.2). A third rater was available to resolve any discrepancies that the first two
raters could not agree upon.

Table 5.2 Exemplar of HIV expert DE semantic evaluation and discrepancy resolution
process
Data Element
HIV positive
Receptive anal
intercourse
HIV Testing

Expert 1 !
Relationship
Is a
Is a

Data Element
HIV status
Sexual
behavior

Match
Match

" Expert 2
Relationship
Is a
Is a

Data Element
HIV positive
Receptive
anal
intercourse
HIV Testing

Medical
X
Health
Is a
history
behavior
Sexual partner Is a
Intimate
X
Intimate
Has a
Sexual
relationship
relationship
partner
Chlamydia
Is a
STD
Match STD
Is a
Chlamydia
ELISA HIV
Has a
Home HIV
X
HIV test
Is a
ELISA HIV
test
test
test
“X” ratings are non-matches that need further discussion for resolution. Discrepancies are struck through.
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Data Element
HIV status
Sexual
behavior
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5.3! Evaluating HERO
5.3.1! Evaluating HERO: Using OntoClean, Competency Questions, a Semantic
Harmonization Task, and Cimino’s Desiderata
OntoClean, competency questions, a semantic harmonization task, and Cimino’s desiderata
were used to evaluate the ontology’s intrinsic and extrinsic qualities. Our two major
evaluation goals were verification and validation. We defined verification as the process
of checking that HERO meets specifications of ontology optimization and quality. We
defined validation as the process of checking whether HERO accurately represents and
captures the target domain. We verified HERO by using OntoClean and Cimino’s
desiderata to determine that HERO’s structural properties and knowledge representation
were developed in accordance with select standards and met requirements for an optimal
controlled vocabulary.
Our process of operation for our evaluation was to first use OntoClean’s domainindependent property requirements as the guide to verify HEROs structural quality. We
then assessed HERO’s validity by determining whether HERO sufficiently captures and
accurately represents the specific knowledge of the chosen domain, HIV clinical,
behavioral, and biomedical research. Validation was assessed using our pre-established
competency questions159, and a semantic harmonization task discussed in Chapter 6 (see
Table 5.3). Lastly, domain experts used Cimino’s desiderata as the guide for concordance
with select standards and ontology optimization requirements.
Our instruments of assessment were OntoClean Protégé OWL ontology tool and
domain experts. HERO was developed in Protégé OWL; thus, it is most appropriate to use
the OntoClean Protégé OWL ontology tool to evaluate the ontology’s entity representation
and syntactic structure. The OntoClean XML file includes an OntoClean project with a
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class hierarchy that contains domain independent constraints, class representations,
violations, and relational data. The OntoClean Protégé project was installed in our native
version of Protégé OWL (version 3.4), and the appropriate query was run with the OWL
Reasoner and Refactor tools according to OntoClean guidelines and instructions159. These
guidelines included installing the PAL-Constraints tab into Protégé OWL and including
the OntoClean ontology. Entities were then evaluated to be structurally congruent with the
“OntoClean_property” various classes and constraints.
Correctness and other requirements were assessed by the domain experts who
created the ontology, using Cimino’s desiderata as a guide. Completeness and correctness
were evaluated within the scope of the ontology’s purpose, HIV-associated clinical,
behavioral, and biomedical research using competency questions. We also assessed
completeness and correctness in a subsequent study using HERO to semantically
harmonize two HIV-associated data dictionaries. Expert evaluation doubled as a
redundancy check to all evaluation methods (see Table 5.3).

Table 5.3 Overview of techniques used to evaluate various levels of the ontology
Approaches to evaluation
Goals

Level

Applicationbased

Validation

DataDriven*
Comp. Q.
Sem. Harm.

Assessment by
humans
HIV Expert

Lexical, vocabulary, concept,
data
Verification Hierarchy, taxonomy
Ontoclean
HIV Expert
Validation
Other semantic relations
Comp. Q.
HIV Expert
Validation
Context, application
Sem. Harm.
HIV Expert
Verification Syntactic measures
Ontoclean
HIV Expert
Verification Structure, architecture, design
Ontoclean
HIV Expert
*Data-driven approaches include use of competency questions (Comp. Q.) based on the research literature
and application of HERO in a semantic harmonization (Sem. Harm.) task (see Chapter 6).
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In performing these evaluation processes we hoped to achieve two evaluation tasks,
verification and validation. By the end of all assessments we will be able to answer whether
the ontology is properly built in accordance with select standards and reuse requirements
listed in Waloszek’s “Measures for Evaluation of Structure and Semantics of Ontologies”
160

. These requirements include:
•! Availability on different platforms
•! Translation to a growing number of projects
•! Easy to learn and handle for users
•! Support for versioning of experience elements
•! Avoidance of costs for tools (licenses etc.) and special trainings
•! Easy maintenance

5.3.2! Evaluating HERO: Expert Evaluation Using OntoClean Evaluation Methods
OntoClean was used to evaluate any structural or domain representation errors in HERO159.
Analysis of the ontology was based on formal and domain-independent properties of
classes, as well as the class hierarchy. A domain expert in both informatics and HIV
conducted the evaluation. A second expert in HIV assisted in OntoClean-based
justifications and decisions made for the ontology’s current and continued development
and syntactic measures, and aided in the verification process of various properties of the
ontology. Both domain experts are research scientists from the HIV Center for Clinical and
Behavioral Studies at Columbia University. The primary evaluator also has expertise in
biomedical informatics and previous experience in the use of OntoClean for ontology
development (see Figure 5.4).
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! OntoClean property classes, constraints, and metaproperties
Figure 5.4
!
!

OntoClean domain independent property
classes and constraints.

OntoClean metaproperty
designations.

We also used manual evaluation by domain experts guided by domain independent
property rules. Analysis of a hierarchy using property constraints and metaproperties
helped to identify modelling problems. OntoClean provides the following rules as a
guide89” “Given two properties p and q, where q subsumes p, the following constraints
must hold:
•! If q is anti-rigid, then p must be anti-rigid.
•! If q carries an identity criterion, then p must carry the same criterion.
•! If q carries a unity criterion, then p must carry the same criterion.
•! If q has anti-unity, then p must also have anti-unity.
•! If q is externally dependent, then p must be externally dependent.”
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We used these metrics to measure the ontologies properties, structure, and correctness.
These evaluation techniques also aided in syntactically measuring the entities of the
ontology.

5.3.3! Evaluating HERO: Expert Evaluation Using Competency Questions
To determine the scope of our ontology before development, we outlined several
competency questions. This involved sketching a list of questions the ontology should be
able to answer, which would act as general measures of the ontology’s performance,
fitness, and completeness. In the evaluation these questions will be used to test the internal
validity of the ontology and that of its component parts151. Our competency questions were:
•! Is receptive anal sex a behavior?
•! Is biomedical device use a behavior?
•! Are sexual intercourse and medication use sibling entities?
•! What is a topic area of questions to be asked at the start of a HIV study?
•! Does an answer’s order change depending on biomedical protocol type?
•! Does the ontology contain enough information to answer these types of questions?
•! Do the answers require a particular level of detail or representation of a particular
area?
•! Can CDEs be accurately defined using the ontology’s semantic structure and formal
definitions?
These competency questions were constructed by experts based on common needs
observed in the HIV research literature, expert experience, and basic questions on an
ontology’s functional requirements. The competency questions help to determine whether
the ontology satisfactorily contains and correctly represents HIV clinical, behavioral, and
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biomedical research knowledge. Fulfillment of the competency question will be achieved
by demarcating the answer to the question based on what is represented in the ontology
and expert verification of that answer.

5.3.4! Evaluating HERO: Expert Evaluation Guided by Cimino’s Desiderata
An HIV domain expert evaluated the ontology according to Cimino’s desiderata for
controlled medical vocabularies (see Table 5.4). This was done to verify that the highest
degree of ontology optimization was achieved and that the evaluator was successful in
verifying, ontology fundamentals among different kinds of relationships among entities,
classes, and attributes. Using the table below as a guide the expert indicated “Yes” if the
ontology fulfilled the desiderata through either data collected in the ontology development
stage or ontology evaluation stage. Results and justifications were then provided (see Table
5.8).
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Table 5.4 Evaluation checklist guided by Cimino's desiderata for controlled medical
vocabularies
Cimino's Desiderata*

Definition

Meets
Domain
Needs

Vocabulary Content

Addressed omissions and content gaps

Yes/No

Concept Orientation
Concept Permanence
Non-semantic Concept Identifiers
Polyhierarchy
Formal Definitions
Rejection of "not elsewhere
classified" (NEC) Terms
Multiple Granularities

Concept in the vocabulary should have a single,
coherent meaning.
A concept's meaning cannot change and it cannot be
deleted from the vocabulary.
Unique identifiers (codes) and these should be nonhierarchical.
Multiple hierarchical classifications.
Semantic definitions of concepts represented in
relational data.
NEC should not be used for varying expressivity.

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Contains several layers of granularity

Different views of the same concept hierarchy must
Multiple Consistent Views
be consistent.
Maintains representational contexts: Definitional how concepts define one another; Assertional - how
concepts combine; Contextual - how concepts are
Context Representation
used.
Vocabularies must be designed to allow for
Graceful Evolution
evolution and change.
Where the same information can be expressed in
different ways, a mechanism for recognizing
Recognized Redundancy
equivalence is required.
*Cimino's Desiderata for Controlled Medical Vocabularies in the Twenty-first Century1,161.

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

5.4! The HIV-associated Entities in Research Ontology
5.4.1! HERO’s Descriptive Metrics
HERO comprises CDEs from: the research literature; terms from the AIDSinfo HIV/AIDS
Glossary and drugs from the AIDSinfo Drug Database; CDEs from eight research data
dictionaries; and HIV-related CDEs in LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNorm (see Table 5.1).
There are a total of 2,179 CDEs represented in the ontology. Its provenance currently is
<http://webprotege.stanford.edu/#Edit:projectId=7bf2448f-e524-4cb5-877a7f43727bc7be>, but later will offered to the National Library of Medicine for inclusion in
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the UMLS. Basic ontological metrics include: 1,555 classes, 627 individuals, 35 properties,
and a maximum depth of 8. See Tables 5.5 and 5.6, and Figures 5.5 through 5.7 for
additional metrics, structure, and graphical visualizations.

Table 5.5 Ontological metrics of HERO
Details
Name
Acronym
Provenance

HIV-associated Entities in Research Ontology
HERO
http://webprotege.stanford.edu/#Edit:projectId=7bf2448fe524-4cb5-877a-7f43727bc7be
Description
Ontology providing common data elements, relationships,
mappings, and a general knowledge-base for HIV-associated
clinical and behavioral research.
Format
OWL 2
Metric
Value
Class count
1,552
Object Property count
10
Data Property count
5
Annotation Property count
20
Named Individual count
627
Max Depth.
8
Axioms
15,674
Logical Axioms
4,995
Annotation axioms
10,679
SubClassOf axioms
4,853
EquivalentClasses axioms
44
Metrics were assessed and provided through the Protégé ontology development API.
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Table 5.6 Sample of HERO in table

Domain

Class

Subclass

BiomedicalADevice

Results

BiomedicalADeviceAType

BiomedicalADeviceAUse

BiologicalASex

Race

RelationshipAStatus

HIVHassociatedAEntitiesAinAResearchAOntology
ClassAEntites
Individuals
Subclass
Reactive
Positive
NonReactive
Inconclusive
Negative
Results
InjectableABiomedicalADevice
OralABiomedicalADevice
GelHBasedABiomedicalADevice
PillHBasedABiomedicalADevice
BarrierABiomedicalADevice
VaginalABiomedicalADevice
RectalABiomedicalADevice
BiomedicalADeviceAType
AdministeredAtoAMultiple
AdministeredAtoAPertner
AdministeredAtoANone
AdministeredAtoASelf
AdministeredAtoAIndividual
BiomedicalADeviceAUse
Female
Intersex
Male
Transexual
Hermaphrodite
BiologicalASex
Caucasian
Latino
MultiHEthnic
Asian
AfricanAAmerican
Race
OpenARelationship
Partnered
SexualAPartner
Single
Married
RelationshipAStatus
Transgender
Woman
Man

Gender

Demographics

HIVAStatus

Sexuality

Behavior

HIVABiomedicalAProtocol

SexualABehavior

DrugAUseABehavior

ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
Can_HaveAsome MultipleChoiceQuestionType

ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
Can_HaveAsome TemporalQuestionType
Must_BeAsome SingleChoiceAnswerType

Can_HaveAsome
Must_BeAsome

Can_HaveAsome

Can_HaveAsome
Must_BeAsome

Can_HaveAsome
Must_BeAsome

Gender
SeroNegative
SeroReverter
SeroPositive
HIVNegative
HIVPositive
Homosexual
Bisexual
Heterosexual
Pansexual
Asexual
ReceptiveAOral
InstertiveAAnal
SexAFrequency
ReceptiveAVaginal
NumberAofAPartners
ReceptiveAAnal
InsertiveAVaginal
InsertiveAOral
SpecialAKAUse
MarijuanaAUse
HallucinogenAUse
CocaineAUse
PopperAUse
IntravenousADrugAUse
HeroinAUse
MethamphetamineAUse

ObjectAPropertyA(active)
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
Can_HaveAsome MultipleChoiceQuestionType
Must_BeAsome SingleChoiceAnswerType

Can_HaveAsome
Must_BeAsome
HIVAStatus

ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
Can_HaveAsome OtherChoiceAnswerType
Must_BeAsome SingleChoiceAnswerType
AllThatApplyAnswerType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
MultipleChoiceAnswerType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
OtherAnswerType
Can_HaveAsome TemporalQuestionType

Sexuality

SexualABehavior
AllThatApplyAnswerType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
MultipleChoiceAnswerType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
OtherAnswerType
Can_HaveAsome TemporalQuestionType
DrugAUseABehavior
Is_AAsome

Yes/NoAQuestionAType

Yes/NoAQuestionAType

Can_BeAsome
Is_AAsome

OpenAEndedAQuestionAType

OpenAEndedAQuestionAType

Can_BeAsome

ClosedAEndedAQuestionAType

ClosedAEndedAQuestionAType

Can_BeAsome

ConfirmatoryAQuestionAType

ConfirmatoryAQuestionAType

Can_BeAsome

BinaryAQuestionAType

BinaryAQuestionAType

Can_BeAsome

True/FalseAQuestionAType

True/FalseAQuestionAType

MultipleAChoiceAQuestionAType

MultipleAChoiceAQuestionAType Can_BeAsome

AllAThatAApplyAAnswerAType
MultipleAChoiceAAnswerAType
OtherAAnswerAType
SingleAChoiceAAnswerAType

AllAThatAApplyAAnswerAType
MultipleAChoiceAAnswerAType
OtherAAnswerAType
SingleAChoiceAAnswerAType

QuestionAType
AnswerAType

SurveyAInstrumentation

Is_AAsome
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ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
OtherAnswerType
SingleChoiceAnswerType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
MultipleChoiceAnswerType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
OtherAnswerType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
OtherChoiceAnswerType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
TemporalQuestionType
SingleChoiceAnswerType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
OtherAnswerType
SingleChoiceAnswerType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
SingleChoiceAnswerType
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Can_BeAsome
Is_AAsome

BinaryQuestionType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
NegatoryQuestionType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
NegatoryQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
NegatoryQuestionType
TrueFalseQuestionType
BinaryQuestionType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
YesNoQuestionType
YesNoQuestionType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
BinaryQuestionType
OpenEndedQuestionType
TrueFalseQuestionType
MultipleChoiceQuestionType
NegatoryQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
TrueFalseQuestionType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
YesNoQuestionType
BinaryQuestionType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
NegatoryQuestionType
ClosedEndedQuestionType
ConfirmatoryQuestionType
NegatoryQuestionType

Figure 5.5 Sample of HERO in graph
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Figure 5.6 Sample of HERO’s directional relationships with individuals using
OntoGraf visualization

Figure 5.7 Sample of HERO’s class inferences and relationships using OntoGraf
visualization
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5.5! Evaluation Results
5.5.1! Evaluation Results: Results From OntoClean Evaluation Methods
We evaluated HERO’s classes, sub-classes, and properties against OntoClean metaclasses. This process is illustrated with coordinated arrows in the figure below (see Figure
5.8). We also identify classes as primary types (Sortal or Non-Sortal). By using the
OntoClean ontology and the categorical definitions of the classes in its semantic structure,
we validated our classes and subclasses (e.g., SexualBehavior = Sortal). We also identified
and distinguish the subclass-types of HERO, samples of which are indicated in red
brackets. For the whole of the ontology, this included properties such as: Attribution,
Category, Formal_Role, Non-rigid, and Rigid. Lastly, we used the Protégé Axiom
Language (PAL) PAL-Constraints tab to re-verify our constraints. Ontology representation
did not contain any errors. Structural accuracy met OntoClean standards and was evaluated
by a domain expert for further verification.
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Figure 5.8 Sample of OntoClean evaluation

5.5.2! Evaluation Results: Errors Detected by Experts Using OntoClean Methods
OntoClean was used as a strategy to detect representation error and validate the logical
consistency of syntactic and structural relationships during the use of expert human
evaluation. Originally 64 errors were detected in the first design of the ontology. Errors
were found at 13 points in three of the major class levels and at 51 points among 31 unique
entities in the ontology. However, all errors were addressed in the final version of the
ontology. Some entities were originally misclassified; this included several survey types,
114!
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visual representations, response categories, and several temporal entities. After discussion
between experts all were corrected and verified.
Experts also identified inconsistencies with subclasses and resolved them through
discussion. All subsequent subclass types were accurately developed. The evaluators
further identified the sets of appropriate values, or meta-properties, for subclasses. No
errors were found in our constraints. Moreover, visual analysis of the class structure and
relationships of the classes was achieved using the OntoGraf tool (see Figure 5.6 and Figure
5.7). As in the example provided earlier, OntoGraf was used to develop an interactive
concept map for validation of functional representation and semantic relationships.

5.5.3! Evaluation Results: Expert Evaluation Using Competency Questions
We used a list of pre-established competency questions that HERO, if valid, should be able
to answer as a general measure of the ontology’s performance, fitness, and completeness.
HERO successfully answered our pre-established competency questions.

Competency Questions:
•! Is receptive anal sex a behavior? Yes
•! Is biomedical device use a behavior? Yes
•! Are sexual intercourse and medication use sibling entities? No
•! What is the best topic choice to be asked as the first question? Demographics
•! Does an answers order change with biomedical protocol type? Yes
•! Does the ontology contain enough information to answer these types of questions?
Yes
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•! Do the answers require a particular level of detail or representation of a particular
area? Yes
•! Can CDEs be accurately defined using the ontology’s semantic structure and formal
definitions? Yes
In terms of addressing are pre-established competency questions, the ontology showed that:
sexual intercourse is a behavior; that biomedical device use is a behavior; that sexual
intercourse and HIV medication are not sibling entities; that the appropriate order of
questions can be understood and executed using the ontology; that the best topic choice to
be asked as the first question is about demographics; and that answer order or formalism
change with “Biomedical Protocol” type. Further, the ontology was determined to be
complete based on expert evaluation of breadth of concepts and determination that the CDE
sources were based on comprehensive and expertly developed sources of clinical,
behavioral, and biomedical CDEs.

5.5.4! Evaluation Results: Expert Evaluation Using Cimino’s Desiderata
After completing our evaluation using OntoClean, the competency questions, and
our semantic harmonization task (see Table 5.7 and Chapter 6), we then assessed Cimino’s
desiderata (Tables 5.8).
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Table 5.7 Overview of techniques used to evaluate various levels of the ontology
Approaches to evaluation
Goals
Validation
Verification
Validation
Validation
Verification
Verification

!

Level
Lexical,
vocabulary,
concept, data
Hierarchy,
taxonomy
Other semantic
relations
Context,
application
Syntactic measures
Structure,
architecture, design

Applicationbased

Data-Driven
COMPLETED
(Comp. Q. & Sem.
Harm.)

COMPLETED
(Ontoclean)
COMPLETED
(Comp. Q.)
COMPLETED
(Sem. Harm.)
COMPLETED
(Ontoclean)
COMPLETED
(Ontoclean)
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Assessment by
humans
COMPLETED
(HIV Expert)
COMPLETED
(HIV Expert)
COMPLETED
(HIV Expert)
COMPLETED
(HIV Expert)
COMPLETED
(HIV Expert)
COMPLETED
(HIV Expert)

Table 5.8 Evaluation checklist guided by Cimino’s desiderata for controlled medical
vocabularies
Cimino's Desiderata

Meets
Domain
Needs

Vocabulary Content

No

Concept Orientation

Yes

Concept Permanence

Yes

Non-semantic Concept
Identifiers

Yes

Polyhierarchy

No

Formal Definitions

Yes

Rejection of "not elsewhere
classified" (NEC) Terms

No

Multiple Granularities

Yes

Multiple Consistent Views

Yes

Context Representation

Yes

Graceful Evolution

N/A

Recognized Redundancy

Yes

Justification of Results
Additional evaluation using a semantic harmonization
task found additional HIV-associated CDEs that were
missing from the ontology. Also, future vocabulary
should include domain relevant biological data.
Additional analysis may identify potential CDEs.
Concepts are not vague, ambiguous, nor contain
confounding redundancy.
Concept meanings are static and inviolate. When a
concept no longer applies or has changed due to the
natural and rapid evolution of the HIV research domain,
a concept will not be deleted but rather will be rendered
inactive as to not violate the semantic stability of the
ontology over time.
Preferred names were used as unique identifiers.
Concepts with several names had the remainders
included as synonyms.
Hierarchy is currently Strict, consistent with a
descriptive ontology. However, polyhierarchy may be
necessary when additional entities and domain concepts
are added.
Formal definitions are represented class relationships
and annotation properties.
NEC terms are included in the form of “other”.
However, CDE “Other” terms include specifiers (e.g.,
“Other medication, Other ethnicity”.
Multiple granularities exist and are necessary for
representing various instrumentations.
Multiple views were assessed. There were no logically
inconsistent views.
Context representation accurately exists in the form of
constraints.
This is the first (1.0) version and represents current
knowledge. However, future accommodations for
knowledge evolution will be user-oriented. (e.g., simple
addition, knowledge refinement, pre-coordination,
disambiguation, obsolescence, discovered redundancy,
and minor name changes)
Synonyms complement entities. Polyhierarchies are
allowable.

Using various measures and approaches combined with experts evaluating the ontology
against Cimino’s desiderata as a guideline, the expert evaluators found that the ontology
met domain standards in: concept orientation, concept permanence, nonsemantic concept
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identifiers, formal definitions, rejection of "not elsewhere classified" terms, multiple
granularities, multiple consistent views, context representation, graceful evolution, and
recognized redundancy. Justification of results for each desideratum are provided in table
5.8. Subclasses were correctly indicated as equal to or parents of other classes and
accurately placed. Subclasses were indicated as syntactically correct and intuitive.
Appropriate entities complied with the definitions of attribution, category, formal_role,
non-rigid, and rigid as modeled by OntoClean. This fitness made it possible to further
define the allowable individuals for various subclasses.

5.5.5! Evaluation Results: Evaluation of Use Requirements
After completing all of our evaluation tasks (OntoClean, competency questions, a semantic
harmonization task, and Cimino’s desiderata,) we were then able to assess the six
requirements in the Waloszek’s “Measures for Evaluation of Structure and Semantics of
Ontologies”160 (see, 5.3.1). The first requirement, “availability on different platforms”, is
highly probable. The ontology was developed using OWL, a web-based ontology language.
OWL allows for the ontology to be downloaded into many different file formats, which
makes it versatile. The ontology’s translation to a growing number of projects is also very
high, fulfilling the second requirement. The ontology currently uses HIV-associated CDEs
and expert domain knowledge from various knowledge sources, which already have many
concepts and entities shared with other domains. The third requirement is “easy to learn
and handle for users”. The ontology is based on common adherence data and standardized
techniques at a basic level of science; thus, it is easy to learn. Both WebProtégé and
OntoGraf’s concept search feature worked well with this ontology and made it easy for
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users to handle. This will be critical for inexperienced HIV researchers attempting to find
CDEs. The fourth requirement is “support versioning of experience elements”, which will
be achieved by following Cimino’s “concept permanence” rule in which future versioning
of CDEs will occur without damaging the original semantic structure of deprecated HERO
CDEs. The last two requirements are “avoid costs for tools and special training” and “allow
easy maintenance”. Costs for tools (licenses etc.), maintenance, and special trainings on
use have yet to be fully accessed, but projected costs were well managed for this study and
seem manageable under relatively small budgets.

5.6! Discussion
Ontologies are a critical component to science in the computer age. They allow researchers
to share a common understanding of the structure of information among people or software
agents. This enables the reuse of domain knowledge. Ontologies also help to make domain
assumptions explicit and separate domain knowledge from operational knowledge, which
allows for the integration and analysis of disparate yet domain-associated datasets151.
HERO is a first of its kind ontological representational model of HIV research knowledge.
Though several knowledge-bases and domain resources exist, none provide the ontological
classification and entity property information that can help HIV researchers and machines
to reason through the abundance of HIV research data within a quickly evolving domain.
HERO represents the CDEs and semantics that underlie the HIV research domain.
What makes HERO unique from most other ontologies is that its DEs and annotation
information are derived both from expertly developed and empirically generated
knowledge sources, giving it an advantage over other HIV-associated, controlled
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vocabularies based on a single source. For instance, HERO provides a foundation and
informatics tool to support a wide range of HIV-associated knowledge and research
activities, including but not limited to: integration, assessment tool development,
formalization, classification, verification, interoperability, etc. Thus, HERO can be used to
share or obtain a common understanding of HIV-associated CDEs among people, computer
systems, and datasets.
HERO’s semantic structure manages to capture the complexity of the HIV research
domain while maintaining a scope simple enough to be useful and understandable to
researchers without informatics expertise. HERO also contains enough information to
answer common competency questions. In evaluating HERO using pre-established
competency questions, OntoClean, Cimino’s desiderata, and expert evaluation, we
generated preliminary evidence that HERO is valid both intrinsically and extrinsically as a
knowledge-based tool in HIV clinical and biomedical research. HERO was also deemed to
be complete based on expert evaluation and the sources of CDEs. However, a subsequent
study after we finished our analysis found additional CDEs in new data dictionaries that
were missing from HERO and needed by both experts as important CDEs. Also, due to the
quickly evolving nature of HIV domain objectives, maintaining completeness will be an
ongoing and iterative process. The success of an ontology is directly linked to its
representativeness. Thus, it will be essential to continue to develop and incorporate a
greater breadth of entities from the natural evolution of HIV clinical, behavioral, and
biomedical data.
This project and the resulting HIV-associated ontology provide a tool for
knowledge representation in the HIV research domain that previously did not exist. We
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learned that universal standards (e.g., OntoClean and Cimino’s desiderata) are effective
evaluation tools that work well together. In creating HERO it was our hope that the
combination of expertly generated and empirically derived CDEs, as well as the mixed
expert-based and data driven methods used to develop HERO, would help to mitigate the
semantic heterogeneity produced by the quickly evolving objectives of the HIV research
domain, but this remains to be seen and tested in future work. Nevertheless, the
applicability of HERO for integration of diverse HIV-associated datasets is promising, and
future research should explicitly explore this use.

5.6.1! Future Work
Other work in the future should include adding biological CDEs as well as various types
of “omics” data to the ontology. Much of the bulk of the evaluation tasks had to be
performed manually by experts, which was a slow process. Additional evaluation and
validation tools would be helpful in speeding up the evaluation process. Future work should
look into the development of tools that accelerate and more accurately validate ontologies.
Though HERO has been evaluated, it has yet to actually be used for data integration. Future
work should also include the use of HERO in HIV-associated data tasks that ontologies are
commonly used for such as: integration, formalization, interoperability, etc. Lastly, future
work should look into crowdsourcing of experts, which may be a faster and more accurate
method for improving evolution of the ontology over time.
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5.6.2! Limitations
A major limitation is that the experts in evaluating the ontology were directly involved in
building the ontology. Thus, methods of expert evaluation of ontology completeness and
correctness may be biased. Since all aspects of the evaluation used experts in some way,
this factor affects all aspects of the evaluation. Of particular relevance is Cimino’s
desiderata, which necessitates objective evaluation methods for full effectiveness. We
attempted to mitigate this bias with additional tasks (e.g., semantic harmonization tasks,
competency questions) and statistical methods (e.g., interrater reliability metrics).
As with all ontologies, HERO has inherent biases that derive from its domain
specific knowledge. Knowledge in the HIV research domain comes from the research
literature and research data dictionaries of clinical, behavioral, and biomedical research.
Such domain specific knowledge can greatly limit the applicability and universality of the
ontology for other research areas (e.g., biology) or other disease domains (e.g., cancer).
Also, context unique attributes, such as cultures and communities (e.g., gay men) that
produce community common variables (e.g., receptive anal intercourse), may limit the
versatility of HERO for certain types of research or other sub-groups. Attempts to mitigate
these limitations included drawing from pre-existing knowledge bases that contain more
generalizable entities (i.e., LOINC, SNOMED, RxNORM).
Other limitations include the sources of the knowledge (e.g., literature and data
dictionaries). Though the literature review was exhaustive, including comprehensive
databases and advanced search parameters, this still only included English language works.
All search parameters were restricted to English language; thus, other possible high-quality
and widely used standards that only exist in other languages were not included. This
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suggests the possibility of other CDEs specific to the HIV research domain but common in
other countries may have been omitted. Also, over 150,000 HIV-associated articles were
found, but we had to manage our scope and resources by only using a random sample of
5% of that literature (see Chapter 4). This too may have contributed to important CDEs
being omitted.
Similarly, the number of data dictionaries as a source of knowledge was a
limitation. As we will demonstrate in our semantic harmonization task (see Chapter 6), the
use of additional data dictionaries has the potential to identify CDEs that may have been
missed in the first eight data dictionaries. However, the strength of our methods is that we
tried to leverage several resources, both empirically generated and expertly developed, to
cover and capture as many HIV-associated CDE as possible.

5.6.3! Conclusion
Ontologies are fundamental to understanding disparate information for all research fields.
Research may focus on different topics; however, the success of the research is heavily
influenced by the representativeness of its data on a given population. HERO provides a
foundation for understanding the meanings and relationships of HIV-associated CDEs.
HERO represents the CDEs and semantics that underlie the HIV research domain. This
evaluation provides preliminary evidence for HERO’s potential to support a wide range of
HIV-associated knowledge and research activities within disparate datasets. With further
research and refinement, HERO’s ability to provide people and computer systems with a
common understanding of HIV-associated CDEs will grow.
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6! Feasibility of using HERO to Semantically Harmonize HIV Datasets
6.1! Introduction
Commonality among HIV-associated DEs in diverse studies provides an opportunity to
integrate their datasets. HIV research studies often involve similar demographic
populations (e.g., Men Who Have Sex with Men [MSM], Youth, Transgender women, and
HIV positive individuals) and other key demographics (e.g., female sex workers and
intravenous [IV] drug users)61,162–164. Also, similar biomedical interventions are studied
(e.g., Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP), Treatment as Prevention (TasP), condom use, test
and treat, antiretroviral therapy)27,163,165. This overlap is also very common among research
networks (e.g., AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACTG); HIV Prevention Trials Network
(HPTN); Microbicide Trial Network (MTN); International Network for Strategic
Initiatives in Global HIV Trials (INSIGHT); Adolescent Trials Network (ATN); as well as
cohort studies co-funded by various institutes within the National Institutes of Health
(NIH)65, providing significant opportunities to integrate data across their studies and
among other HIV research networks.
The NIH understands the importance of integration within the HIV research domain
and thus has begun to fund such efforts65. Such funding is critical for HIV research because
integration would allow data that has already been analyzed to produce new knowledge.
Furthermore, integration would address common data analytic challenges (i.e., small
sample size, subgroup analyses, low statistical power, and/or lack of comparison
group)17,166. The emerging opportunity is advanced analyses that could provide new
knowledge about the effectiveness and optimal approaches for treatment and
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intervention126. Unfortunately, few efforts have addressed this problem within the HIV
research domain65.
Given the complexity of the various interrelated factors that mediate and moderate
HIV health outcomes and the quickly evolving research objectives of the HIV research
domain, there is a need for more advanced approaches for integrating data elements among
multidimensional HIV data. Unfortunately, SH among HIV-associated data elements is
high, which greatly hinders integration139. What’s more, the rapid changes of HIV research
objectives challenge the implementation of semantic harmonization tools. Therefore, a
successful approach must address the longitudinal aspects of the data and be able to address
predictive factors, possible disease pathways, and health trajectories.
Fortunately, HERO was designed to mitigate these challenges (e.g., high
heterogeneity among domain DEs, evolving research objectives) by using CDEs derived
both from existing research and expertly developed knowledge-based resources139. Thus,
our aim is to test the feasibility of using HERO to integrate two diverse HIV-associated
datasets and to overcome these domain-specific and common data analytic challenges.
Thus, our hypothesis is that HERO is able to semantically harmonize >50% of CDEs
between two data dictionaries.

6.2! Methods
6.2.1! Data Dictionaries and Datasets
Two datasets with HIV-associated DEs were obtained from different institutions with
different research objectives. The first dataset, hereafter “D1”, was an HIV-associated
research study aimed at assessing treatment and interaction with care providers and
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participants’ decisions within clinical institutions. The second dataset, hereafter “D2”,
comes from a study that assessed the impact of online interactions on sexual “hookup”
websites between MSM. Data dictionaries from both studies were obtained through direct
request to the study principal investigator. In addition, all DEs and the data points for each
participant were included.
All participant data was de-identified and anonymized before we received it. The
reuse of this data constitutes secondary analysis outside of the scope of the original aims
of the studies. This study was reviewed and approved by the Columbia University
Institutional Review Board.

6.2.2! HIV Experts and the Process of Semantic Harmonization
Two HIV experts used HERO to identify the CDEs within each data dictionary. Once a
CDE was identified, the experts annotated the CDE with the concept unique identifier
(CUI) provided by HERO for that CDE. Because the ontology is based in the W3C Web
Ontology Language v.2 (OWL 2) ontology language, we chose to use Internationalized
Resource Identifiers (IRIs) instead of UMLS CUIs for two reasons. First, all concepts
within HERO are given an IRI formalism. Second, not all CDEs in HERO have a UMLS
CUI. Thus, there was no guarantee that a UMLS CUI would be available for all the DEs in
these data dictionaries. Each expert semantically harmonized each data dictionary
independently without prior discussion of the data dictionary or its DEs. This involved the
HIV expert using integrated search features within WebProtégé (Ontology development
software)157 to traverse the HERO hierarchy, identify related formalisms to the CDEs that
exist in each data dictionary (see Figure 6.1), and assign IRIs.
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Figure 6.1 The Protégé interface and CDE search tool with HERO

The experts used parameters on how to identify a DE as a CDE. The first task was to see
if the DE existed within HERO. If it existed in HERO then it was a CDE, and the IRI for
the CDE was then recorded. Second, if the DE did not exist in HERO, it could be a CDE
that was missing from HERO. The parameters for deciding if a DE was a CDE that was
simply missing from HERO was our “25% criterion”. This meant that if, in the HIV
expert’s experience, the DE was involved in 25% of either their own research, colleague’s
research, or within the research literature, then that DE would be considered a CDE and be
marked for future incorporation into HERO. It should also be reiterated that both experts
performing the CDE semantic harmonization process were primarily involved in the
development of HERO.
DEs from both data dictionaries were stored in a comma-delimited format and
transferred to an Excel spreadsheet to facilitate manual review. Categories to be assessed
in the spreadsheet included the DE from the data dictionary, the demarcation of CDEs in
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the data dictionary, and the notation of the IRI for the HERO entity that denoted the
semantic concept of the CDE (see Figure 6.2). In addition, we added a column for an
alternative CDE and IRI as well as a place to add notes for further discussion (see Table
6.1). A third rater was made available to resolve discrepancies between the two primary
raters. After both experts semantically harmonized both data dictionaries, we performed an
interrater reliability analysis.

Figure 6.2 Example of semantic harmonization of CDE in both data dictionaries using
IRIs from HERO
D1 CDE:
Sexual orientation

!

HERO CDE:
sexual self label

HERO IRI:
RCxFx9YCksqh8iBubMEJFmi
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"

D2 CDE:
How do you identify your
sexual orientation?

Table 6.1 Example of Semantic Harmonization of CDEs in both data dictionaries using
IRIs from HERO
DE from D1

DE from D2

HERO IRI

Time

CDE in HERO
participant
identification
designator id
interview start time
(hh:mm)

Participant ID

PID#

Start time
Interview date

Date

date of interview

R88J8bwLbg4WRSeLpMgfR41

Year of birth

DOB

year born?

R9dZvKQo3hB6cgZSGVrSTH7

Age

age

R8mcsnCZyH4jbIs9KJgYk64

Ethnicity?

Age
How do you identify
your ethnicity

ethnicity

RXF9t652cVzZblFSbwK9YB

Race

Race

RBEwuzCuRZXM15suTQr2dbr

'Other' Race

Other
How do you identify
your sexual
orientation?

race
other population
group
sexual self label

RCxFx9YCksqh8iBubMEJFmi
RpVwLvL7fS1zx5BFuU7F3x

Sexual
orientation
Other sexual
orientation
specified

Other

R7Sz2fBvANF49mLDy87gmwI
RCE9Fe6bzOQGE1OTCV3vwP7

R7M1e6wU4sGiHJpWgO4rmwD

Education

Education Level

Sexuality:other
what is your highest
level of education?

White: Race
Black or
African
American: Race

White

racewhite

RvMAfznA8Alan7WIHJRN7b

African
American/Black

raceblack_africaname
rican

R7LRccGV7id16YqfnG363os

Asian: Race
Native
Hawaiian /
Pacific Islander:
Race
American
Indian or
Alaska Native:
Race
Hispanic / non
White
I am an
injection drug
user

Asian/Pacific Islander

raceasian

R9C5mSRtphVWWv4ohL1fmNe

Asian/Pacific islander

raceasian

R7bJn6hoiXdAK51rd5FtUNr

Rm8ITzhgwbEjbAuidSkBG0

Hispanic/Latino

racenativeamerican
Hispaniclatino_spanis
hdecent

IV drug use

intravenous drug use

R8mAYXy4Q3YIhJuvZNObE6u

Native
American/Indian

RCEvhMZkf7SBwECCUeUSr4O

RCwHX3lFyzNi9W5Ti1cy86Q

6.2.3! Analysis
Our hypothesis was that HERO would be able to semantically harmonize >50% of CDEs
between two data dictionaries. Thus, our threshold for feasibility was that both experts will
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be able to successfully harmonize >50% of the CDEs in each of the two data dictionaries.
We also measured improvements using various descriptive statistical analyses between the
semantically merged CDEs of both datasets as compared to the original datasets. For the
datasets, success was defined as any increase in sample size for variables in three specific
categories: demographics, administrative information, behavior data). Ten CDEs were
categorically selected and descriptive statistics were used to characterize the changes
between the integrated and non-integrated datasets. “R” statistical computing software was
used to calculate Cohen’s Kappa coefficient for interrater reliability167.

6.3! Results
There were a total of 367 DEs in D1 and a total of 72 DEs in D2. Using HERO and the
25% criterion, the two HIV experts successfully identified 181 (49.32%) CDEs in D1 and
37 (51.39%) CDEs in D2. Of the 181 CDEs in D1, 156 (86.19%) were found in HERO and
25 (13.81%) were identified as CDEs based on the 25% criterion, but were not in HERO.
Similarly, of the 37 CDEs in D2 32 (86.48%) were found in HERO and 5 (13.51%) were
identified as CDEs based on the 25% criterion but not in HERO. Thus, we were able to
reject our null hypothesis. The 30 (6.83%) new unique CDEs, out of all of the 439 CDEs
among both studies, were marked to be added to HERO in the future (see Table 6.2).
Most of the questions that were classified as not CDE were very study specific (e.g.,
How have racial practices online affected how you stay healthy?”). This proliferation of
specificity constituted roughly 50% of the total number of DEs in both studies. Specifically,
of the 367 DEs in D1 186 (50.68%) were not CDEs, and of the 72 DEs in D2 35 (48.61%)
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were not CDEs. This also limited the number of CDEs we could analyze in the sample size
analysis (e.g., few behavioral CDEs).
Table 6.2 Results from CDE identification and harmonization process
Expert
1

%

Expert
2

%

Matched

Cohen’s
Kappa

Total

DEs in D1

-

-

-

-

-

-

367

DEs in D2

-

-

-

-

-

-

72
Reconciled

CDEs in D1

172

46.87%

181

49.32%

172

0.900

181

non-CDEs in D1
CDEs in D1 not in
HERO

195

53.13%

186

50.68%

180

-

186

25

14.53%

25

13.81%

25

-

25

CDEs in D1 in HERO

147

85.47%

156

86.19%

140

0.885

156

CDEs in D2

35

48.61%

37

51.39%

35

0.892

37

non-CDEs in D2
CDEs in D2 not in
HERO

37

51.39%

35

48.61%

35

-

35

7

20.00%

5

13.51%

5

-

5

CDEs in D2 in HERO
28
80.00%
32
86.49%
28
0.688
32
Reconciled means that the experts had a discussion to resolve any discrepancies between their CDE semantic
harmonization choices. The number provided in that column represents the final agreed upon total.

Cohen’s Kappa for interrater reliability of CDE identification for CDEs in D1 was 0.900.
Thus, the strength of agreement on CDEs between the two experts for D1 was considered
to be 'very good'. Similarly, interrater reliability for CDE identification for CDEs in D2
was 0.892, which translates to 'very good' for CDE identification in D2 (see Table 6.2). As
for those CDE found specifically using HERO alone, Cohen’s Kappa for D1 was 0.885.
For D2, Cohen’s Kappa was 0.688, which can be interpreted as moderate to good
agreement.
Table 6.3 displays the semantically harmonized CDEs in both datasets that were
categorically selected (e.g., demography, behavior, biometrics). Sample size increases
from the merged data were calculated for each variable (see Table 6.3).
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Table 6.3 Sample size increases from merged datasets
Category

D1

Administrative

Interview date

Demographic

D2

N

419

Date

42

413
418

Age
How do you identify
your sexual orientation

42

Demographic

age
Sexual
orientation

Demographic

Education

418

Education Level

42

Demographic

White: Race
Black or
African
American: Race

42

White

0

234

African
American/Black

32

127

Asian/Pacific Islander

4

8

Native
American/Indian

0

92

Hispanic/Latino

95

IV drug use

Demographic
Demographic

Demographic
Demographic
Behavioral

Asian: Race
American
Indian or
Alaska Native:
Race
Hispanic / non
White
I am an
injection drug
user

N

42

IRI
R88J8bwLbg4WRS
eLpMgfR41
R8mcsnCZyH4jbIs9
KJgYk64
RCxFx9YCksqh8iB
ubMEJFmi
RCEvhMZkf7SBwE
CCUeUSr4O
RvMAfznA8Alan7
WIHJRN7b
R7LRccGV7id16Yq
fnG363os
R9C5mSRtphVWW
v4ohL1fmNe

N
461
455
460
460
42
266
131

6

Rm8ITzhgwbEjbAu
idSkBG0
RCwHX3lFyzNi9W
5Ti1cy86Q

98

9

R8mAYXy4Q3YIhJ
uvZNObE6u

104

8

Before integration D2 had no white participants as a comparison group for ethnic
minorities. D2’s population consisted predominately of minorities, most of which
(76.19%) were African American/Black. After integration the number of participants in D2
for each racial category grew by 4,200.00% for White participants, 731.25% for African
American/Black participants, 3,175% for Asian/Pacific Islander participants, 800% for
Native American/Indian participants, and 1,533.33% for Hispanic/Latino participants.
Data on intravenous drug use also increased by 1,055.55%. Examples of questions that can
now be answered for D2 that could not have been answered before include: “What is the
proportion of White IV drug users to African American/Black IV drug users?” or “What is
the average age of Hispanic/Latino participants in the merged dataset?”. The average
increase of D2’s CDEs among these six selected CDEs was 1,928%.
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6.4! Discussion
HIV clinical and behavioral research has been fundamental in the fight against global
HIV/AIDS. ClinicalTrials.gov lists over 7,700 clinical and behavioral HIV studies that
have been conducted within the past fifteen years168,169. Many of these studies include DEs
that are common to the HIV research domain. The use of DEs in HIV clinical and
behavioral research that are common across studies is critical to future integration of
diverse datasets and research networks and to maximization of the usefulness of that data
through new analysis. Ontologies and CDEs were critical components to the semantic
harmonization process employed in this study. As for our descriptive statistical results, the
integrated sample size increased, which generally translates to increased statistical power.
Moreover, even though more than half of the DEs were not common, we found that we
were able to semantically harmonize >50% of the CDEs that were identified as such.
The two HIV experts involved in the development of HERO successfully traversed
the HERO semantic hierarchy to identify CDEs and apply IRI formalisms for each CDE.
However, in future practice we recommend using UMLS CUIs because they are more
universal with other domains. Interrater reliability was one of our primary metrics. Though
sensitivity and specificity analysis are commonly employed as performance metrics,
because we used human raters, a sensitivity or specificity analysis could have been
confounded by human raters’ biases (e.g., personal knowledge and experience in the HIV
field influencing decisions on DE commonality, knowledge in sub-disciplines having a
similar impact, as well as years of experience separating the two experts). Alternatively,
we had two HIV experts who manually and independently assign IRIs to CDE using HERO
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and calculated interrater reliability. Unresolvable disagreement was to be reconciled by a
third HIV expert; however, all disagreements were resolvable between the two primary
raters, and the third rater was not used.
As a result of the expert’s ability to successfully harmonize CDEs among the two
data dictionaries, semantic heterogeneity was reduced, significantly increasing semantic
certainty and the value of the integrated data. CDEs that were missing from the ontology
were also identified and have been submitted for future incorporation into HERO.
Semantically harmonizing the data dictionaries allowed for the data that were associated
with those CDE to be integrated and analyzed. Though results of this research only
constitute a small sample of CDEs relative to other larger studies, the outcome is promising
for future work in this area using this specific method. Moreover, even though both HIV
experts’ prior experience working with HERO may have influenced the high interrater
reliability score, this fact serves to illustrate how standardized training and instructions can
assist experts in accurately identifying CDEs in their data dictionaries as well as in
semantically harmonizing their CDEs more consistently with other experts using HERO.
Lastly, an unexpected outcome of this process was that not only were the HIV
experts able to identify and semantically harmonize CDEs, but also the experts were also
able to identify additional CDEs that should be in HERO during the semantic
harmonization process. This brings up two major issues: 1) the challenges of identifying
DEs throughout the evolution of the HIV research domain, and 2) the challenge of
managing DE granularity within the ontology over time. The first issue raises the questions
“How do we make sure that we identified all of the CDEs?” and if not, “What prevented
us from identifying those CDEs to begin with?”. This research aimed to mitigate the first
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challenge of CDE identification and counteract the effects of a rapidly evolving research
domain by leveraging empirically generated DE sources (i.e., HIV research literature, HIV
research data dictionaries) that potentially contained recently identified CDEs.
The second issue is a common informatics challenge that is usually addressed in
the planned evolution and iterative development of an ontology. In the case of HERO, the
ontology was built using the WebProtégé ontology development suite. This will allow for
future HIV researchers to add notes and comments to different entities within the ontology
so that we (the developers) can address ontological changes in the HIV research domain
that need to be updated in HERO. When we receive new CDEs, we can add them to our
progressive and iterative CDE identification process, previously described in section 4.1.
This method is innovative in that it not only continues to leverage new methods,
techniques, and tools that we have already demonstrated, but also adds a new innovative
CDE discovery method of crowdsourcing the CDE identification task. This would
functionally speed up the CDE identification process to machine-like speeds yet maintain
the critical utility of expert knowledge that machines are imperfect at replicating.

6.4.1! Future Work
Future work should include more than two HIV-associated studies. The HIV experts had
to manually evaluate the CDEs in the data dictionaries against the CDEs in HERO. This
task is time intensive. Thus, future work should also look into automated methods for
semantic harmonization. Also, research should explore HERO’s translation symmetry, that
is, future research should explore if HEROs ontological structure can translate from one
equivalence “young woman” to a symmetrical equivalence (e.g., “female” + ”age 18-25”).
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In addition, more research on various applications of HERO should be conducted,
including using HERO to improve interoperability, DE formalization, CDE discovery, data
explication, and instrumentation of data capture tools. Future work should continue to
research the system requirement for transforming and normalization of scales for CDEs.
Data element context plays a big role in data interpretation (e.g., Black in U.S. vs. Black
in South Africa). Methods should be developed to optimize this as part of the integration
task. Lastly, a human subjects study should be conducted with HIV experts to examine the
user requirements for optimizing HERO’s interface.

6.4.2! Limitations
Only two studies were semantically harmonized. This limits the generalizability of our
findings. Also, only one study was an intervention study, D1. Thus, this limits the
translation of these results to similar studies. Though this limitation is important, this was
a feasibility study. Thus, two HIV studies were sufficient to test our hypothesis and answer
our research questions. However, future work should include more studies for a single
integration task. Also, the HIV experts who helped to develop HERO were also the experts
who performed the semantic harmonization task. Though they had no prior experience
semantically harmonizing diverse HIV-associated data dictionaries, their pre-knowledge
of HERO may have given them a usability advantage over an expert without prior
experience with HERO. This factor, as well as their HIV-specific research experience
being relatively similar (e.g., clinical and behavioral research), may have also contributed
to relatively high interrater reliability scores.
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6.4.3! Conclusion
Commonality between HIV-associated DEs provides an opportunity for integration, which
in turn can produce new analyses. New analyses from integrated data can address common
data analytic challenges. Data analytic challenges that were addressed in this study include
small sample size, subgroup analyses, and potentially low statistical power. SH between
HIV-associated DEs greatly hinders integration; however, we were able to demonstrate
how HERO could be used by two independent HIV experts to: 1) identify CDEs, and 2)
formalize those data elements so that they are semantically harmonious with one another.
Ultimately we were able to determine that it is feasible to use HERO to be used to integrate
two diverse HIV-associated datasets. Not only were the two HIV experts able to
successfully traverse the HERO semantic hierarchy but they were also able to reduce the
general semantic heterogeneity within both data dictionaries. Ultimately, we were able to
increase semantic certainty and the potential value of the integrated data.
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7! Discussion
7.1! Introduction
Integration of diverse domain-associated datasets among and between disparate research
data has been a long-standing endeavor in the field of biomedical informatics44,45. To
identify an optimal ontology-based approach, we reviewed the literature on synergistic use
of CDEs and ontology-based methods in research and clinical informatics. To better define
the problem, we then characterized the semantic heterogeneity between DEs from HIVassociated datasets by developing a new method of assessment, SMASH (String Metricassisted Assessment of Semantic Heterogeneity) (See Figure 7.1, “Aim I”). Once the
problem was characterized, we used both data-driven and expert-based informatics
approaches to identify HIV-associated CDEs in empirically generated and knowledgebased resources (See Figure 7.1, “Aim II”). Identifying these resources provided HIVassociated CDEs ideal for developing our knowledge-based tool, HERO (the HIVassociated Entities in Research Ontology), which is suited to address the HIV research
domain’s semantic heterogeneity problem and to provide a resource with potential to assist
HIV researchers to semantically harmonize their data elements (See Figure 7.1, “Aim III”).
In addition, HERO is linked to several knowledge-based ontology standards and uses the
UMLS to integrate CDEs with those of other ontological resources. Lastly, we assessed
the feasibility of using HERO to semantically harmonize two HIV-associated yet disparate
datasets (See Figure 7.1, “Aim IV”). In the following sections (see Sections 7.1 – 7.8), we
will discuss our review of the CDE, ontology, and SH literature and situate and relate the
current findings in the literature to the findings in our four research aims.
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Figure 7.1 Summary of completed aims
Aim I

Semantic)
Heterogeneity?

Aim II

Common)Data)
Elements?

Aim III

Aim IV

Create)
Ontology)/
Assess)Quality?

Semantic)
Harmonization)
Feasible?

In Chapter 1, the introduction, we discussed the importance of this type of research to both
the HIV research and biomedical informatics research domains, and illuminated several
considerations for this research in the future: drivers of semantic harmonization research,
prior semantic harmonization efforts, and common methods used to address semantic
heterogeneity.
To situate the results from our four aims within the greater context of ontologybased semantic harmonization of HIV-associated CDEs and integration of diverse HIV
research datasets, it is fundamental to revisit the literature and discuss in further detail: 1)
the drivers of semantic harmonization research, including the funding sources and evolving
technological drivers currently in place; 2) prior semantic harmonization efforts in the
clinical and clinical research settings; and 3) the two most common methods (statistical vs.
ontology-based) used to semantically harmonize research data. The third point, comparing
and contrasting statistical vs. ontology-based methods, will affirm our choice of ontologybased methods as the optimal approach for tackling the semantic harmonization challenges
of HIV clinical, biomedical, and behavioral research.
To understand the fundability and support structures for semantic harmonization
research, we will review some of the literature that highlights the various drivers of
semantic harmonization research. To assess fundability, we will pay particular attention to
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drivers related to funding mechanisms. We will also review the literature to examine the
uses of semantic harmonization methods and tools and later compare those studies with
our findings in Chapter 2 our “Literature Review…”, Chapter 3 “Characterization of
Semantic Heterogeneity…”, and Chapter 4 “Identification of HIV-associated Common
Data Elements…”. To find the most literature on uses of semantic harmonization methods,
CDEs, and ontological tools for health related research, we will focus on where the uses of
such methods are most common, the clinical and clinical research settings; however, we
will also discuss behavioral research and other informatics research objectives. Next, we
will use search data from our literature search to perform a “growth-over-time” analysis of
ontology-based methods. This will help to further demonstrate the upward trend of both
statistical and ontology-based semantic harmonization methods while highlighting the
more rapid pace of ontology-based methods. Additionally, we will compare and contrast
the strengths and weaknesses of those two methods and situate them within the context of
Chapter 5, “Development of an HIV-associated Entities in Research Ontology”. Lastly, we
will discuss how Chapter 6, “Feasibility of Using the HERO for Ontology-based
Integration of Diverse HIV-associated Datasets”, fits into the larger discussion of ontologybased methods, CDEs, and SH and the current literature regarding data integration.

7.2! Drivers of CDE, Ontology, and Semantic Harmonization Research
7.2.1! Drivers and Funding for the Clinical and Research use of CDEs and
Knowledge Tools
There are various drivers promoting the resolution of the semantic heterogeneity of
research data using standardized instruments and CDEs. For instance, AHRQ’s
PROSPECT (PRospective Outcome Systems using Patient-specific Electronic data to
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Compare Tests and Therapies) portfolio specifically funded a study to assess the prospects
for care coordination measurement using electronic data sources170. In the AHRQ study,
McDonald et. al. identified both lack of data standardization and limited health IT system
interoperability as necessary research targets for AHRQ research funding. The
recommendation was to continue to support development of standards, both in areas where
standards are undeveloped (e.g., behavioral research) and by motivating adoption of
existing standards through incentive programs. Also, it was recommended that funding
incentive initiatives align with key standards gaps, such as data formalization170, a
cornerstone task of ontological tools and CDEs.
In another AHRQ-funded study performed by the Subcommittee on Standardized
Collection of Race/Ethnicity Data for Healthcare Quality Improvement Board on Health
Care Services at the Institute of Medicine (IOM), Ulmer et. al. found that “Fundamental to
addressing disparities in care is the need to expand the availability of descriptive data for
populations at risk for poor quality care.” Specifically, the report called for the
development of terminology and a national standards set of DEs for use in research. As a
result, the study recommended a healthcare quality measure and data source development
strategy for national reporting based on potential high-impact areas for inclusion in
AHRQ's national quality research agenda171. Thus, funding allocated to measures and data
source development strategies for national reporting would also have to be applicable to
research involving CDEs and ontologies that aim to resolve semantic heterogeneity.
Another funding program championing research involving semantic harmonization
of disparate data is NIH’s BD2K (Big Data to Knowledge) initiative. Kaplan et. al. found
that being able to identify and access big data sources of CDEs are formidable challenges
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for biomedical data and research. Further, they found identification and accessibility to be
hampered by privacy concerns, ownership, and lack of data standards. They specifically
name NIH’s BD2K program (workgroup 1) as addressing barriers to big data access by
supporting the development of data standards and the creation of indices such as CDEs that
will identify and describe big datasets58.
Lastly, there are a growing number of NIH requests for applications (RFA) that
include semantic heterogeneity as a research challenge. Of particular relevance to this
research is RFA-MH-14-200 “Integration and Analysis of Diverse HIV-Associated Data”,
which aims to stimulate the integration of data across HIV research networks and cohorts,
by developing, adapting, and applying state-of-the-art approaches to explore and/or
analyze existing data sets in novel ways. The primary task set forth by the RFA is to
combine data that use different measures of common underlying clinical research variables,
which invariably requires semantic harmonization of DE65. Though several studies are
aimed at statistical methods, ontological methods that employ CDEs, including this thesis
research, have also been supported by this funding mechanism.

7.2.2! Technological Drivers, CDEs, and Ontological tools for Semantic
Harmonization and Data Integration
Other drivers that necessitate the resolution of semantic heterogeneity include an increase
in data granularity in biomedical research, advancements in data acquisition and storage, a
desire for connections/correlations among diverse data types, (e.g., biomarkers and
behavioral data), and a growing reliance on cyber-infrastructure and computers serving as
laboratories for simulated observations (e.g., human genome research)58,128,172–174.
Semantic harmonization methods must evolve to meet these needs.
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Moreover, current interoperability challenges drive the need for semantic
harmonization. One such driver is a desire to reduce interoperability errors in the clinical
setting. Semantic interoperability failures introduce numerous data integration errors.
These errors are not only hard to detect, but are also more difficult to resolve than more
forward interoperability problems, such as syntactic errors34. Similarly, semanticheterogeneity-related computational errors in clinical and behavioral research necessitate
efforts towards semantic harmonization among research data21,34,175. For example, there is
an increasing need for international clinical research data sharing and knowledge-driven
innovation in cancer clinical trials34,176,177. Thomas et. al. in “Ontologies for cancer
nanotechnology research” discuss how cancer nanotechnology research data are diverse
and that ontologies that provide a unifying knowledge framework for annotation of data
are necessary to facilitate the sharing and semantic integration of data for advancing the
research via informatics methods178. This narrative is similar to what we have described in
the HIV research domain. Thompson et. al. reported the development of NanoParticle
Ontology (NPO) a terminological tool for cancer nanotechnology. This tool uses CDE and
ontological knowledge for the purpose of data harmonization. Similarly, CDE and
ontological tools like “The ACGT Master Ontology” have been developed and applied to
ontology-driven cancer research and data management systems.
Meanwhile, health institutions, academic researchers, and information scientists
such as Smith et. al. in “The OBO Foundry: coordinated evolution of ontologies to support
biomedical data integration” and Bodenreider et. al. in “Biomedical Ontologies in Action:
Role in Knowledge Management, Data Integration and Decision Support” are engineering
knowledge models and clinical ontologies for improving the interoperability and quality of
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clinical research protocols8,17,33,179 or the computability of reported clinical trial data 34,180,
which respond to a need for data and information integration and in turn for semantic
harmonization in the biomedical domain .

7.2.3! Semantic Harmonization, Ontologies, and CDEs in the Clinical and Clinical
Research Settings
Though both the reasons for conducting research involving semantic harmonization and
the funding mechanisms themselves are growing, the actual progress of semantically
harmonizing research data is wanting. Much more work needs to be done to achieve
semantic harmonization in the area of research datasets, particularly behavioral research;
however, there is still much we can learn from current data harmonization and integration
methods in the clinical setting. Data sharing among clinical facilities and complete
semantic interoperability among their data systems has not yet been achieved, but
significant progress has been made. The International Classification of Disease (ICD)
series of controlled clinical vocabulary standards are in wide use. ICD has been translated
into 43 languages, and research has shown that it is used by 117 countries84,181–183.
Similarly, synergistic CDE and ontological resources, such as SNOMED
((Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine), LOINC (Logical Observation Identifiers,
Names, and Codes), and RxNorm (drug name normalization tool), can be used for CDEs
and applied to the clinical research domain. One such use of clinically oriented terminology
in research is the Washington Heights/Inwood Informatics Infrastructure for CommunityCentered Comparative Effectiveness Research (WICER) project led by Bakken and
Wilcox. During WICER, Co. et al. in “Using the LOINC Semantic Structure to Integrate
Community-based Survey Items into a Concept-based Enterprise Data Dictionary to
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Support Comparative Effectiveness Research” were able to implement an approach for
integrating heterogeneous data sources, including data stored in clinical data warehouses
and those stored in separate research databases, by using a concept-oriented data dictionary
with a set of semantic terminology models. Researchers were able to illustrate the use of
the semantic structure of LOINC, an ontological CDE resource, in integrating communitybased survey items into the Medical Entities Dictionary (MED) (also an ontological CDE
resource) to support the integration of survey data with clinical data for Comparative
Effectiveness Research (CER) studies. By doing so, they found that WICER survey items
were representative of community-based survey data currently collected for a variety of
studies and that survey items were well-supported by the LOINC semantic model24.
Researchers from the WICER study were also able to apply selected approaches,
including formal representation of CDEs from the Patient Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information System (PROMIS) measures using the LOINC semantic
structure, to compared items across three surveys at the item and conceptual levels. Yoon
et al. were able to identify areas of overlap among the WICER research data warehouse
(RDW) (which consisted of electronic clinical data (ECD) and WICER community health
surveys (CHS)), the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) Survey, and the
New York City Community Health Survey (NYC CHS) to the County Health Ranking
framework85.
As highlighted in Chapter 2, Bodenreider et al. surveyed and investigated nine
ontologies: SNOMED CT, LOINC, the Foundational Model of Anatomy, the Gene
Ontology, RxNorm, the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus, the International
Classification of Diseases, the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and the Unified Medical
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Language System (UMLS). They found that not only was it practical to use ontologies in
clinical, biomedical, and behavioral research as a source of vocabulary for standardization
and integration purposes, but that it was also practical as a source of computable
knowledge17. Several barriers to use were also identified, but most important to this
research was the barrier of discoverability bias. Their example highlighted that with over
140 ontologies the UMLS is the largest repository of biomedical ontologies, but its
coverage is biased towards healthcare applications. This again highlights the need for CDE
and ontological tools designed for research purposes and areas of missing knowledge
representation.
Some attempts have been made to address the need for ontological research tools.
One of the best examples is the CDE and ontology tool the “RED”, discussed in Chapter
2, which is a ontological dictionary created to harmonize research entities and used in
conjunction with BTRIS to simplify data across NIH clinical trials113. Another example,
Sim et. al. in “The Ontology of Clinical Research (OCRe): an informatics foundation for
the science of clinical research,” created the Ontology of Clinical Research (OCRe), which
provides a domain independent ontology that describes human research studies and
provides methods for binding to clinical terminologies (e.g., SNOMED CT) and external
information common data standards (e.g., BRIDG)184. Weng et al. in “User Centered
Semantic Harmonization” demonstrated the necessity of a binding ontology as well as the
harmonization of existing information models for clinical research from a variety of
sources. Weng et al. also demonstrated the feasibility and importance of user-centered
collaborative domain modeling as an approach to semantic harmonization34. All of this
aforementioned research serves to demonstrate how CDEs, ontologies, and collaborative
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domain modeling approaches are necessary for HIV-associated research. However, no such
CDE and ontology integrated tools exist, and no collaborative efforts have yet been
attempted, for the HIV research domain.

7.3! Synergistic use of CDEs and Ontology-based Methods in Research and
Clinical Informatics: A systematized review
Ontology-based informatics methods and the relatively newer use of CDEs have
complementary roles in data harmonization and integration, the overarching and last aim
of this dissertation. However, in chapter 2, we reviewed the literature on synergistic uses
of CDEs and ontologies in clinical informatics and research. We discussed how both CDEs
and ontologies are distinct methods, are often implemented and discussed separately, and
have unique strengths and challenges. Thus, to better understand this relationship, we
performed a systematized review and explored synergistic uses of ontology-based methods
and CDEs in data harmonization or integration. We found that both CDEs and ontologies
can be combined to assist in data integration, system interoperability, knowledge
explication, DE formalization, and data standardization. CDE and ontology research, such
as the work funded by AHRQ and BD2K or conducted by WICER, has demonstrated
similar uses.
In our review we looked at three categories: clinical objectives, research objectives,
and methods and tools. We reviewed eleven articles that described both ontology-based
methods and use of CDEs for data harmonization or integration. Similar to what is
mentioned in the above literature, common clinical objectives were interoperability and
data exchange, and common research objectives included: interoperability, data
representation, and data standardization. Additionally, methods and tools included: use of
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experts for CDE identification; use of the Unified Modeling Language, UMLS, MED,
RED, LOINC, SNOMED, RxNorm, and other knowledge sources; natural language
processing (NLP); use of XML and HL7; and ontology development and associated tools
(e.g., Protégé).
We concluded that clinical and research objectives were either directly or indirectly
related to harmonization, integration, or both and that methods were diverse but commonly
involved the reuse of existing informatics tools. Thus, our findings from our literature
review, “Synergistic use of Common Data Elements and Ontology-based Methods in
Research and Clinical Informatics: A systematized review,” are in keeping with what we
discovered in the aforementioned and current literature. Ultimately, our literature review
confirms what is already known and contributes a list of common objectives, methods, and
tools to the growing literature on the synergistic use of CDEs and ontologies to achieve
clinical and research objectives.

7.4! SMASH: A Data-driven Informatics Method to Assist Experts in
Characterizing SH among DEs
As we have previously described in both this dissertation and in the research literature, SH
is detrimental to data interoperability and integration in healthcare34,103. Assessing SH is
difficult yet fundamental to addressing the problem33. In Chapter 3, using expert-based and
data-driven

methods,

we

assessed

SH

among

HIV-associated

DEs.

Using

Clinicaltrials.gov, we identified and obtained eight data dictionaries and created a DE
inventory. We vectorized DEs by study and developed a new method, SMASH, to find
DEs: similar in An and Bn, unique to An, and unique to Bn. An HIV expert assessed pairs
for semantic equivalence.
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We

found

that

heterogeneous

DEs

were

either

semantically-

equivalent/syntactically-different (HIV-positive/HIV+/Seropositive), or syntacticallyequivalent/semantically-different (“Partner”[sexual]/“Partner”[relationship]). During this
process context of usage was considered and SMASH aided identification of SH. We found
that of 1,175 DEs from pairs, 1,048 (87%) were semantically heterogeneous, and 127
(13%) were homogeneous. This indicated that SH is high within the HIV-research domain.
This finding is in keeping with what we ascertain from the current research literature, both
the literature discussed in this chapter and the literature review in Chapter 2. What was not
indicated in any of the literature we reviewed was what type of SH was represented. In our
study most heterogeneous pairs (97%) were semantically-equivalent/syntacticallydifferent. Though we feel this is likely the case for the other studies, it is not explicitly
described as such. Thus, these findings add new knowledge to the existing literature on
SH. We also found that expert-based and data-driven methods are complementary for
assessing SH, especially among semantically-equivalent/syntactically-different DE. Many
of the research studies also employed mixed computational and expert-based methods;
thus, this finding is also in keeping with what is already described in the literature.
Ultimately, in addition to successfully ascertaining that SH in the HIV-research domain
was high, we also concluded that similar expert-based/data-driven solutions to those we
performed are useful for resolving SH.

7.5! Data-driven and Expert-based Informatics Approaches to Identifying HIVassociated CDEs in Empirically Generated and Knowledge-based Resources
In Chapter 3 we characterized SH, essentially identifying the differences between DEs. In
contrast Chapter 4 describes the other side of the equation, similarity or commonality
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between DEs. This research is important because CDEs facilitate semantic interoperability
and integration of heterogeneous data sources from healthcare delivery or research.
Challenges to identifying CDEs include: identification of relevant DE resources, highthroughput CDE discovery, and agreement on DE commonality among semantically
heterogeneous sources. In Chapter 4, we used both data-driven and expert-based
informatics approaches to mitigate these challenges while identifying CDEs in the HIV
research domain.
We collected DEs from empirically generated resources (e.g., HIV research journal
articles and HIV-associated data dictionaries) and knowledge-based resources (AIDSinfo
HIV/AIDS Glossary and Drug Database, LOINC, SNOMED, RxNORM). Data-driven
approaches to identify resources included: Google Search to find the HIV/AIDS Glossary
and Drug Database; Clinicaltrials.gov to identify HIV-associated research datasets so that
study principal investigators could be recruited to provide study DEs; and BioPortal’s
ontology recommender to identify HIV relevant ontologies (i.e. LOINC, SNOMED, and
RxNorm). The data-driven approach used to identify HIV CDEs from the resources was
text mining in R. In the expert-based approach, two HIV experts manually reviewed DEs
from the journal articles and data dictionaries to confirm DE commonality, and resolved
semantic discrepancies through discussion.
We identified 2,179 CDEs. Data-driven approaches identified 2,055 (94%) (999
from the HIV/AIDS Glossary, 398 from the Drug Database, 91 from journal articles, and
a total of 567 from LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNorm cumulatively). Expert-based
approaches identified 124 (6%) unique CDEs from data dictionaries and confirmed the 91
CDEs from journal articles.
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Moreover, we found that data-driven approaches can facilitate medium-throughput
identification of both relevant CDE sources and CDEs. This is in keeping with what
researchers such as Cohen et. al., Jiang et. al, and Mohanty et. al. found4,99,185. However,
we also confirmed Weng et. al.’s assertions that data-driven methods are often challenged
by semantic heterogeneity, especially with empirically generated DEs34. Ultimately, we
concluded that expert-based approaches can complement data-driven approaches and help
resolve semantic discrepancies with more certainty than data-driven methods alone.
Though this research confirms much of what is already known in the literature, it also
contributes new mixed approaches for the complementary use of data-driven and expertbased informatics methods and tools that can identify HIV-associated CDEs in empirically
generated and knowledge-based resources. This is a big step in demonstrating application
of these techniques, particularly for the HIV research domain, and in advancing new efforts
to semantic harmonize and integrate HIV-associated research data.

7.6! Ontology-based vs. Statistical Semantic Harmonization Methods in Research
Semantic harmonization in research has commonly been completed using statistical
approaches, which use imputation and similarity models for matching and mapping92,166.
We performed a “growth-over-time” analysis of research (n=502) published on ontologybased methods versus statistical methods and found that statistical methods have dominated
the field of semantic harmonization for two decades. But our analysis also indicated
exponential growth in the use of ontology-based methods since the beginning of this
century (see Figure 7.2).
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Figure 7.2 Chart of results from our “growth-over-time” analysis of the literature on
ontology-based and statistical semantic harmonization in research
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Several researchers have highlighted some of the reasons for these trends. Pedersen
et. al. suggest in “Measures of Semantic Similarity and Relatedness in The Biomedical
Domain” that the sudden interest in ontology-based approaches to semantic harmonization
could be a result of weaknesses of the statistical approach, which include a greater
susceptibility to various biases and forms of data missing-ness and underlying
assumptions86,92,186,187. Pedersen et. al. further conclude that “…there is a role both for more
flexible measures of relatedness based on information derived from [content statistics]
corpora, as well as for measures that rely on existing ontological structures.” Furthermore,
though Tatonetti et al. are developing methods, such as the Statistical CorRection of
Uncharacterized Bias (SCRUB) algorithm to address some of statistical methods’ bias
susceptibility issues87, ontology-based methods have been shown to have marked
advantages over statistical methods.
In terms of semantic harmonization, Cimiano et al. discuss how ontology-based
data integration methods can be implemented both ex-ante, as input harmonization -address
data harmonization in the research planning stage, and make adjustments to account for
unforeseen factors at the end of the process- and ex-post, as output harmonization -using
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data conversion and transformation and imputations to align or establish equivalence
among data variables, from one database to another, after the data has been collected188. In
contrast, statistical methods can only be implemented after the data has been collected or
only in cases where an acceptable related corpus that is representative of the target CDEs
was previously provided, as was done by Pivovarov and Elhadad189.
Ontologies formalize domain concepts, establish relationships among them,
provide semantics, and represent knowledge in a specific domain to allow systems to infer
additional information based on related data. In terms of data harmonization, ontologybased data integration methods can mitigate semantic heterogeneity with more certainty
than statistical mapping methods because equivalence, data relationships, and other
inferences are pre-established rather than statistically estimated. Also, ontology-based data
integration does not have to rely on many of the same statistical assumptions as those
previously mentioned. As a result, ontology-based data integration has several important
uses: 1) content explication, where the ontology allows for accurate interpretation of the
content through formalization of terms and relationships; 2) as a Query Model where the
ontology would be used as a knowledge base and model for a domain query schema; and
3) verification where the ontology is used to verify mappings between datasets44,88.

7.7! Developing HERO from CDEs
Integrating HIV-associated biomedical data can increase the breadth of variables and
statistical power for analysis; in turn, these improve knowledge and the effectiveness of
interventions. Data harmonization is fundamental to integration, and domain-specific
semantic harmonization tools such as ontologies and CDEs are ideal for managing both the
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diversity of HIV DEs and the quickly evolving nature of the HIV research domain. Thus,
in Chapter 5 our aim was to leverage empirically generated CDEs and existing knowledge
resources identified in Chapter 4 to develop and evaluate an ontology that can formally
represent CDEs in HIV research.
We used the CDEs from Chapter 4 to create the HIV-associated Entities in Research
Ontology (HERO). We not only systematically developed HERO from the previously
identified CDEs, but we also leveraged their formalisms, relationships, and inherited
hierarchies. We modeled HERO using the semantic structure of existing ontological
resources (e.g., The Medical Entities Dictionary), any available hierarchical information
from the knowledge resources themselves (e.g., AIDSinfo HIV Drug Database), and expert
knowledge. The ontology was built using the Protégé suite of ontology development tools.
Cimino’s desiderata, competency questions, and Ontoclean were used to evaluate the
ontology’s intrinsic and extrinsic qualities, and we assessed correctness.
HERO comprises CDEs from: the research literature, terms from the AIDSinfo
HIV/AIDS Glossary and drugs from the AIDSinfo Drug Database, CDEs from eight
research data dictionaries, and HIV-related CDE in LOINC, SNOMED, and RxNorm.
There are a total of 2,179 CDEs represented in the ontology. Its provenance is located at
http://webprotege.stanford.edu/, and Ontological metrics include: 1,555 classes, 627
individuals, 35 properties, and a maximum depth of 8.
Though several HIV knowledge resources were found online and in the research
literature, no ontology specifically for HIV clinical and behavioral research exist. HERO
represents the CDEs and semantics that underlies the HIV research domain. Thus, HERO
provides a foundation and informatics tool to support a wide range of HIV-associated
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knowledge and research activities, particularly data integration. Evaluation shows that
HERO was accurately built and can be used to answer domain specific questions.
Preliminary evidence also suggests that HERO has potential to be used to share or obtain
a common understanding of HIV-associated CDEs among HIV-associated clinical,
behavioral, and biomedical research.

7.8! Feasibility of Using HERO for Ontology-based Integration of Diverse HIVassociated Datasets
As we previously found in and described from the literature, overlap between DEs among
diverse studies provides an opportunity to integrate their datasets. Integration would allow
researchers to perform new analyses and address common data analytic challenges (i.e.
small sample size, subgroup analyses, low statistical power, or lack of comparison group).
Unfortunately, SH between HIV DEs greatly hinders integration and the rapid changes of
HIV research objectives challenge the implementation of semantic harmonization tools.
However, HERO was designed to mitigate these challenges by using CDEs derived both
from existing research and expertly developed knowledge-based resources. Thus, our
fourth aim (i.e., Chapter 6), and the overarching goal of the study, was to test the feasibility
of using HERO to integrate two diverse HIV-associated datasets.
Two datasets with HIV-associated DEs were vetted from different institutions and
research objectives. Data dictionaries from both studies were obtained. Two HIV experts
used integrated search features within HERO to traverse the ontology’s hierarchy and
identify related formalisms to the CDEs that exist in each data dictionary. This process is
called SH. Each researcher independently semantically harmonized each data dictionary’s
CDEs, and interrater reliability was calculated. Finally, several CDEs were categorically
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selected (e.g., demographics, administrative, biomedical, behavioral) and descriptive
statistics were used to characterize the differences between the integrated and nonintegrated datasets.
There were a total of 367 DEs in D1 and a total of 72 DEs in data dictionary 2 (D2).
Using HERO and our “25% criterion” (described in Chapter 6) two HIV experts
successfully identified 181 (49.32%) CDEs in D1 and 37 (51.39%) DEs in D2. Of the 181
CDEs in D1, 156 (86.19%) were found in HERO and 25 (13.81%) were identified as CDEs
based on the 25% criteria, but were not in HERO. Similarly, of the 37 CDEs in D2 32
(86.48%) were found in HERO and 5 (13.51%) were identified as CDEs based on the 25%
criterion. Of the 367 DEs in D1 186 (50.68%) were not CDEs, and of the 72 DEs in D2 35
(48.61%) were not CDEs. Interrater reliability for CDE identification as measured by
Cohen’s Kappa was 0.900 for D1 and 0.892 for D2. Cohen’s Kappas for CDEs in D1 and
D2 that were also identified in HERO were 0.885 and 0.688, respectively. Semantically
harmonized CDEs in both datasets were categorically selected from several categories and
sample size increases were calculated showing an average increase of 1,928% for six
selected CDEs of D2.
Ultimately, the two HIV experts were able to successfully traverse the HERO
semantic hierarchy to identify formalisms for each CDE. As a result, semantic
heterogeneity was reduced, significantly increasing semantic harmonization and the value
of the integrated data. During the process they were also able to leverage HERO’s
knowledge base to determine DEs and knowledge gaps that would have been ideally
implemented into each research study. The sample size for the integrated data set increased,
which has the potential to increase statistical power.
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7.9! Future Work
Future work developing HERO and integrating datasets should include more HIVassociated studies. Much of the SH characterization, CDE discovery, ontology evaluation,
and semantic harmonization tasks were done manually by experts. Additional research
should look into high-throughput methods that help to streamline and expedite these
processes so that larger volumes of data can be processed quickly. HERO should be more
thoroughly evaluated by independent evaluators who have little to no experience with
HERO. Also, more research should be done on how HIV researchers interact with HERO.
A usability study would be an ideal method of assessing the requirements necessary to
make HERO more useful. Similarly, SMASH should be evaluated in other research studies.
SMASH in of itself is a technical concept of using string metrics to assess semantic
relationships; thus, research should expand upon our SMASH study by using other string
metrics and comparing their performance to ours. Another area for future research
identified in our systematized review was the need to increase MeSH terms for ontologies
and CDEs. Future work should aim to address this gap in the MeSH ontology. Lastly, other
work should include adding biological CDEs to HERO and various types of bio-specimens
and “omics” data. This is a significant gap in HEROs knowledge-base.

7.10! Limitations
A major limitation of this research was biases of the experts that identified and verified
DEs as CDEs, built HERO, and evaluated HERO. Their personal body of knowledge and
proclivities towards certain methods or ways of thinking could have influenced many levels
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of the overall research. More importantly, the fact that they already had additional insider
information as to the inner workings of the tools and a personal investment into the design
of the tools may have biased their ratings in the evaluation process. Rater bias was also an
issue for subjective measures and statistical calculations as well (e.g., interrater reliability).
Both raters worked closely together learning how the other identified and defined CDEs.
Thus, when identifying CDEs using HERO for a semantic harmonization task, it is
unsurprising that their rating would be aligned. Alternatively, two independent raters that
had not experience with one another’s thought processes should have done the task.
Similar bias effects can be found in the data dictionaries themselves. Not only were
additional CDEs found outside of the original eight data dictionaries’ DEs, but also some
data dictionaries had overlapping involvement between principal investigators and
research scientists. Overlapping research may have recycled or be inclined to using the
same DEs across data dictionaries. This overlap may have directly impacted the breadth
and diversity of variables generated in our CDE identification task, resulting in us finding
missing CDEs in the evaluation (e.g., in the semantic harmonization task).
Another major limitation of the overall research was that all studies leveraged the
research literature in some way. This was a major limitation because any results from the
literature (systematized review, HIV-associated CDEs, etc.) were limited by the search
parameters use to identify relevant articles. Though we made every effort to be exhaustive
in our search, including comprehensive databases and advanced search parameters, this
still only included English language works; thus, other possible important and critical
information that only exist in other languages may have been left out.
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Our ontology, HERO, itself was designed for the HIV-research domain. HERO’s
domain specificity may limit its usefulness in other research areas. Moreover, we were only
able to procure a limited number of data dictionaries. Thus, our CDEs may not be as
comprehensive as they could have been if we had more data dictionaries to analyze. This
was made evident in Chapter 6 when we identified additional CDEs from the two data
dictionaries we semantically harmonized.
Lastly, we did not use any statistical methods in our integration process. Statistical
methods have the advantage of addressing data missing-ness through imputation, and
ontologies cannot. Thus, ontology-based semantic harmonization and data integration
methods would fail to successfully address data missing-ness. Lastly, the more information
an ontology represents (e.g., CDEs) the more data that must be traversed; thus, HERO is
subject to expressiveness/tractability tradeoffs.

7.11! Conclusion: Summary of Findings and Contributions
In conclusion, ontology-based semantic harmonization of HIV-associated CDEs and
integration of diverse HIV-associated datasets has the potential to have a profound impact
on HIV data science, new discoveries, and related interventions. We identified ontologybased approaches to achieving this integration. Our overarching goal was to develop and
implement a method for integration of diverse HIV-associated datasets. Through
characterizing the amount of SH in the HIV research domain, identifying HIV-associated
CDEs, building HERO, and successfully implementing HERO to assess the feasibility of
its use by HIV experts to semantically harmonize data dictionaries for integration of their
related datasets, we achieved that goal (see Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3 Summary of results by aim
Aim I

Semantic)
Heterogeneity?

SH = High/
SemanticallyEquivalent/
SyntacticallyDifferent

Aim II

Aim III

Aim IV

Common)Data)
Elements?

Create)
Ontology)/
Assess)Quality?

Semantic)
Harmonization)
Feasible?

HERO/
Quality = Good

Yes

2,179 CDEs

During this process we made several discoveries and contributions. Some confirmed what
was already known, some contribute new knowledge to the literature, and some developed
novel methodologies and tools to the both the fields of HIV research and biomedical
informatics (see Table 7.1). Most of our findings were congruent with what we found in
the research literature. However, we did make several novel discoveries and contributions.
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Table 7.1 Summary of contributions to HIV research and biomedical informatics
Chapter
2

Tool/Finding
Uses of CDE and
Ontologies
String-assisted
Assessment of
Semantic
Heterogeneity
(SMASH)
HIV SH is High

Domain
Informatics

4

2,179 HIV-associated
CDEs

HIV/Informatics

4

Two major SH types

Informatics

4

Data-driven and
expert-based methods
are complementary
The HIV-associated
Entities in Research
Ontology (HERO)
Using HERO for
semantic
harmonization is
feasible

Informatics

3

3

5
6

Informatics

HIV

HIV/Informatics
HIV/Informatics

Contribution
Integration, formalization,
explication, etc.
String metrics can assist in
identifying DE with close
semantic relationships

Status/Info. Type
Confirmatory

Provided evidence for level
of SH in HIV research
Provided an inventory of
existing and new HIVassociated CDEs
Semanticallyequivalent/syntacticallydifferent, or syntacticallyequivalent/semanticallydifferent
Mixed methods for CDE
discovery are optimal

New

New ontology specifically
for HIV clinical and
behavioral research
HIV experts s are able to
semantically
harmonize
HIV-associated
data
dictionaries for integration
of two datasets

Novel

Novel

New
New

Confirmatory

New

As predicted by the literature, we found HERO (the HIV-associated Entities in Research
Ontology) to be suited to addressing the HIV research domain’s semantic heterogeneity
problem. We also demonstrated its potential to serve as a resource that can assist HIV
researchers to semantically harmonize their DEs for the purpose of integration. By
achieving integration and increasing the breadth of variables in a dataset, we increase
statistical power, particularly for sub-group analyses. Thus, this research, by its
contributions toward achieving integration of diverse HIV-associated datasets, may help
HIV researchers gain new knowledge and guide the development of novel and effective
interventions for disease prevention and treatment.
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